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INTRODUCTION
There is no greater fear in the human mind than the fear of
death! Death is a dramatic leap from the known to "the great
unknown." And humankind fear the uncertainty of further life--after death...
Fortunately, knowledge soon banishes fear. It is the dark
unknown of death that looms so fearful in our minds. Light of
knowledge will remove that dark unknown. Death should never be
feared.
Death is merely the cessation of three-dimensional motion. It
is a personal state of rest that will return to a state of motion again.
Rest and motion, or death and life, are now---and have been
forever---interwoven into our personal and universal patterns of
existence. What is the end of motion----in one layer or level of
life---reverts back to motion in the following invisible layer or
level of life and vice versa.
There is an almost perfect direct correspondence of this
ceaseless life/death principle that is easily observed when using an
ordinary room of a house as an example. It is a realm or layer of
existence of its own. You are not alive in that room when you are
not there. However, you are immediately alive in that room when
you step through the "portal" or door, from the adjoining room or
space. Likewise, when you step out of that room---through the
portal or doorway---into an adjoining room or space---you are
instantly dead to the presence or sight of any observers in that
room. Life and death are simply our movements from room to
room, mansion to Manson. And there are infinite rooms,
mansions, or dimensions of human spirit existence. Death was--and is--- an illusion. No one ever dies! You and I simply "leave the
room."
In actuality, you are as fully alive when you enter our threedimensional earth and put your baby "robe" on as you are when
you leave the room of three-dimensional earth and take your worn
or aged robe off! This robe or human body of ours is merely an
embracement vehicle. We need to wear one while taking up our
brief residence in our three-dimensional earth layer or level. The
"No-Thing," which paradoxically is everywhere we are, needs a
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different robe or embracement vehicle when we move into a new
room or space. You and I will always have some form of energy
field or embracement vehicle that fits in with or resonates to the
vibrational or frequency field that is real to us and is finely tuned
to any new dimension we arrive in. We will always have a "body"
that is attuned to any new gestalt field we enter---which will
always seem to be, or appear to be, the "real" world that we
occupy. In reality, every different frequency, or layer of reality, is
different from the world behind it, in front of it, beside it, inside it,
or outside it in endless numbers.
The questions of what is life, what is death, and what is
beyond death have intrigued and puzzled humankind on earth
through the ages. Why is there such ceaseless human suffering,
such struggle, such despair, such violence, such guilt and regret,
and such abject human misery here on earth? On the other hand,
there seems to be very little peace, joy, comfort, fulfillment and
human security.
Many of the answers to these many questions will be revealed
to you in this text. What now appears to be a forever unsolved and
dark human mystery will, hopefully, be solved for you before you
finish reading this volume. Simply keep an open and enquiring
mind. A person who "knows it all" already cannot see new truth
when it appears.
The greatest gift that God gave us all in human form is the
gift of conscious free choice! Free choice is also an awesome selfresponsibility. It is a grand and mighty power to possess. That
divine power of free choice is always totally yours, unless you
very foolishly give it away to someone or something.
This supreme power of free choice will lead you through
endless labyrinths of repetitive human cycles of birth, death, and
rebirth. Your choice will place you in and out of the DEAD
ZONE, again and again, or out of it---and into the unlimited space
of pure god-self realization. You can know yourself as the grand
and beautiful light-being, god-self entity that you are! That is your
"mission"!
In the end, there is nothing to fear in the DEAD ZONE,
except your innocent ignorance. The knowledge here will set you
free. I hope you will kindly share it with others.
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I also feel it's highly important to emphasize---here in the
beginning of this text that if you feel any fear as you reflect or
absorb this information, you may want to explore what belief is
giving you such fear. This volume is written so that you will have
a greater understanding about the powerful and manipulative
entities that are trying to rob you of life energies and curb your
divine free will. Closing your eyes to their presence and their
influence does keep them from holding their power over you---or
your group, or your nation. Whereas, when you know what "ails"
you, you can immediately move to "fix it." If you have cancer, or
any other life-threatening disease, you want to find out about it--for denying it will only put you "in the grave" quickly! In the
exact same way, when you know who and what these denizens of
the DEAD ZONE are---your knowledge will protect and free you
from all of their personal influence in your life---or in the lives of
your loved ones...
What I am saying is that you can use this vital information to
frighten yourself greatly---or you can use it to set yourself totally
free! The evil vampires in the DEAD ZONE that hold such great
power over those unaware of their presence is snapped when those
being manipulated discover they are being used and abused. The
light of knowledge robs evil doers of their power. The truth will
set you free. Therefore, reflect this knowledge in that light!
Russ Michael
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Chapter 1
AFTER/DEATH LIFE IN THE
DEAD ZONE
This book starts like life, at the end, and finishes at the
beginning! It follows the universal creative principle itself. First,
the whole picture of life in any form is seen as a finished or
completed (or ended) creation. Then, only when the end is
foreseen is the beginning begun!
Death is to all apparent senses the end of our life journey. It
appears to be the irrevocable finish of human life lived, but is it?
Of course not. There is not death. I know for myself. I have
already experienced the end. I died. I live! I have just begun!
The adventure or game of life is forever ongoing. The myriad
of game players simply stop and rest, from time to time. They then
return later into the game, often in the very same sport arena---or
they graduate as a game master---and go on to other far different
and even more fulfilling games in more vast "sport arenas." For
every eternally living player, the "play" goes on! What is the
splendid or sordid end of one game on earth is the fine beginning
of another game here soon after.
An age-long question has been: where do you or I go after
apparent death? Another one is: is there really a heaven and a hell?
If so, on the last question who decides who goes "up" or "down"?
Is there a genuine god in this DEAD ZONE, or a genuine
"devil" that fights for sole ownership or possession of you---or
your nebulous soul?
Since right or wrong, like up or down, are relative terms, how
can someone other than our own self know---or decide---what is
right, and what is wrong for you, when God (Herself/ Himself)
gave you the divine and absolute free choice to do what you want
to do or can do?
These are all very reasonable questions that even the most
simple reasoning human being wants answered. However, if you
have given your divine power of reasoning away to others, then
perhaps these important questions are of no concern to you!
However, if so, you will always then be at the cold and exacting
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"mercy" of those who use fear, superstition, ignorance, regret, and
false guilt to control you. Even worse, these vampires are cleverly
able to milk you of your own precious self-identity---and your
personal vitality.
As you will discover, the only DEVIL that exists is in the
DEAD ZONE, working three-dimensionally through individuals,
groups, or nations that play false gods or deviously manipulating
devils in our lives in human form!
There is definitely a heartless and a living devil that exists in
the DEAD ZONE.
That hideous devils plays false "God" over human life on
earth. That devil was created naively and innocently by you, by
me, and by all past and present billions upon billions of lightentity selves that have lived or are living in human bodies on our
planet. In actuality, a huge hierarchy of "false gods" and demonic
"devils" exist in the DEAD ZONE. And since these two deceptive
identities are readily interchangeable, we will drop the "devil"
designation. Every single one of these active pseudo false gods
contain both the so-called good and so-called bad aspects and
attributes within them. These are "human traits" that we literally
gave to them. Most of the demonic denizens of the DEAD ZONE
were created out of what we gave away---or threw away from
ourselves. They otherwise have no real life of their own. They
only possess those aspects and attributes of human life that we
have conferred on them---and to them! We can also take back
whatever power we have given away to these dark beings... which
then makes them and their overlords powerless, and thus lifeless.
In the long eons past, your death and my death have been
their life! However, as each one of us awakens and takes back hi
or her life again, these DEAD ZONE devils will die. Without our
vital life force to support them, they cannot live. This is why they
try to stir up every emotional outburst from us that they can. They
literally feed off of our energy fields---even while we are in our
human bodies on earth. We will explore our individual after/death
life!
All death is self-caused. That applies whether it is a slow, socalled natural death (you can bet it is a nutritional deficiency), or a
fast, violent or explosive death. Whether we "go out" without a
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whimper, or with a loud scream---it does not matter. The end
result is always the same; the human body is lifeless. Upon human
death we quit breathing and all our body functions stop. We think
and we feel, but our spirit vacates he body and you or I wake up in
the DEAD ZONE. We simply step out or ease out of our cold,
rigid physical body "remains" and into our new embracement
vehicle, biological spirit.
This awesome biological spirit has been slowly constructed
by you over the days and years of your human life. It extends from
three to five inches around your entire human body right now. It
contains all of the DNA blueprint and genetic pool material
needed to build your biological spirit immediately upon your
death. The pattern or build of your new spirit "body" is uniquely
what you have made it during your sojourn on earth in physical
human form---no more, no less.
Pure light-entity spirit---by nature---has not shape, no form
whatsoever to limit or to contain it. This is why you chose to
journey through lifetime after lifetime in human form.
After death, you quickly assemble your "self" into the
familiar human form or shape that you remember you were! This
explains why some people who see themselves as much younger
looking than they may look, appear to look much younger when
seen in spirit---after death. Upon death, you are still 100 percent
you! However, you are now minus your incredible, though very
limiting, form and fallible body senses.
You think...move...at the speed of your thoughts for at leas
six hours after your physical death. You easily walk through walls
or fly through the air. And you usually try frantically to feel and
touch those around you on the earth plane whom you still see and
who are still firmly bound in their human physical embracement
vehicles. You discover with dismay that your hand passes right
through them as if they were only holograms (and how right you
are!). Yet, no matter how hard you try, shout, plead or cry, no one
on the physical plane can see, feel, or hear you, or feel your touch.
There may be slight exceptions when certain family
members, close friends, or loved ones tied strongly to your
electrical circuits seems to sense or, on even more rare exceptions,
see you as a hologram or a ghostly figure.
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Nevertheless, communication, if any, is usually limited to a
smile or some other sort of meaningful symbolic gesture, as you
attempt to make those clearly grieving your physical exit from the
earth stage aware that you are still alive and feeling better than you
have ever felt while in your sadly mistreated human body. The
persistent aches and pains of your former human body are now
gone. The only tremendously real anguish is your very intense
guilt and sorrow for things done, or still undone, when it was
easily possible---in the physical world---now left irrevocably
behind!
As soon as you begin to get oriented to your new reality--and to your new unrestricted "body"---entities in the DEAD
ZONE, some in the guise and form of your already deceased
family, or friends, or helpers from the physical "sleep plane"
(bridging into the DEAD ZONE) may swarm around you to greet
you and guide you.
At some point a pseudo god, surrounded by light (that you
will instantly assume is Christ, Buddha, Krishna, Jehovah,
Mohammed, or whatever your former earth plane beliefs dictated)
will appear and will lovingly offer to take away the burden of your
guilt, sorrows, regrets, and whatever painful memories you carry.
You will gladly give them away to this "benign" entity, just as you
have done so to many others countless other times, cycle after
cycle, of earthly human births and after/death lives!
You then have just craftily been stripped of your most
valuable life experiences (without conscience) by one of the many
evil overlords of the DEAD ZONE. You are only allowed to keep
enough memory of your own unique self-identity to keep you from
totally disintegrating back to No-Thing (nothing). Thus, you can
now mindlessly serve this overlord as a slave during your recovery
period in the DEAD ZONE (not much different from having been
an almost mindless slave to the behind-the-scenes overlords of the
physical plane which you had just served your "life sentence" in).
Then in due time you will be reseeded in the earth plane
again, as part of a new crop of humanoids that will be harvested
again, harvest upon harvest, almost without end!
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This terrible repetitious cycle revealed here has been going
on in the DEAD ZONE for millions of years---but the end is near!
The DEAD ZONE is about to collapse---and relatively soon.
Meanwhile, by the very nature of your own unique personal
wavelength or vibratory rate, you already belong to one of the
countless groupings or gestalts in the DEAD ZONE. That is the
world you will experience as real during after/death.
AS a rule, the lower the density, the worse kind of a slum it
will be. Conversely, the higher the density, the better your
environment and life condition will be. Your past actions or nonactions have created your reality in the DEAD ZONE---just as
they do on our earth plane. You will live in your own self-created
vibratory dimension, along with all of the other biological spirits
who are also embodied in that layer or level or reality. That world
is very similar to planet Earth, since it is a collective memory
construct of all the earthly experiences of those banded there with
you. This is the heaven or hell of your own personal and group
reality.
Usually, in seven to forty years you will be ready and eager
to go back into a physical embodiment upon earth again. The cycle
then begins to repeat itself. Once again, you are rebirthed into a
guilt-laden linear time earth plane reality, where you will continue
to fee your DEAD ZONE keeper---even during your now present
and very real physical human earth life! You may be astonished to
learn that the DEAD ZONE plays a dark and heavy had in sowing,
cultivating, and harvesting emotional energy from our threedimensional earth affairs as well.
Like it or not, know it or not, you and I have truthfully been
innocent prisoners and slaves of the overlords of the DEAD ZONE
for long ages. However, discovering these truths has set me free! It
can also just as easily set you and your dear loved ones free!
Small minds live in small worlds.
Big minds live in big worlds...:
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Chapter 2
Your Mind is a Gate
Open your mind and let all of your fears out! Reserve any
strong judgments until you have read every word of this volume.
Every single personal as well as our collective social problems we
now face were created through our ignorance. This means we did
not know any better. Your mind is a gate. Swing it open. A closed
mind is slow, sure mental death. Some truths are eternal.
"Know you not that you are gods?"
"The kingdom of heaven is within."
The SOURCE, or GOD, gave each of us Divinely Fragment
God Parts, the most precious and divine gift in all creation. We
have touched on it before. Each unique one of us in human form
was given individual free choice. Because you have free choice,
you can choose to throw your free choice away! You can give it
away to anyone---or to anything---you choose. You can blindly,
thus ignorantly, accept whatever old or new politic or tradition you
were birthed into without question. If so, this automatically cuts
off, closes off, or shuts down your brain. This makes you
completely powerless.
You cannot change your pernicious or ignorant beliefs until
you wake up and take back your power to think and choose for
yourself. We must each learn to think and choose for ourselves.
No on else in the entire universe can do this for us---unless we
allow it!
Taking back your power simply means that you open your
mind and let old ignorance and fear out---and some bright godlight in. You and I can begin to think things through. We can
reason ignorant things out and new things in, and thus enjoy
enlightened decisions. When free choice ceases, all growth and all
forward moving human evolution ends.
It is easy to see that new human though is rare. It is easier to
parrot the same old warped and often badly molded and
misunderstood ideas. These badly rotted ideas are forever
recycled, again and again, through each growing stagnant society--generation upon generation. Take the risk! Everything worthwhile
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is risky. If you do not like the outcome of your new choice, fix it.
At least you are now on new ground.
No decision or action you take in good conscience is wrong.
Why worry and carry regrets or guilt’s like heavy millstones
hanging from your neck or tied to your ankle. Your soul knows
how to turn every single regret or seemingly bitter mistake from
an ugly gray oyster into a shining pearl of wisdom. You must take
charge---face up to everything and anything lurking darkly in your
past. Bring it into the light of knowledge and resolve it.
You and I cannot grow or evolve through the choices of
another. How can we if someone else makes the decisions for us?
That only sets us up to play the role of victims. You cannot blame
someone else for your own misfortune. The fashion today is to say
he, she or it did it to me! WRONGO IN THE CONGO!
You allowed that present ruler of your fate to take charge of
your life---and its lost direction. You are not a helpless victim
when you willingly give your power away to your eager and
powerful ruler. That benefactor will tell you how to think, what to
think, why not to think, and what lifestyle you should live! Now
you do not have to think for our self anymore! You must blindly
follow, while the shallow owner of your free choice and your
abdicated individual self-power leads you where she, he, or it
chooses.
That is the old game, just in case you have not heard! The
new game is called taking back your God-given self-power! Only
God deserves your unconditional and eternal trust.
You can forsake your divine trust. You can give away your
own right to reason. You can willingly close off the gate of your
mind to new thoughts and new knowledge, but then you are
already one of the living, walking dead! You are dead---even
though you can still walk, talk and move your physical body
around. A surrender of your right to think for yourself dooms you
to a life of sorrow, anger, guilt and severe regret---overfilled with
great struggle and much dark human misery. You had also set
yourself up to be a full-course "meal" for your overlords in the
DEAD ZONE. The denizens there will feast on you---quite
literally---until your dying day, at which point they will further
strip off most of your remaining vitality and self-identity.
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The price you pay for surrendering your free choice to others
is horrific. They are then able to evilly control and enslave your
every thought, feeling and act. All of that grand personal power
you have given away so freely now feeds and empowers the dark
forces in the DEAD ZONE. They will now surround and envelop
you through most of your life and death journey in human body
and consciousness upon earth.
Every single huge gestalt on earth or pool of human
consciousness of every kind is now controlled from the Dead
Zone. Sadly, religion, through distortion of the primary true
teachings, acts as a major controlling human gestalt---manipulated
from the DEAD ZONE. Religion often asks you to blindly follow
what it erroneously teaches---without question. This is not right!
God gave us both reasoning and free choice to follow your own
god within---above any external authority.
We must ultimately suffer great guilt and regret over giving
away our right to think for ourselves to any so-called "teacher."
This makes us a choice meal for the denizens and overlords of the
DEAD ZONE. Guilt and regret are like a juicy steak being served
to them on a golden platter! Any one, or all, of your dark,
regretful, angry, envious, greedy, lustful, or negative thoughts and
feelings are food for these self-appointed "gods." They stand by in
the inner plane watching and waiting eagerly for your next giveoff, or next give-away, and they pounce on and take it like
ravenous wolves. They are genuine vampires.
Please leave your mind open as you pour over the following
pages of this volume. A closed mind will keep you prisoner of the
DEAD ZONE forever...lost! An open mind can lead you into
finding your very precious god-self.
No one plans to coerce you into believing what you do not
choose to believe. That would be against divine nature. You have
a free mind. Use reason and free choice to accept or reject
whatever ideas or thoughts you wish to hold or to reject as you
peruse, explore and discover the startling new ideas presented to
you in this volume.
A good suggestion would be to leave all of your heavily
prejudiced or strong preconceived ideas and thoughts learned from
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misguided Religion, Science, or Philosophy behind! Most of these
have been fed into us directly from the DEAD ZONE gestalts of
like nature. Put those old tired beliefs on hold and go on
thoughtfully forward now to penetrate as you study what appears
at first thought as "far out" thinking---and which seems to have no
objective basis for modern day reality. Do it boldly. Have fun!
Have no fear!
Rather than being tainted by evil, as dark forces now in
power would like you to believe, you may actually find your lost
way back into the light again...You may even extract yourself out
of darkness and out of horrific past evil control!
Let us step forward now, and see what--at present--is eating
you?
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Chapter 3
I KNOW WHAT'S EATING YOU

You are being fed upon---whether you know it or not, and
whether you like it or not! That applies to anyone who feels the
slightest tinge of guilt, anger, or any one of the six generic
emotions that our brain "lumps"--all of those countless in-between
emotions we feel--together.
All emotional "feelings" of any kind are caused by electrical
friction. They are body irritants similar to the tingles of an electric
shock. They are literally--from one angle--electric sparks!
Feeling is totally different from emotion! Feeling comes as a
divine communication from You to you, from someone else to
you, or from something else to you. The "line of direction" of
feeling extends from the One to the many.
Feeling comes from the center or Source of selves or things.
It is spiritual in essence, while emotions come from an overload-or under-supply--of physical body energy. Emotions act like a
mental or physical body irritant. Feeling is like a holy message
from your soul that signals something is right or wrong. If it feels
good you are on track to where you wish to go, be, do or have....
Our brain only recognizes six generic emotions: (1) JOY, (2)
DEPRESSION (3) FEAR, (4) ANXIETY, (5) LOVE, and (6)
ANGER. You will note that two-thirds of these basic human
emotions are negative. Also consider that we are using the term
"emotion" very loosely here, since joy and love are certainly
positive godly feelings!
Wet Electricity
Entities that have inhabited the DEAD ZONE over the eons
only get their chemical charges of "wet electricity" through
negative human emotions. They frantically devour these energies
since it is the only way that they can continue a live existence.
Otherwise, they would soon disintegrate, or fall away, into nothing
(no-thing).
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Thus the "thing" that is eating you or me feverishly (or
anyone else that feels negative emotions) is very alive---and very
hungry. It is a vampire, since it feeds on the living energy of
others!
It lives and grows a little more in the DEAD ZONE every
time you and I, or others in human form, express fear, anger,
depression, anxiety and any one or every one of the thousands of
shades or nuances of these four negative emotions. Each shade or
nuance is known and sought out as a delicacy to the waiting
inhabitants of the DEAD ZONE.
The very bottom line is that they are eating us alive! No
baking or cooking is needed. A lot of "stewing" really turns them
on! It will always turn out to be a giant feast for these overlords.
They love it when you feel even remotely regretful or guilty about
something. Your negativity gives them their energy to live.
Without it, each one of them would wither away to nothing (and
thus be forced into human incarnation on earth again).
Over the long ages, besides learning how to strip you and me
of our energies at human death, they gradually learned how to
penetrate and manipulate human life on earth in our seemingly
three-dimensional plane. They know how to bring up fearful ego
defense, which leads to aggression, conflict and struggle--furthering violence, harm, guilt and anger, leading to depression.
This formula is used day-in and day-out by the vast hierarchy
of lords and overlords harvesting us in the DEAD ZONE. They
individually and collectively know how to give you that final
mental or emotional "push" that takes you over the edge. They are
masters of making you feel fearful and combative with your loved
ones and friends. Your excess and undisciplined outbursts of
negative emotional energy provide many of them with a whole
mid-day meal, or a before-meal, or an after-meal snack!
Of course, the more guilt, self-unworthiness or insecurity
they can get you to feel, the more of you they have to eat. You are
to them like a cow put out to pasture. You can usually be "milked"
of your precious life energy almost every day while you are alive
on earth. Then upon death, you are heartlessly "butchered"--stripped almost completely of your life vitality and your unique
god-self identity!
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Then again, upon that human death, while trying to rest and
prepare for another human incarnation, you are still an ongoing
feast to your "personal keepers" or overlords in the DEAD ZONE.
There, too, it is achieved through your blind, misguided devotion
and willing service to wolves in sheep's clothing...You are
carefully kept in complete ignorance of what is really going on.
Does it begin to feel familiar?
Thoroughly duped, you look upon your DEAD ZONE keepers
as if they were sacred gods---and obediently follow them around
and do what they want you to do. You take their word as truth, just
like a two-year old who can only believe and follow the dictates
and teachings of the seemingly God-like parent, no matter how
depraved, cruel, or unloving his or her parent may actually be!
Every single day and night in the DEAD ZONE is totally
conditional. No unconditional love, no mercy, no truth, nor any
charity can exist in the "hearts" of these fiendish demons...by their
"nature." You are punished or stingily rewarded for doing or
failing to do the will of your keeper in the DEAD ZONE daily.
The seeming love given to you is totally conditional, and, of
course, that is no love at all!
Your past innocent trust in religion, while still physically
embodied in human form on earth, had already prepared you for a
conditional pseudo "God." You learned the condition of being
rewarded by "Him" (a very definite male deity) when you were
"good"---and being punished by "Him" "when you were "bad."
This misguided earthly religious doctrine set you up for undue
trust of your DEAD ZONE keeper upon your after/death arrival
there. You are eaten when you give loving devotion to these
devious demons, and you are eaten when you give off negative
reactions like fear, anger, sorrow, guilt, regret, and all of the
countless other succulent and delectable "wet electric" dishes you
serve to your keepers.
In a later chapter I will explain how and why these lowly dark
entities can feed on your emotional and mental energies, and thus
how the DEAD ZONE was actually created.
Of the zillions of known and unknown universes, this is the
only one which contains a DEAD ZONE. From a positive and
greater overview, strange as it seems, our DEAD ZONE acts as a
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human spirit "incubator." After human death, it is a temporary
space or place to live---in between our ceaseless birth, death and
rebirth on earth in human form.
Now you, too, know what is eating you! I personally do not
like it! Fortunately for me (and soon for you), I know how to avoid
being a succulent meal for these fiendish DEAD ZONE eaters! I
know also how you and I can avoid that very painful "stripping
process" upon after/death entrance into the DEAD ZONE! That
blessed knowledge will soon be yours. Hopefully, you will share it
eagerly and abundantly with your loved ones and the world in
general, as I am now doing with you.
This astounding knowledge about the DEAD ZONE is not
passed along to you to create more fear, and thus to generate more
food for these sinister "keepers." As TWINKLE TOP, my
fictitious little space boy from the planet of Plunkett, knows:
knowledge or truth always dissipates fear! When TWINKLE TOP
visited Monster-Land (shades of the DEAD ZONE) his parents
had already taught him that fear makes a monster grow and that
courage makes them disappear. Thus, he was mentally "equipped"
to face and conquer every dark monster that he encountered! Dark
forces cannot live in the light. This knowledge allows you to put a
final end to being a DEAD ZONE meal for someone else! At the
same time, as you and I withdraw our vital energies it helps to
bring on that final collapse of the DEAD ZONE and the
simultaneous transmutation of our earth into a heavenly or lighted
"star." At far last, our garden-green, ocean-blue planet Earth and
many life forms upon it are in the beginning processes of some
highly startling and awesome changes---and most for the better!
Meanwhile, the only known way to keep yourself from being
"eaten alive"---while in the DEAD ZONE or while physically
embodied on earth---is to start consciously loving yourself into
divine existence. Search for and find divinity within you.
You simply cannot love yourself if you keep on doing or
saying disrespectful things to others around you. Instead of
complaining and playing the victim role, learn to appreciate all of
existence! Think it through! Can you really, or even convincingly,
pretend to love yourself if you say and repeatedly do unloving
things to others? Of course not---no! Yet, each single one of us has
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God centered in our being. With Him, we are everything! Without
Him, we are nothing! We know inwardly to give our love to
others, or we can allow our fearful and defensive ego to withhold
love of others---and love of self. Learn to consciously monitor
your every thought, feeling, emotion, and action. Leave all guilt
and regrets behind. Then without guilt and the many byproducts of
guilt---convertible into wet electricity---there is nothing more left
in you that any DEAD ZONE denizen or overlord can feed upon
any longer. Thank God!
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Chapter 4
Exploring The DEAD ZONE
There are many DEAD ZONE worlds---not just one!
Where do you think fables or myths about heaven, hell or
purgatory come from? Straight from the "bleed-through"
knowledge of the DEAD ZONE.
There are heavenly and hellish states of life on Earth---and in
the after/death sojourn or experience in the DEAD ZONE. Life in
the DEAD ZONE is a very natural, almost exact correspondence
to life on earth in human form.
The mental and emotional torment felt by us in the
after/death world is equivalent to the torment felt by us during our
so-brief physical human experience. The entire wide range---the
very exquisite joy felt here on earth--or there in the DEAD ZONE
is exactly the same. The total human spectrum of feelings and
emotions are known and experienced as real when out of the
body--just as they are thoroughly known and enjoyed while we are
anchored so heavily in our human earth body.
Your journey through a particular DEAD ZONE, which all
of us helped to create, has any different positive and negative
states within it...
The After/Death Process
After stepping out of your slow, dense human body
after/death your seemingly solid body vanishes! Instead, you now
possess an astral double or "etheric" body. It is shaped like a
human body only because this is how you remember your human
form in your last embodiment. Otherwise, you would naturally
take on the shape more similar to Casper the Ghost, like a light
bulb--or a tadpole shape. bulb-shaped with a slight tail is how we
really appear when we are in our pure light-entity "bodies."
In all DEAD ZONES, like in all other dream planes, all
movement by all entities inhabiting or visiting that plane is
mental! You simply see your self be where you want to go--and
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you are there with the speed of thought! As you know--I know
from personal experience.
You are naturally confined to the DEAD ZONE world,
room, plane, or "level" that you helped created through your own
unique vibratory wave length or frequency pattern. You cannot
really go out of the "borders" of your own socially shared (and
very real world to you) plane of existence anywhere--in any
universe.
Because of your former "earth belief" in wearing some kind
of clothes (to hide your "wicked" naked body)--you automatically
adorn the self picture of your ethereal body with any kind or any
color clothing you wish to wear--with the speed of thought, for
any "occasion." This is a fast way to dress!
Those sharing their residency with you in that particular
"mansion" (of which there are many)...will see you dressed the
way you want them to see you dressed. Since all of you there are
telepathic (just like you are and always have been on earth--though
you may have failed to discover and to use your natural telepathic
powers while residing there).
Others there in the DEAD ZONE accept the pictures you
paint of yourself--just like you naturally accept the pictures that all
of yours "associates" there paint of themselves. Like on earth, you
can tell the status of almost anyone by the way they hold their
carriage and by the clothes they wear! The exception of course is
that a "Master" will be known by those who "have eyes to see"
even when dressed in beggars' rags or royal garb.
In reality--their same kind of "collective" belief system is
what works universally. It is what makes us believe the
"holograms" we see around us on physical earth--including our
self--as real too! Thus time, space, mass, weight and gravity
(polarity of any kind) is formed literally through agreed and
accepted "mass belief." Very strictly, collectively agreed upon--by
any universal cosmic, solar, planetary, atomic, or sub-atomic
dimensional inhabitants. Or visitors to our good earth--or in any or
on any sphere or realm...
The good news is that you never die!! You never lose
complete self-consciousness or self-identity, anywhere or anytime!
Voluntary exceptions will be probed later.
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You are immortal! Therefore, no matter how tenuous,
vaporous, gaseous, or etherically "thin" your embracement vehicle
becomes--or coagulates into, no matter what plane or sphere--you
as your own continued personal existence is always alive!
The exception to always being consciously alive in any
specific dimension--is if your vitality is completely drained or
erased from that dimension--by known or unknown means!
The practice and process of "wiping out" self identity on any
plane is similar to us passing a magnet over an audio cassette tape.
If the magnet is powerful enough, it will easily erase the voice (or
living essence) that was previously embedded on that tape--or in
the tape. You will read how this is done in the DEAD ZONE--in a
proceeding chapter...
Through discounting ourselves, you and I literally disown
much of our self-identity. That is how over a period of time there
can be little or no self-identity, or self-identity of any human
being!
The will to live is required in every dimension! It requires
effort or work--often to struggle to survive! It takes continuous
effort to live--while it takes no effort what-so-ever to "let go" and
die!! Dying has been and always will be effortless. (The exception
will be explored in a later chapter).
Thus the less effort given to maintain your personal selfidentity, the more of your self-identity is lost. You then have less
self-integrity. At a certain point--if our "life signal" is too weak-we are reabsorbed back into the One Source of Our Being--into
Nothing or No Thing. That was the "point" from which each one of
us was originally birthed forth as light-entity gods or goddesses. In
such an event--at least that memory of our brief existence--is
universally recorded. It is shared by all other forms of life--as a
good lesson on how not to do it!
Nothing ever is lost in the universe--even in that instance! That
important knowledge about how not to do it becomes another
gleaming universal pearl of wisdom. It can be tapped by all of the
on-going survivors of that plane.
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Maybe you don't care, but I personally resent any attempt at
being stripped of my past human identity at after/death. Who
wants to be a living zombie in the DEAD ZONE?
Nor do I like being "feasted upon" by ghastly DEAD ZONE
overseers or vampire manipulators--while I am still joyfully
embodied here on earth in my beloved physical human form!
My own personal very real journey through the DEAD ZONE
at age 18 gave me startling, rare and timely insights into this dark
dimension.
Have no fear!
In the pages ahead--I will guide you toward avoiding being
used by these DEAD ZONE spirits--who use fear, guilt, and all
negative emotions to actually occupy and control our individual
personal space. They work behind the scenes to control physical
events--an actual real "Brotherhood of Darkness"--as opposed to
the "Brotherhood of Light!"
Which of these two brotherhoods are you going to be
supporting in this lifetime?
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Chapter 5
MY DEATH EXPERIENCE
It was a bright sunny day aboard the huge oil tanker, the USS
Ashtabula. The giant ship was sailing lazily up the ancient Yellow
River in China, just after World War II. I was a lowly Seaman
Second Class after enlisting in the U.S. Naval Reserve at age
seventeen. My job that very memorable day was to locate all of
the brown and red rusty spots on the gray metal "top deck" of our
big oil tanker. I was instructed to chip away all of these rust spots
so that they could be repainted.
It was hot and sweaty work and my heart was really not in
it, so I was working very slowly and methodically. Suddenly,
while chipping lazily at a particularly large rusty patch, a huge
black shadow engulfed me. At the same time I felt a strong jab of
a forefinger in my right shoulder. I turned and looked up to see the
bossy Navy bosun looming over me. He was in charge of all the
very hot work going on at top deck that afternoon and was not
very happy about it.
"Get your lazy ass down the hold and report to the bosun in
charge of the engine room," he said.
I looked up at him questioningly. He moved closer.
"You are going to help paint the inside of the ship's empty
water ballast tanks. Snap to it, sailor!" he added, gesturing toward
the lower deck engine room stairwell toward mid-ship.
"Aye, aye, sir," I answered with feigned politeness. I pulled
myself up to a standing position, leaving the hammer and chisel
where they lay and strode off at a normal pace toward the circular
stairwell that led to the hold and engine room toward the rear of
the ship.
When I finally arrived there, the burly bosun who was
obviously in charge told me to pick up the huge eight-inch
paintbrush and to climb through the dozen or so huge round, now
open portals, normally latched tightly shut, all the way back to
where two other sailors were already busy at work splashing the
tar-like "paint" over all of the inner walls of each huge water
ballast tank---now empty, of course! The bosun told me that I
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would be taking orders from the "salt" named Mac, who was
already at work with another young seaman. He said Mac would
tell me what to do.
Just as I started to boost myself up through the first smelly
portal, the bosun warned me sternly that breathing the strong paint
fumes in these small enclosed containers was dangerous. He
warned me not to paint for too long a time, repeating that the thick
paint fumes inside the ballast tanks we were painting were
dangerous. He added that I should only paint for a short while the
first time until I got used to the fumes, and that if I got "woozy" or
felt sick at any time to come out immediately for a breath of fresh
air!
I nodded silently that I had heard him and clambered on
through the first open portal. The bosun had told me to follow the
light cord that extended from room to room until I arrived at where
the other two sailors were now painting.
At my entry through the portal into the third tank I was glad
to see the young seaman approaching me from tank four. He was a
good friend of mine. He was coming out for a quick "breather!" I
immediately detected that he was stumbling drunk. My friend
weaved drunkenly from side to side, babbling incoherently to me
upon recognition. I steadied him with firm grasp and helped lift
him back through portal after portal until we were both in the
engine room again. Though I angrily repressed it and did not say a
word, I was indignant and steaming mad that the dumb bosun in
charge in the engine room had sent my drunken friend in to paint
when he knew it was dangerous! I certainly did not know then that
it was the paint fumes that had diminished the conscious
awareness of my sailor friend and made him appear to be drunk
and incoherent!
Still holding and repressing my anger, I clambered back from
tank upon tank until I arrived at the empty water ballast tank
where Mac, the "old salt" sailor, was waiting impatiently for me.
"It's about time you got here," he snarled angrily. "Stick that
brush you've got there into that bucket of paint and spread it all
over the ceilings and walls till everything is covered," he ordered
curtly, pointing to an almost full five-gallon bucket of black tarlike paint at his feet.
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My anger grew. From day one in the Navy, I had hated being
ordered around by everyone like a slave, since everyone outranks
a Seaman Second Class. That is the lowest position in the whole
hierarchical ranking system, so I especially hated being ordered
around so roughly be a seaman of the same low rank, even if he
had been in the Navy for forty years.
I clamped my jaws tightly together and reluctantly followed
orders, dipping my big paintbrush into the five-gallon bucket and
belligerently splashing paint all over the walls and the ceilings of
my side of the tank.
Neither one of us spoke a word to each other. After a few
minutes of angry silence, Mac suddenly tossed down his
paintbrush and muttered that he was going back to the engine
room for some fresh air and quick cup of coffee. He ordered me to
keep right on painting---and not to stop until everything in the
room was covered, including the bottom of the tank at our feet.
Once again, I silently nodded and kept on methodically
painting everything in sight as if he did not exist! I was relieved to
see him disappear through the portal from the corner of my eye
and slacked off my painting speed immediately.
I kept right on painting slowly and methodically. I was
beginning to feel sluggish, yet elated, never realizing that my body
was suffering serious deprivation of oxygen.
After a few more quiet and solitary moments of painting I
began to realize that I was feeling queasy and slightly ill, and the
warning of the bosun in the engine room resounded in my slowmoving mind.
"Oh-oh," I thought, almost in slow motion, "I better get back
for fresh air, too!"
Slowly following my thought, I pitched my paintbrush down
beside the other two and clambered unsteadily from portal to
portal until I arrived at the last one in the engine room and stuck
my head out for a gasp of fresh air.
As I inhaled a long, deep, exhilarating breath of oxygen into
my lungs I peered into the brightly lit engine room. The bosun and
Mac seemed to be swapping sea stories, while my sailor friend sat
nearby them, quietly sipping his coffee.
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Just then, as fate would have it, Mac, the old salt, turned to
see and hear me inhale my second big breath of air, while at the
same time starting to extend one foot and leg out over the portal
into the engine room.
A big silly smirk crossed Mac's face, and he raided his voice
loud enough so that I could hear it, too!
"Boy, these goddamn new recruits are all 'goldbrick babies'."
That is about the worst insult anyone can give! It means you
are acting like an officer with gold braids who is shirking his own
work, pulling rank, and foisting his work on someone of lower
rank.
I seethed with anger and jerked my foot and leg back through
the portal. Rage flooded every pore and cell of my body. I shook
and trembled and my whole body felt like it wanted to explode
with anger.
The anger filled me with new energy and I clamped my jaws
together again, backtracking my way into the dimly lit tank where
Mac and I had been painting. My sailor friend obviously did not
return and I felt angry with him, too.
"I don't care if I keep painting until I drop," I screamed
mentally to myself---which indeed was a self-claimed and selffulfilled "prophecy!"
"I'll show them!" meaning Mac and my friend.
This time, vitalized by my anger, I began painting with a wild
passion, thickly covering massive areas with black paint. The
walls were not all covered, and only a few patches of the ceiling
and the bottom "floor" of the tank needed to be painted.
I reached up toward the ceiling with a thick brush full of
black paint when more very sickening nausea flooded through my
entire body and being.
At first, I refused to acknowledge it! I "re-steeled" myself to
keep on painting, no matter what!
A very ill moment later, I recanted and questioned the sanity
of my continuing to paint any longer. My body was beginning to
feel very weak, and I was both incoherent in my thoughts and in
my physical motor responses.
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"I'll just finish that small last spot overhead," nevertheless, I
thought! My arm seemed incredibly heavy as I reached up to cover
that one final spot.
That was my very last living conscious thought and physical
action...
The next sudden moment, all of the walls and the ceiling
overhead began spinning rapidly in different directions. I could
feel all of my consciousness being pulled into the strong vortex of
the spin.
At the same moment, every color of the rainbow began
flashing in all directions within and around my startled
consciousness. I also felt like I had become completely bodiless
and had turned into a small spark of blue electricity!
Click! The next moment I was totally engulfed in stark black
darkness! I was still me! I could think, feel and move, but the
heavy weight and my huge body mass were gone! I was greatly
bewildered.
What in the world is going on? Where am I?" I wondered
with sharp mental clarity.
Click! A huge wave of all-encompassing, all-consuming fire
seemed to suddenly engulf every atom of my being! No matter in
what direction I twisted, contorted or turned in consciousness, I
could not escape that fiery burning pain!
Click! The intense fiery pain stopped as suddenly as it had
begun.
Click! A bright light switched on. Then in one split moment I
relived and re-experienced every single thought, feeling, emotion
and action of my entire eighteen years of life on our earth. I judged
each thought, each feeling, each emotion and each one of my
actions very harshly! I noted constantly how I had failed to do the
right or expected thing here, there, and everywhere, again and
again!
The load of intense guilt that I felt over my countless selffailures was overwhelming. I knew without a doubt at that split
moment that I had died---that my physical human body had been
left far behind, and that I had lost and failed miserably in new
opportunity to help souls on earth again!
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"Again?" My mind whirled!
Click! Instantly pertinent or relevant scenes, thoughts,
emotions, feelings and actions of two "important" or connecting
former human lifetimes flashed quickly before me!
One lifetime was in Egypt, approximately the year 1600 B.C.,
when as the Pharaoh Amose II, I had great personal human power
on earth to make major improved world changes but I had failed to
accomplish my vowed mission!
The other, also pertinent or relative, lifetime was very
important, too. It appeared to be in very ancient India or Tibet
many, many thousands of years ago! In that lifetime, similar to
Swami Rama in this lifetime, I was also a modern day pope!
Millions of followers worshipped and adored me. I was carried
around and pampered to the day of my death. I could have done so
much to help alleviate human sorrow and ignorance on earth, but
once again failed miserably!
I stood there, in what I now consciously know as the DEAD
ZONE, immersed in great self-remorse. I had utterly failed to do
what I had set out to do before birth---in not only two opportune
former lifetimes which I had just partially relived again, but also
now with this sudden unexpected death of my superbly healthy
eighteen-year-old human body, I had failed again. I stood and
faced and embraced three massive human body incarnation
"mission" failures! It was indeed a deeply sorrowful personal
moment.
All at once a mighty resolve arose within my sad and greatly
stunned consciousness---that one bright thought surged powerfully
through my entire "light being"!
"No! Absolutely not! I would not accept defeat even in death!
I will go back to my physical body and be one with my mission on
earth!"
With the instantaneous speed of thought my strongly felt
desire and thoughts propelled my consciousness and my "spirit
body," which I now know as biological spirit, forward!
Click!
A shining pathway opened up before my rapidly speeding
consciousness. I had turned around and now sped forward through
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the immense dark void! My focused destination was toward my
return to physical life in my physical human body on earth again.
For a brief moment in the void, before I made the turn back, a
conscious portion of my self-identity said gently, "You are already
in absolute reality. Why do you want to return to that 'dream state'
again?"
At the same instant, another seemingly stronger part or face
of my whole self-identity exclaimed, "No! I want to return to that
'dream' and complete my goal!"
Looking back, from where I stand in conscious knowing
today, I understand why so many others who have had genuine
death experiences with their flashbacks of life, not just out-ofbody experiences, have almost without exception described their
own similar death experiences---their journeys of movement
through a dark tunnel of light. In my own death experience, the
dark void surrounding my pathway of light did have the
appearance of traveling through a tunnel if I would have turned
my focus to a side view, or a circular overview. My own total
focus and, thus, perspective was from a straightforward motion,
riding the light or my path of consciousness on the strong intent to
return to and repossess my lost physical human body again!
Suddenly, softly, gently, I heard many sweet angelic voices
urging, pleading and then strongly trying to persuade me that I was
making a huge mistake by returning to my physical body. These
invisible, but tremendously soothing, voices described how easy it
would be, how peaceful it would be for me if I simply would relax
and accept death calmly and gracefully. They were sweet as syrup.
There seemed to be a huge chorus of them, but they were totally
invisible. In soft, lulling tones these angelic beings painted a
beautiful, enticing picture for my mind of the sublime paradise
that awaited me if I surrendered my consciousness and strongly
determined motion back toward my body. They were all so
pleasant and so convincing that I started to lessen my desire to go
forward and carry on with my earth mission, and thus began to
perceptively slow down my forward thrust on my lighted path.
At that precise moment another deep and knowing voice
within my being spoke into my mind.
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"No! Do not stop! Keep going! Do not fall into their trap!
These are not angels! They are demons who want to keep you
from fulfilling your mission!"
Simultaneously with that thought, all hell broke loose! And I
do mean that literally! The seemingly gentle invisible "angelic"
beings became very frighteningly visible. No words could paint
the picture adequately!
In one flash, all of them turned into every conceivable form
of demon, ghoul, ghost, or monster imaginable! Hordes of them
shrieked, cackled, hooted and dived and swooped upon me and
around me in a fearful bedlam of hideous, hellish fury and great
frustrated anger!
I stopped "dead" in my tracks! I was frightened and shocked
beyond seeming conscious human tolerance. My forward motion
on the path was now at a screeching halt. I was paralyzed or frozen
with fear, unable to move.
Once more a powerful enlightened though form or selfrealization flooded into my mind. A calm voice deep from the core
of my being spoke.
"I am doing this the hard way; I only need to ask God for
help. Help!"
Instantly, the moment my thought and passionately felt "call
for help" sounded, a tiny pinpoint of ultra-white, ultra-bright light
appeared on the far horizon of the dark void. The whiteness of this
light was whiter than and white on earth!
That shining light moved faster and faster, and grew brighter
and brighter, as it moved closer and closer, until I suddenly felt my
entire self-identity merge as one into it!
Click!
All at once I felt a euphoric sensation of sheer bliss, of pure
joy and total happiness. The feeling penetrated every atom of my
consciousness and being. It was beyond description.
At that same instant my biological spirit assumed or took up
the shape and form of a pure etheric golden lamb---not metal---but
of golden light.
As that spiritual golden lamb, I knelt down on bent forepaws
and bowed my head and my whole conscious being in a feeling of
great and holy reverence before the Source. Reams upon reams of
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bliss, joy and utter happiness rang and sang through me. I gave
thanks, reverence, love and appreciation to that almighty Source
before me---THAT I WAS!
In sequence, another swift and knowing revelation sank into
my radiating mind. I knew I was moving back into possession of
my physical human body on earth again.
Click!
The next sudden moment I felt a very slow, a sluggish, yet
familiar, heavy mass sensation as my consciousness centered back
into my dense, fleshy, human body! Simultaneously my senses
began to function and I heard very close and excited voices
proclaiming human perspectives of reality.
"He's coming to!" one shouted.
"Back up, give him air!" another declared.
"Give him room!" echoed another.
I finally managed to engage my body machinery and opened
my eyes and gradually focused in a ring of anxious sets of human
eyes peering down at me. I was lying flat on my back on the cool,
steel, gray deck of the engine room. At least a full dozen excited
sailors were grouped around me. My shirt had been removed and
one of the sailors who knew the rescue procedure had been giving
me artificial respiration for some time! I was told later by some of
the on-looking sailors that my breath, my heartbeat and all visible
signs of life had been gone when they found me lying face down
in the tank and carried me back into the engine room.
Strangely, I felt a powerful supply of energy return into my
body within a few moments of opening my eyes. I shrugged off
the "helping hands" of the relieved band of sailors. I knew that
nothing they had done physically had revived me! My grand gift of
life in my human physical body again had come from The Source
of all within---not from without!
I rose steadily to my feet without the aid of anyone and made
my way carefully up the winding circular stairwell, back into the
incredibly radiantly bright day, and sauntered a few feet further
and threw myself down on the hot gray metal deck of the huge oil
tanker. The sun had never shone brighter!
I laid there and wept with great sobs of joy for five minutes
or longer. With each cyclic new sob of joy that wracked and shook
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my body, I gave silent thanks to The Source of all that is, that I
was back and able to exist in my body again---and go forward with
my "mission"!
A few curious sailors hung around me and looked on, but all
of them kept a respectful distance. I gradually quieted down into a
euphoric state of great peaceful calm and divine reverie.
A few minutes later my inner divine reverie was very rudely
shattered by the harsh outer physical reality!
"Sailor, how dare you lie there half-naked sunning yourself
while everyone else is working!" screamed the big ship's chief
petty officer, glaring down at me.
With choked voice, I told him I had just been through a death
experience while painting inside the ship's empty water tanks. The
astounded chief petty officer quickly apologized. He told me to
take a few days of rest, but ordered me to go see the ship's doctor
and chaplain as soon as possible.
The doctor said I was lucky to be alive and agreed that I
should do nothing but rest for a few days.
I told the chaplain the detailed story of my out-of-body death
experience. He listened in amazement and remarked that I had
actually been very blessed to have had such a spiritual awakening
experience at such an early age. Looking back, I was fortunate to
have encountered such an open-minded chaplain; now, I am in full
agreement with his declaration. That death experience altered the
rest of my life---for the better!
As an interesting aftermath, for at least one full month after
my death experience---even aboard the very crude, rough and
tough atmosphere of a naval tanker crew---I could not think or feel
a "bad" or negative thought or judgment toward anyone or
anything!
Gradually, however, my state of spiritual purity dwindled and
my human consciousness sank back to a carnal, somewhat
acceptable social behavior pattern again. I was soon locked back
into the guilt and regrets of social consciousness again. However, I
was forever changed!
My personal death experience is indelibly etched or
embedded in my memory forever! What troubled me greatly
afterward is that neither my religion nor objective earth science
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had prepared me for death! I knew that a very few people on earth
were actually properly prepared for that certain death experience
of theirs. I no longer blindly trusted in either religion or science
from that day forward---even to now.
My own longed-for answers to death, life and what lies in
between have come! I am pleased to pass them along to you, as
they have been passed along to me.
In turn, you may help yourself and many other human souls
who desperately need this knowledge by passing along what you
now know to them!
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Chapter 6
HOW THE DEAD ZONE
WAS CREATED

At birth on this physical earth, we are immediately heavily
immersed and engulfed in guilt. The human earth plane is
saturated in guilt! Our individual auras reek with guilt.
When we graduate from our physical human bodies on earth,
we will be totally guilt-free. It will mean that we successfully
loved our god-self into earthly existence! Our magnificent human
bodies will be greatly loved, completely resurrected, and guilt-free
as well.
Meanwhile, in human form, we each individually learn to
know and master the mighty universal attraction/ repulsion system
surrounding our existence. Like ancient yogi masters, we will be
able to creatively merge our body and spirit into one singular and
very high frequency wave pattern---uniting the two into one.
Currently, they each are operating separately, on two widely
different light wave spectrum.
From one major viewpoint, every single vestige of each of
our life experiences on earth is electrical in nature. Every impact
or conscious human life experience mirrors us, as being comprised
of constant alternating electrical flows, charge and discharge, life
and death, motion and rest periods.
As fully "charged" god-light entity beings entering into our
human bodies at birth, we immediately begin firing off neurons
contained in every cell and nerve of our earthly embodiment. This
is what mirrors back and creates our body awareness and body
"sensations." This immediately develops into our own unique
human self-consciousness and that one-of-a-kind I am aware
identity!
In our beginning, almost all of the entire focus of selfidentification is centered upon our dense and seemingly concrete
human body, which is a precious, priceless and well-worth-loving
grand carriage, indeed! In due time, our feeling, or field of
identity, gradually shifts from purely sensual body sensation to a
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gradually growing god-self consciousness, centered in our mind or
solar plexus/heart center region.
Our original and express purpose of creating an embracement
vehicle of any kind was so that this unique fragment of God, the
Source of All, or the Great Unknown Void---which is your self or
my self---can slowly become aware of god-self, and thus form a
unique form of individual, or personality, self.
Guilt is the "super glue" that holds us stuck tightly to this
planet! Guilt is what strongly and technically differentiates or
defines each one of us as a member of the human species, as living
god-selves, as Source Fragments living on earth.
The animal and plant kingdoms upon earth do not feel guilt.
Nor do any of the countless "clones" in any of the countless other
great and small universe or light wave systems feel guilt. Only
unique humanoids can experience guilt. In the other endless clone
realities everyone looks alike, feels alike, and acts alike---so what
is there to feel guilty about? Thank God you were birthed into this
electrical universe system.
Think about it. We earthlings are each totally different! We
are each unique individual gods living in human flesh. Jesus
acknowledged this fact when he scolded his disciples, "Know you
not that you are gods?"
The answer---finally, after 2,000 years---is, "Yes, we finally
do!" At least I can speak for myself---I do! I also know for a fact
that there are myriads of us now living in the flesh that know we
are divine, holy (whole-I) selves!
The great challenge is entrainment. Once we started to live in
these grand physical human forms, through the entrainment
principle, our frequency wavelength lowered. Upon our after/death
we could not return directly to pure Source for recharging. Our
vibratory rate was too slow. In primal days, we died because a
huge dinosaur or a ferocious wild animal, could run faster than us
and ate us. Since there were no other immediate infant human
bodies available to jump into, we had to create a vibrational
spiritual space, somewhere between the low earth density and the
rare high density of our former light-entity self. There, we could
quietly and calmly wait for a suitable human body to inhabit again.
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This was the primary cause of a DEAD ZONE creation. The
initial DEAD ZONE acted like a giant protective incubator, where
light-being god-selves who had physically died could wait, rest
and commingle socially with each other in spirit again. Originally,
it was a divine safe place of human spirit after/life refuge.
Think about the wondrous miracle of life in form. When you
and I were in the Great Void---we were No Thing, ZERO
(nothing; that is everything). After that first feeble desire "to be"
formulated in you, over eons and eons you gradually "formed"
into a tiny pinpoint or ray of light, a god-light entity that did not
yet know self.
You and I shifted from zero or nothing into a slowly
individualized, self-aware field of light. However, we still had no
shape, no definition, no form (of containment). Our unique selfspirits had not yet been created. That could only occur when we
personally embraced a physical human body, and then personally
identified with it as our own unique selves.
Contrary to what is generally accepted, thought or taught,
both light and consciousness preceded human spirit and human
form! As a ray of light, imbued with intelligence of consciousness
alone, you and I still needed a physical human body form, which
then could and did create our own unique human physical body
DNA blueprint, or our very own personal biological human spirit.
This biological spirit of ours would then allow us to re-embrace
our identities as conscious human spirits upon our after/ death.
This process then enabled us to move out of our dead, dense
human bodies that had been intricately woven or designed by us
while residing in 3-D reality.
Now we could take up a temporary residence in the DEAD
ZONE, where we could wait patiently while reviewing and
revising our past human life sojourn---until an appropriate newly
conceived human fetus could be occupied again in 3-D reality
upon earth.
It is during our human physical incarnation that we actually
help to build up the DEAD ZONE---through our electrical
discharges and our dumping, or disallowing, of various fragments
of our self-identity.
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When the god-light of your own self-being entered your first
human "carriage" (from all of your many other briefly worn or
greatly worn human bodies to this present one), that light of yours
ignited and fired off or sparked all of the neurons, nerves, cells,
and your entire body mass, including your bones, blood, nervous
system, and all of your other body systems into conscious and
sentient life! Your body always used up most of your subtle
electrical charges to build new body cells when and where needed.
However, the electrical "residue" from all these billions upon
billions of neuron firings could not be fully contained in your
physical cells and body. That residue, now loaded with your
personal DNA blueprint and an accumulative frequency wave that
signaled your own unique signature or self-identity slowly
amassed or collected around the gravity center or magnetic field of
your own physical human body. It thus created an electromagnetic
or biological field replica, or an exact spiritual duplicate of you.
Thus, your initial primal human spirit was born! Your
reincarnation cycles add experience and knowledge to it---lifetime
upon lifetime!
This biological human spirit has then become a true light
hologram of you. It is fully embodied with all of your unique selfbeliefs, your unique self-identity traits, your unique mannerisms
and "I am" self-identity. This biological spirit of yours contains
your complete individual, genetic human DNA body spectrum.
That bio-electric spirit of yours extends a few inches to as much as
twelve inches from your physical body flesh. It is alive and has a
growing life of its own! It constantly hovers or circles your human
body as an etheric layer, and double of your biological human
consciousness and spirit.
Upon the death of your gross human body, your
consciousness leaves your cold, biochemical atomic remains. It
takes up immediate new residence in your nearby bioelectric field
of spirit. To the eyes of a clairvoyant or a highly developed
"sensitive" individual, you now appear in 3-D reality as a field of
smoke or fog streaming out of the body and soon forming into a
nebulous, cloud-like mass. In a short time this further forms
rapidly into the familiar human body shape of your past human
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life that you remember and identify with the most. In this process,
you are always 100 percent you.
In summary, upon death you quickly reassemble or build up
an exact duplicate of your past biological human form. It is a
spiritual double or counterpart of your prior self-image, composed
of human-looking arms, legs, feet, head, torso, etc. Any limbs or
body parts severed or atrophied during your past human life will
now be fully restored, making you whole again.
Now in spirit form, you may make useless efforts at breaking
through 3-D reality to embrace your grieving loved ones, friends,
or kin---to no avail. Normally, within a few hours after/death you
will feel a pull toward your level or plane of life in the DEAD
ZONE. This is usually the point when your greatest "survival of
self" dilemma occurs!
The single reason your seemingly solid physical human body
had kept from disintegrating or decaying is that while you
inhabited it, the light of your god-entity self kept recharging it by
continually firing off neurons within it. These "sparkings" of
electricity built up enough electrical charge to hold your physical
body together. Now, after your physical death, and upon your new
spirit residence in the DEAD ZONE, you no longer have this vital
life-giving process working for you. Thus, in the DEAD ZONE,
your biological spiritual form cannot self-charge or recharge itself.
You need your lighted god-self presence in the physical body to
fire off neurons. They need light to ignite! Therefore, unless you
can "plug into" a real or pseudo god-source that will lend you
some electrical charges, your biological spirit will slowly decay.
That decay, if taken too far, will bring about a total loss of selfidentity, as you gradually suffer more and more decay as the years
pass below in 3-D reality. This eventually adds up to a final
bioelectric human spirit death, similar to your recent human body
death.
This would not be so if it had not been for the fact that
while you inhabited your earth physical body you carried a
powerful belief in old age, decay and death! These same strong
beliefs were then imprinted indelibly on your DNA and gene
structure. They were genetically transferred to your after/death
bioelectric field that formulated your spirit self. Your beliefs have
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awesome power over your life and your death in any and all
dimensions or planes and spheres of existence. This is why here on
earth it is very important for you to replace your strong belief in
death with a love, fascination, and a very powerfully charged
conviction in your absolute immortality---in the eternal life of
your God within you!
The DEAD ZONE expands, charges and renews entirely
from our human excess emotional and mental charged residue
emitted from our human bodies. Another well-traveled author in
the astral or DEAD ZONE areas has termed this excess human
discharge as "loosh." His book is listed in the bibliography of this
volume. Can you psyche out which book? He, too, compares us
humanoids to cows being milked of our energy---without knowing
it. I recommend that you read both of his popular books
concerning astral travel.
Nevertheless, while you cannot recharge your bioelectric
human spirit during your stay in the DEAD ZONE, the energy you
bring with you will normally sustain you from seven to forty
years. You are also from time to time fed emotions or mental
"charges" that have been projected to you or attracted to your field
by loved ones or enemies still living in 3-D reality.
Your first really big feast from guilt-laden loved ones,
friends, relatives and friends mourning your 3-D departure will
give you an enormous boost in life-sustaining vitality. You can
very easily get "hooked" on this kind of free meal! After one taste,
you are likely to want more, since it really perks you up.
In all justice, you will be feeding off of the guilt and the sad
regrets of your loved ones, friends and close relatives just as the
loved ones, friends and close relatives (who preceded you into the
DEAD ONE) fed sumptuously off of your own great guilt and
sorrowful regrets after their death!
A good example of this is that I personally suffered great
guilt and sorrowful regret when my own beloved brother Richard
died without notice of a heart attack! In my longtime best seller
now published in 8 major languages*, I tell the story in detail of
how in a dream (through self-suggestion) a few days after his
death, I passed through the gate of the DEAD ZONE and
consciously met and talked with him there. I had failed to tell him
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how much I appreciated him when he was "alive." I not only
managed to convey that message clearly to him in bioelectric spirit
form, but that same self-destined dream encounter with Richard
was also an important connecting link to my ensuing physical
plane contact with my soulmate a few years later.

Footnote: *Finding Your Soulmate, see Bibliography
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Chapter 7
WHY THE DEAD ZONE WAS CREATED

We have probed this already somewhat, but now we will get
into a more complete overview of why this seemingly fearful
DEAD ZONE was created. When the why or when and how of
anything is understood the dark unknown loses all of its fear.
Knowledge or truth brings light which disperses the dark or fearful
unknown.
You now already know how you and I and all of us billions
of light-entity beings in human form were created---and how we
then created a beneficial DEAD ZONE . A ten-year-old can
understand the simple physics behind the electrical creation of the
DEAD ZONE. Every solitary life universal entity has a unique
sound signature---a strobing off/on pulsation, which then positions
or places it in and at a specific level of that dimension. Through
the very nature of self-being, self is forcefully contained, framed
in, or limited to that dimension. The exception is when it begins to
strobe at a much lesser or much faster vibrational wavelength. It
then drops or rises to the immediate "lower" or "higher" level or
plane of existence. This is why we are fated to go into and stay
within the limiting confines of the DEAD ZONE...unless, of
course, our personal frequency wavelength is shorter and faster
than this DEAD ONE---this vast universal human spirit after/death
realm or dark region in inner space. It may be difficult to imagine
or reason, but the vastness of what we know as outer space
cosmically is equally as vast within as our inner space!
The DEAD ZONE is also a depository of clashing moods, of
a wide range of tones and crashing emotions that determine our
natural weather and general atmospheric conditions all over this
earth sphere daily! Our DEAD ZONE aids us in producing the
gorgeous planetary sunrises and sunsets that set our awed human
minds and our enraptured human hearts aglow!
The DEAD ZONE has many wonderful redeeming values
and virtues for humankind on earth, as well as in our after/death. It
was formed naturally as a safe and temporary "haven" for our now
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tainted and impure god-selves to reside in while waiting for a
proper rebirth. We are fortunate for that, and must be thankful for
this for there is no other known DEAD ZONE in any of the other
countless universes. That means when you do not "make it"
through your schooling and cannot reach graduation, that's it!
Back to no thing in that particular universal Source! You simply
disintegrate. You go back to nothing or zero in The Void,
hopefully though, to reawaken and attempt a successful journey
eons later. The DEAD ZONE is a plus in our lives, not a big,
fearful minus.
The major human problem (thus challenge) is not the DEAD
ZONE...but those extremely huge and powerful demonic overlords
within it that literally took it over and began to run the show there,
through their evil deeds, and bolstered through those evil agents
that control affairs of earth already embodied on earth...all for
their own greedy, soul-less and selfish purpose! They have learned
over eons the masterful use of every conceivable deceitful guile
thinkable to lure the after/death human spirits into giving willing
permission to be stripped of major portions of their human selfidentity. We will explore that issue more thoroughly in the
following chapters.
Without the DEAD ZONE (if you don't mind my play on
words) after death, we would all be dead! There would be no
second chance or two thousand forty-third chance to come back
into 3-D reality and finally "graduate." The "mission" of every
single one of us here now in human incarnation is to awaken to
our god-self identity, leading us into human graduation and eternal
spirit-realized immortality!
I am told by those that know, once we consciously pass
through this tough earthly human "course" of existence, we will be
known and very highly respected in every universe that we travel
through afterward! This human course on earth is known as the
most difficult self-mastery school through all of the known
universes that any old or new god-light being can take! It is,
therefore, quite rewarding when graduation day finally arrives.
On that note, our rapidly coming birth of earth as a "star" is
going to push, pull, shove and draw many of us who are
awakening to our gold-self spirituality into a blissful, fully
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completed "earth graduation." You and I can personally speed
closer to our earthly human graduation with each new source of
knowledge we absorb and embed into our atomic and sub-atomic
body and soul structure. Good or god knowledge is one thing, or a
core essence, that no one can ever take away from us.
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Chapter 8
THE CREATION OF A PSEUDO
GOD AND DEVIL
A cosmic law that can never be broken is that your temporal
creations can never exceed YOUTHECREATOR! You and I can
make a seemingly fully intelligent, self-operative computer, but no
matter what science fantasy writers imagine or think and say, your
computer cannot out-create you, the living creator (or out-create
any other living human being that has created an apparently
"alive" creation).
The idea of a human-like God was created by human minds.
In fact, there is, always has been and ever will be ONE GOD
SOURCE. You and I and other humanoid god fragments arose out
of THE VOID of No Thing to finally become some (sum) thing.
The sum of ALL THAT IS is the Creator within us!
As inspired by God within us, you and I and all of our cocreator light-self god entities joyously created myriads of forms or
structures from excess universal light mass that had become
compressed enough to use over eons of time. You and I and other
such gods created the vast flaming suns and attendant planets,
moons and diverse life forms throughout the entire cosmos.
That ONE UNCONDITIONAL GOD SOURCE gave birth to
the many gods of creation. Creativity is innate within ever single
human spirit. We were made in the image of GOD THE
SOURCE. From our perspective, the ONE GOD SOURCE has no
known personality, and only unconditional "Sources." This is why
we can truthfully say, with God I am everything---and without
God I am nothing! The ONE GOD SOURCE never creates as a
whole! Only god fragments incarnated in their various dimensions
of reality create externally in their respective planes of reality.
This then allows for free choice and unconditional creation.
Otherwise, Creation would be conditional, thus absolute, and
would never actualize in any dimension. A clone can only think,
do, and be what the Creator of it thinks, does and is. A clone has
no free choice and is simply an extended part of the Creator that
conceived it. It offers no other possibilities for any surprise
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creations! How could that be if the ONE GOD SOURCE was
running every single tiny aspect of "the show"? Where is the
creativity without the variant of genuine surprise? There is none.
Creativity by its own nature requires ongoing open-endedness,
with variant free choice as to what the next "play" or mysterious
road will lead to.
To my knowledge, there definitely is a genuine One
God, meaning a divine god fragment like yourself and myself that
holds all of the accumulated knowledge, power and presence of
ALL THAT IS and ALL THAT IS NOT within that One-GodSelf. This God is therefore Omniscient (all-knowing), Omnipotent
(all-powerful), and Omnipresent (present everywhere at once).
From time to time, this One God comes down to earth and
incarnates as a human AVATAR. This avatar rights the wrongs
upon earth and sets the example of what a truly godly human life
should be. We will focus more on this avatar later in this volume.
It is the pseudo "God" or "Devil" on the inner plane of the DEAD
ZONE that is the problem. This pseudo "God" is the one who is
conditional, and so are the overlords and "keepers" in the DEAD
ZONE that serve under the huge hierarchy thriving there at your
and my expense.
First, I would like you to have a firm grasp of the
unconditional ALL THAT IS, or THE SOURCE of al universes
and all living beings within them...and IT. As already stated but
well worth repeating, A SOURCE never creates. IF THE
SOURCE stepped into what it had created, with diverse life forms
within it including humanoids with free choice, and began to
create, free will could cease to exist. Who is ever going to try to
complete with his or her absolute SOURCE? This is why
SOURCES never create; they only SOURCE unconditionally,
without judgment. Right and wrong or moral stands are only taken
by Creators and Selves, never by Sources! In all of vast creation
there are essentially only three different forms of living entities:
Sources, Creators, and Selves. Our planet Earth is the only place
where all three can be found. There is one SOURCE here (within
all of us), many Creators, and few Selves...In this universe and on
this planet Earth is the only "school" amid the endless and
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countless universes that exist where Selves are being "birthed", as
we graduate finally from the human birth/death/rebirth cycle!
Meanwhile, THE ONE SOURCE (or God) sources SOURCE
upon SOURCE endlessly! The SOURCE of our known universe
was in turn sourced from a vastly greater SOURCE without end.
There are divine SOURCES within and without all of creation in
ceaseless inner and outer progressions. None of these SOURCES
judges. Only God is ethical, moral, and holds all universal
creation with certain boundaries, codes of behavior, and exercises
enforcement laws with divine jurisdiction! Someone needs to
watch over the animals, to protect the "underdog" and help to right
the wrongs of human behavior, as well as set the living example--as an avatar in human form.
We are the universal creators. You and I, and the countless
other god-light entities within God consciousness created each and
every single specie of gorgeous, fragile, free, flitting butterflies
and birds upon land and sea. We created every specie of insects
and animals, including the primate that was later modified into a
humanoid being...and finally into the humankind we know today.
We came from many far-off universes and brought these unique
insects and animals from every corner of the cosmos from planets
that had spawned different unique life forms. Thus, over eons
upon eons we created this fabulous biological and botanical green
garden of plant and animal life of such obvious great natural
beauty---earth!
Eons later, we god-light beings who loved our earth creation
yearned greatly to walk in the beautiful green garden below: to
smell the flowers, to feel the water, to touch the rocks and play
with the animals. As pure spirit essences, or mere pinpoints of
light, we could not experience our physical hologram
sensually. We could only mentally taste it, observe it, and
appreciate the magnificence of our truly grand creation from a
mental distance.
Finally, through long eons, our yearning to walk softly among
the flowers and animals of earth grew unbearable. A few of us
gathered together, united with the same exciting idea. We knew
we could do it! We could create a mobile physical carriage, or an
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atomic mass "embracement vehicle" capable of housing us and
suitable for use by our divine god-entity selves.
After long observation and much fine deliberation, it was
decided by the majority that a primate animal capable of standing
erect was the most appropriate living physical form to modify into
temporary housing for the first few bold god-light entities willing
to try it. The primate brain was enlarged The body was slightly
modified, dropping the tail. The spine was straight and it was now
able to stand straighter and very erect, as should a sovereign god,
and to nimbly walk or run on land and swim in water!
These first hu-man "models"---half spirit, half man creature,
so to speak---were very shaggy and coarse compared to our
modern, more attractive and streamlined human body models.
However, the first daring god-light entities that projected their
consciousness into these first dense human bodies were thrilled
without measure. They came back detailing to the other gods the
sensual feelings, sight, sounds, textures and titillating aromas that
"he" or "she" had encountered on earth.
The fervor and amplitude of the grand new game of the gods
grew! Soon, newer and more attractive and more adequate human
body forms were quickly engineered. Each new model had added
brain power, more beauty, and more mobility. The race was on!
Competition was fierce as different groups got together and tried
to come up with revolutionary new model human designs.
Something new was also developing; some god entities were
taking such frequent excursions into human form that they got
"hooked" or addicted to 3-D life. Some others were outrun by wild
animals or giant dinosaurs and were eaten. The experience was
frightening and many of those gods dropped out of the game. The
word got around, and soon gods were literally standing in line to
make the next available "trip" to earth.
Soon a natural thing happened. The pulsation or frequency
wave of the god-beings who were making several trips became
altered simply through the entrainment principle...Two objects in
close proximity slow down or speed up wave frequency, until over
a long enough period both strobe together at the same rate.
Therefore, upon their sudden violent death in human form,
these gods were so altered, their vibratory rate slowed down so
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much, that they no longer could get back to that high, pure god
frequency band they had formerly shared with other companion
god-light beings! This resulted in the first tiny formulative stage of
the DEAD ZONE. These after/death gods were trapped, though
safely cocooned, in a self-made frequency band or level from
which they could not rise into pure god levels again. Their only
recourse was to ponder over what had separated them from their
god SOURCE and to reincarnate in the first available human body
they could find. Hopefully, once back in human form they could
figure out a way to raise their vibratory rate, and thus return to
their natural home in the heavens with their god SOURCE.
This new DEAD ZONE was then a region of god-self created
space---somewhere in between the ultra-high god-light frequency
wave "above" and the sluggishly slow strobing frequency wave of
physical human incarnation on earth "below." This meant that the
god being, male or female, trapped in a primate human body form
who suddenly got killed by accident or a predator now had a
"common ground," a mid-haven where he or she could mingle,
assemble or be with like companions when after/death occurred.
Now, each of his or her personal identity vibratory rates were
muddled or impure. He or she could not possibly rise and merge
with those above---those who had not taken the "fall"---or plunge
into the deep "waters" and roaring hot "fires" of physical human
body incarnation!
This reality explains the muddled myths in ancient Bible
scrolls about you and me and our brother and sister "fallen angels"
who were bold enough to experience the thrills, chills and frills of
sensual human body existence!
The DEAD ZONE was and is a totally self-created womb (or
tomb) that could safely hold our newly created human spirit selves
in between human after/deaths and reincarnations. The DEAD
ZONE will soon collapse, needed no more, when this awesome
birth of earth as a star takes place, and all of us can break out,
going beyond the DEAD ZONE back to our god SOURCE as
human graduates!
Thoughts have a life of their own! They (we) are living
things. The thoughts and strong feelings you and I and others have
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can literally take on a life of their own! Our thoughts are potent
enough to create living angels, or devils.
Sadly, over millions and millions of years, the original band
of 144,000 light-entity god-beings, with unlimited holy creative
powers, got entrenched deeply in the birth/life/death/rebirth cycles
of human existence. Most of them lost the sweet memory of those"
good old days" when they each had infinite creativity and
immense self-power. What survived was the "myth" of tall and
mighty gods that had roamed the earth in ages past. The gods of
Olympus were real.
Over these ages of dramatic earth changes, some very
cataclysmic, the destitute gods in human form became more
isolated from each other, and thus more primitive. Gradually, the
only occasional spiritual thoughts they experienced related to the
subtle, unseen movement of the wind and the constant daily rising
and setting of the sun. Some had vivid out-of-body astral and
"near death" experiences which led to tapping lower regions of the
DEAD ZONE. This led to the deduction that a huge and awful
hierarchy of spirit beings made up the realities of wind, rain,
storms and other natural aspects of earth reality. This also led them
to the idea of a huge pseudo "god" that ran the show---One Great
Spirit---who was called "God," or whatever appropriate word
designating "God" in other languages.
To even further degrade the real GOD SOURCE reality
concept, they had the utter ignorance of creating this pseudo
"God" with all of the worst frail human traits. A "God" of anger
resides only in the DEAD ZONE. A conditional "God" that throws
people in a hot burning hell forever resides only and springs forth
only in the human mind (an agency of fear, thus control) and
exists only in the DEAD ZONE.
The God whom I know and love with all of my spirit and
human being is a God of love, a God of mercy, a God of
compassion, a God of justice, ad infinitum!
This fake "God" and his right-hand overlord, the devil, have
come into our minds and our earth reality straight from the DEAD
ZONE. This "God" was birthed out of pure human ignorance and
fearful superstition and was amplified from the DEAD ZONE.
This "God" has all of the worst brutal traits and moody
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characteristics of its human and DEAD ZONE overlord creators!
Conditional love (do what I say, or else) and childish tantrum traits
or fits of very human-like anger made this seemingly almighty
pseudo "God" a very real "bad character" that everyone on earth
had good reason to fear mightily! That's not my God! Is it your
God?
Thus, over millions of years, you and I and our predecessors
by the billions upon billions have created this immense pseudo
"God" gestalt. Remember, we give life to anything we think and
feel! So, the ego of this DEAD ZONE "God" is humongous. It
contains the residue of all the countless huge human egos that you,
I and countless others have willingly given away immediately
upon our after/death, "stripping" our personal vitality and selfidentity in the DEAD ZONE.
Is this pseudo "God" greater than you or me? No! Think this
through...You and I and other light-entity gods are first generation
from our GOD SOURCE, once in hu-man god spirit, second
generation from our GOD SOURCE. Through ignorance,
superstition and DEAD ZONE influence, we gave birth or creation
to "God" and the "devil", thus third generation from our GOD
SOURCE. The first rule of creation, if you remember, is that
nothing created can be more powerful and controlling than its
Creator!
Once you stand clearly in the light of this knowledge, there is
no reason why you, I, or any other living human who created this
DEAD ZONE "God" or "devil" will ever again fear them. We are
innately more powerful and potentially more knowledgeable. This
objective fact will forever free us from the ugly, pernicious whims
of an angry "God."
Nevertheless, that fallible humanly created angry "God" is a
very real living thought form gestalt. It rules over and invades all
other of the myriads of humanly formed gestalts. A gestalt is any
one similar school of thought---consciously gathered together--designated as what we call Science, Religion, Government,
Education, Society, Nations, etc. There can be and often are minor
gestalts within any one major gestalt. Only the ONE GOD
SOURCE of infinite love, grace, mercy compassion, grace, and
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justice deserves your total devotion! The GOLDEN AGE of that
God on earth is near!
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Chapter 9
THE ONE MAJOR DEAD
ZONE GESTALT
As in all major gestalts, there is potential for countless
other minor and minute gestalts within the one major DEAD
ZONE gestalt. These countless individuated gestalts collectively
form one very huge universal gestalt.
Another point worth noting is that every single human gestalt
upon earth, by its very nature as a gestalt (formulated from the
past), is tied into the DEAD ZONE. This is why I have stated that
the DEAD ZONE now exerts a tremendously powerful influence
over our daily human lives on earth. This huge pseudo "God," the
"devil" and host of overlords in the DEAD ZONE gestalt have
their fingers in the pie everywhere on earth---always trying to milk
us of our life energy.
From major overlords to minor overseers and "keepers," the
"devil" and pseudo "God" have efficiently organized a colossal
hierarchy that presides over the entire DEAD ZONE. We have a
reflection of this in the twelve or thirteen families now ruling all
earth economy and their major committees and minor committees
that buy, sell, and rule most national governments.
Each mighty inner DEAD ZONE and outer earth controlling
hierarchy are tightly tied into each other. This explains why it is
extremely difficult to make any breakthrough or breakaway from
this permeating ungodly group control or personal control!
Modern day social consciousness owes its life to its straight
connection into this immense DEAD ZONE. Society dictates. If
we do not follow ungodly new traditions, ugly habits and evil
dictates of social consciousness, we are made to feel guilty. If we
choose to follow God's laws, instead of man's laws, we are
punished and made to feel guilty. Our society quickly shuns or
ostracizes us, and our man made local, state or federal officials
unjustly punish or penalize us when we "get out of line" in almost
any way.
When you take a long keen look, there is little difference
between the zombie-like servitude exacted from us in the DEAD
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ZONE after/life and from the walking dead servitude exacted from
us from our unseen powerful overlords and their enforcing 3-D
overlords. A vampire is a vampire is a vampire!
Unless you are self-realized, who loves self and who has not
guilt or regret, you are at the constant "mercy" of your DEAD
ZONE overlords! You are tightly connected to many of the major
and minor gestalts on earth. All of them are now manipulated as
vehicles to run (and ruin) your life.
There is a way out, as we have disclosed earlier. This massive
DEAD ZONE gestalt depends on having a daily input of life
energy from you, me, and all the rest of us on earth in human form
(that duly support it). Through the knowledge obtained in this
book, you can safely break away from your DEAD ZONE
overlords and keepers, even though they are resolute in their
determination to keep this kind of startling new knowledge away
from you!
Thank God you were drawn to this book. It is also your new
responsibility when you possess this kind of helpful knowledge to
pass it along to others---for the good of all earth! One by one, we
will stop feeding the DEAD ZONE.
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Chapter 10
THE MANY DEAD ZONE
WORLDS
If you had a way of counting all of the past and present
different human consciousness gestalts you would know exactly
how many different major layers or realms of DEAD ZONES exist
now. Each one of these may have hundreds or thousands of sublevel worlds, too! We are not going to count future forming
gestalts simply because there is no long future to the DEAD
ZONE---it is about to collapse.
Perhaps many readers need reminding of what a gestalt
means, or greater clarification of that term. A gestalt is any
collection of more than one human stream of consciousness that is
interested in, and thus supporting, that collective stream of school
of thought. For example, Science, Religion, and Politics are major
human gestalts. A gestalt may be composed of hundreds or
thousands of minor gestalts within the one major structure.
A gestalt can only continue to live if everyone in the gestalt
gives their personal support and self-power to it. Once a gestalt is
conceived, it naturally seeks to survive and to add more life to it.
The gestalt will often use fear or threats and intimidation to keep
gestalt members in line with it. This applies to any of the sublevels within any major gestalt as well.
Masonry is a classical example of an old gestalt where high
level Masons can lose their lives by giving away Masonic secrets,
or violating the rules of that higher level and super secretive
branch or sub-level of it!
Since every major and minor gestalt is connected to the
DEAD ZONE, you will never find the learned modern day saints,
sages or yogi masters belonging to any group on earth whatsoever!
These great men and women have found and aim to maintain their
divine individuality as god-selves. The DEAD ZONE has no
power over them. They have power over the DEAD ZONE.
These endless DEAD ZONES are layered above and below
each other; or, from another perspective, within, without, inside
and outside of each other. In addition, there are also side-worlds
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and parallel-worlds, too. In short, there is an after/death place for
everyone!
If you are wondering into which world you will move upon
your after/death, that is fairly easy to predict! What are your strong
beliefs? Where are your strong allegiances? How much do you
love yourself? How much love do you have for others, and for the
world surrounding your human form? How much guilt do you
carry around with you? What are your regrets? How much fear do
you have? How much joy do you have?
The accumulative answer to the above questions will" place"
you very naturally with your own kind! You will go to that major
level, and then to the appropriate higher or lower sub-level of that
DEAD ZONE area that fits you exactly! In this "case" or universal
"container," there is enough room for everyone.
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Chapter 11
HOW ANIMALS GET INTO
THE DEAD ZONE
Not only does subtle electric circuitry tie into other related
human circuits, sometimes our human circuitry ties in quite
strongly with our pet animals.
Animals can provide certain forms of self-validation circuitry
for some humans that humans cannot! The clearly unconditional
love given by some animal pets are fulfilling to some people---like
no human love. Therefore, many of us on earth love our pets more
than our human companions or associates.
This brings up the very vital question: do animals live in the
DEAD ZONE? You great animal lovers will be tremendously glad
to know the answer is a resounding yes! Your lost or favorite pet
can join you in your after/life DEAD ZONE sojourn!
There are basically two ways that animals reunite with their
beloved owners after their death. One is through reincarnation on
earth again as another cat, dog, bird, fish or whatever animal they
were before. Of course, this means that you are still alive on this
grand earth in your physical human body and thereby provide your
dear pet with motivation to reincarnate speedily back into another
physical body in your area---so that the two of you will be
attracted into each other's personal field or familiar electric circuit
again. This does happen often and is why a new pet seems to have
so many of the same mannerisms as one of your favorite old pets
that died before you got your new pet! So "Delila", "Rufus," or
"Minnie" may be back in all of his or her lovable presence---only
now clad in a different "suit of clothes.."
Animals never go to the DEAD ZONE on their own! They do
not have any guilt or depressing vibrations, so they go back to
THE SOURCE of their god creation in pure form!
However, since you are an instant creator in the DEAD
ZONE it is easy for you to recreate the image and the loving
presence of any former pet you choose. Whatever thought you can
conceive and hold in your mind is very real in the DEAD ZONE.
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It is also an instant creation since time does not exist there. Thus,
no time is needed to materialize whatever you strongly believe in!
Because of the common agreed-to belief systems that
comprise the gestalt of the particular DEAD ZONE you inhabit,
you will also be able to see, touch and play with the animals that
your friends or associates in the DEAD ZONE have created for
their pleasure, too!
If you truly love animals you will have them there with you
in the DEAD ZONE. They are far better for your health and your
well-being there than the often unscrupulous, inhuman and power
hungry denizens you will encounter there after your death!
So certainly, take your dear pets with you after/death. They
will be good company!
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Chapter 12
THE MANY DEAD ZONE
DENIZENS

The DEAD ZONE hosts a massive hierarchy of nonphysical or weird disembodied human entities. These range from
common folks like yourself, and myself to an entire elite hierarchy
of holier-than-thou spirits to very low class demons to high and
mighty, very jealous and angry "Gods!"
JEHOVAH, for example, illustrates a classical angry god
figure who ignorantly believes he is all-knowing and all-powerful
over the affairs of both the DEAD ZONE denizens and our
physical earth!
Realize whenever you find a hierarchy of any kind it comes
directly from the DEAD ZONE. THE SOURCE which is centered
in the "core" of all human entities gives constant and equal power
and equal balance for all!
On the other hand any hierarchical presentation of
better/worse, good/bad, higher/lower, winner/loser,
weaker/stronger, smarter/dumber, ahead/behind, above/below, etc.
simply has no objective reality in fact. These are subjective
evaluations or judgments. A hierarchy is only a DEAD ZONE
illusion or delusion foisted on physical humankind to create
jealousy, war, guilt and struggle.
As you can imagine, there are billions upon billions of
denizens throughout all of the many levels of the DEAD ZONE.
There is an overlord at every level, and often a massive hierarchy
of in-between overlords or keepers as well at each of these finely
delineated levels.
The masses in the DEAD ZONE are kept in total ignorance--the same as on earth! You cannot continue to control any
individual who knows that you are secretly manipulating and
maneuvering them for long! If the masses on earth truly knew
what was really going on in this world it would be quickly over for
them---as existing and controlling "power structures" see it! The
DEAD ZONE is exactly the same. Genuine GOD knowledge is
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the most hated and cursed "commodity" in either of these worlds.
It gives their "game" away, and who will continue to play for long
against a known "stacked deck"? Only a fool!
If you are Moslem, you will congregate with Moslems who
are at the same vibratory frequency wavelength---who hold
somewhat the same depth or range of belief systems. If you are a
Buddhist, Hindu, Jew, Christian, etc. you will commingle with
those who are at the open or same intense, often blind belief
patterns or set limitations as yourself! All of these major world
religions usually have at least ten or more thousand sub-branches,
differently professed beliefs or gestalts within them on physical
earth. Thus, in the DEAD ZONE there will be an equal amount of
splinter groups or gestalts, each at its own higher or lower level for
each splinter group.
The scientists, educators, artists, philosophers and ordinary
common man and woman will be formed into distinctive large or
small groupings or gestalts which will place each uniquely
distinctive gestalt at its own "high" or "low" level. There are no
judges anywhere in the DEAD ZONE that direct human spirit
traffic as to who goes where!
As stated before, you alone are the most severe judge of
yourself! If you think you deserve a great deal of punishment for
the regrets and guilt you feel over what you did or did not do while
on earth during your last lifetime, that is what sets your course and
propels you to the appropriate level---where you can get and feel
the proper punishment you deserve!
If you love yourself, but not quite enough to transcend the
DEAD ZONE and go back to physical rebirth immediately, you
will be gathered in a community, in a world of reality where your
love can be expressed between you and your comrades in a
heavenly way and vice verse as already covered above.
Your strong personal beliefs create a vibratory rate and put
you at the exactly correct level of the DEAD ZONE where you
belong. When you get to review your past lifetime---for that split
second---you will be the most severe judge you can imagine! No
other human judge outside of yourself would ever be so harsh on
you as you will be to yourself. Nothing escapes your scrutiny!
After all, you had a whole lifetime of daily training on social
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judgment of the actions of yourself and others. It is very easy now
for you to see the many faults and to as easily ignore your
wonderful virtues!
The crass are gathered together in the DEAD ZONE into one
huge gestalt with the crass. The same of any kind are gathered
together into one great gestalt with their kind. You are what you
are! That speaks out loud and clear in universal language. It puts
you in your proper DEAD ZONE realm or space. You go to where
you send you!
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Chapter 13
YOUR MEMORY IS STRIPPED
AFTER DEATH
Human embodiment--or incarnations--of light-entity
beings like us first began when we experimentally ventured into
human bodies on earth over ten million years ago! You can easily
imagine how many repeated human incarnations some of us hard
learners have had over these long, long ages...
In those early primal days, we possessed full knowledge of
our former incarnations---of who we were and who we had been in
that past human existence (or those before it). We maintained a
continuity of consciousness! This changed drastically after a few
million years when some of the bodiless light-entity beings in the
DEAD ZONE liked their periods of reflection and selfcontemplation so much that they wanted to stay in it rather than
reincarnate in human form again.
These entities had already discovered they could not stay
very long in the DEAD ZONE without a human physical body that
fired off neurons, needed for constant self-regeneration. They also
knew from first-hand experience that loved ones, relatives and
close friends of theirs left behind on earth had given them
tremendous boosts of vitality, through their mourning period of
their after/death. They also observed that DEAD ZONE peers gave
them added life vitality when they emitted feelings of love or high
respect for them, or when they were feeling upset, guilty, angry, or
depressed with them! In due time over thousands of years, some of
these denizens learned how to not only secretly milk precious lifegiving vitality from the newly arrived dead entering their gestalt in
the DEAD ZONE, but also how to drain those individuals tied in
to their electrical circuits in their gestalt in the physical earth plane
as well!
Soon these keepers or overlords became super powerful in
the DEAD ZONE. They developed huge egos. Most actually
began to believe they were "Gods" presiding over the earth, as
well as over the unsuspecting masses in the DEAD ZONE.
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Since they could easily assume any shape or form they
desired, they would suddenly appear in whatever appropriate
saintly guise to the newly dead who would welcome them happily
and would gladly give away most or all of their troubled mental
and emotional pains, aches, guilt and deep regrets without
hesitation! This "stripping" process was very quick! The entire
electric field or released negative emotional charge that was so
willingly disowned by the newly dead became the instant property
of the demonic stripping overlord to use or dispense at will.
Over these long millions of years, humanity on earth steeped
in religious superstition willingly gave away all or a major portion
of its previous self-identity---lifetime after lifetime! The shrewd
overlords of the DEAD ZONE soon learned just how much energy
was needed to preserve the life of the newly arrived human spirit
inhabitant of his or her gestalt. This way, instead of totally
disintegrating and going back to ZERO VOIDANCE or no-thing
again, the badly stripped light-entity would be left with only
enough memory and self-identity to be converted into a slowthinking personal slave of the keeper in the DEAD ZONE. In due
time, he or she would be seeded back into 3-D earth to be
harvested there now too, day in, day out---without mercy!
This is the gruesome experience each of us has encountered
at our physical body death. As divulged earlier, I have personally
undergone that shocking, painful, unforgettable memory and selfidentity human spirit after/death stripping process in my
after/death at age eighteen. Much is worth reiterating!
At death your entire lifelong self-memory is "pulled" out of
your spirit being. In less that two split seconds you actually relive
and re-experience every single moment and event in your life!
Each tiny or huge event is seen, felt, relived, and very
methodically judged. It seems like you have ages to examine each
single ongoing "happening" that occurred every day and night of
your past 3-D human lifetime...
No one stands before you as a judge, cracking a whip and
pointing out where you have failed miserably. The God Almighty
in you---and in you alone---has created and accepted each
disconcerting one of those "burning" self-judgments. There is no
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one with a vested interest presiding over your death (except your
DEAD ZONE keeper)!
You judge you!
All self-judgments arise from guilt which was already
awaiting you in social consciousness at your conception and birth
back into human body form on earth. Collective social
consciousness has for long eons taught you to judge yourself
harshly and to quickly judge those incarnate with you. Humans
spend a lot of their daily energy simply in standing about and
judging others. It is almost like a family, local, regional, national
or international "pastime"!
The actual "mechanical" memory stripping process is painful
beyond description. For many long years, after my after/death
experience, I struggled long and vainly to adequately describe this
stripping process. My closest metaphor was that it felt like my
entire spirit being was on fire! That fiery pain was everywhere
inside of me and totally inescapable. I could not even mentally
step out of my spiritual being to break free and leave that awful,
all-consuming hot pain behind! Maybe feeling the burning fires of
hell was more appropriate. Perhaps this is where the idea of an
after/death hell filled with fire originated. A part of me hesitated to
tell others of this part of my after/death experience simply because
I figured people who heard me tell of that part would judge that
God had thrown me in hell (instead of heaven). The point is the
pain was so terrible, words to describe it were completely
inadequate.
Finally, many long years later that grand teacher who taught
me how to leave my regrets and guilt behind appeared in my
"school of life." While addressing a huge crowd of over 1,000
fascinated listeners, he divulged and described our memory
stripping process upon after/death perfectly! Thus, I knew that he
knew!
He said the most meaningful way to describe this intense
burning pain everyone feels during his or her memory stripping
process is to imagine having all the skin on your body scraped or
torn off of every inch of your body---all at once! That was exactly
the kind of pain I felt. All of us know from self-experience how
much it pains or "stings" when just a small patch of our human
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skin is scraped off--falling off a bike and scraping skin off on the
pavement! All of your afflicted nerve ganglion involved in that
small area start to "scream" for help! So, now imagine that same
kind of skin scraping, "fiery pain" magnified thousands of times
more, and every nerve and every single cell of your body will
know how painful this memory stripping process is for us
after/death.
Ouch---big time!
Fortunately, at that exact moment when the last memory is
extracted or pulled out of your cellular DNA structure (duplicated
in your human biological spirit), the excruciating pain stops! What
a giant relief. You are still very definitely in big-time electrical
shock, but you now stand free in biological spirit. This is when
you relive each moment of your past life in a split moment, gladly
disowning or surrendering your every sorrow, agony, pain,
torment, guilt and regret to your waiting "keeper" in the DEAD
ZONE.
The "good" memories and deeply embedded wisdom or
knowledge consciously gained and claimed, you keep. This is
compared to major fields of sad but potential learning experiences
you have just dumped. Your personal knowledge is embedded in
what we will here term that "permanent atom" of your spiritual
human being, while all of those countless unwanted or thoroughly
disowned, cast off experiences provide a long and sumptuous
"store" of food for your leering keeper in the DEAD ZONE.
In my own vividly experienced after/death, I refused to stop,
relax, and give away my sorrowful and regretful aches and pains. I
was tempted, but quickly realized it was a trap! I was resolute in
my determination to go forward, to get beyond those stinging three
past "failures." I wanted to go right back into my physical human
body---wherever it was---and go speedily on with my life
"mission" (to graduate, of course)!
However, in most cases of after/death we will innocently give
away all of our earthly burdens of guilt and pain to the seemingly
angelic hosts of saints and pseudo Christ-like, Allah-like, Krishnalike, Jehovah-like, etc. "divine" beings in the DEAD ZONE.
Our grinning keepers leave us upon after/death with scarcely
enough memory and personal identity to maintain a clear mental
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focus, yet enough to insure that we will be a dependable slave or
follower until the final decay of our biological spirit demands
instant human reincarnation.
Our after/death stay in the DEAD ZONE realm that we
personally occupy will last from an average low to a high of forty
years. This is the rule, but a rule is a rule because there are
exceptions! The more advanced and the less advanced individuals
return to human rebirth faster. Obviously, the more advanced
person is eager to get back and finish earth graduation, while the
lesser advanced individual needs more "repeat" lessons!
Let me remind you again. This information is relayed from
me to you not to cause fear but because I love you and want you to
gain this life-saving knowledge!
Hopefully, when the shock wears off, you will seriously start
to put your house in order.
Once you begin the process of loving your god-self into
human existence, moment by moment, day by day, you will be
able to graduate with the rest of us, before or during each star
birth.
Accidents also occur in the DEAD ZONE. If you are
accidentally or intentionally stripped of all of your memory, this
will result in a complete loss of self-identity and an immediate
human rebirth or biological spiritual death, taking you back to the
void as a non-identity---a no-thing (where you first began your
long and grand god sojourn into 3-D physical "reality" eons and
eons ago!
This is rare, since you are a valuable commodity to your
keeper, and he or she will take care to leave you with just enough
human spirit self-memory to be of service while residing in the
DEAD ZONE. Once reborn on earth, that feeding process by your
personal keeper goes on and on lifetime after lifetime, until you
wake up and realize what is happening and put a quick stop to it!
The choice to love your god-self into human body existence
must be made while you are still living in your human body. Your
biological spirit form (by itself) cannot love itself back into human
body existence. You need a human body that is continually firing
off neurons to exist on 3-D earth!
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Once you are dead, upon that repeated sad recognition of
your failed opportunity, you must wait patiently again for another
human attempt at liberation.
On rebirth on earth, you are in retrospect devoid or
unconscious of your resolve to do better this time "around"! So do
it now while you physically can.
Begin consciously to appreciate greatly the divinity of THE
SOURCE and of that eternal god in yourself---and in everyone
else---as well as in the everything else, now! Your joy and lighted
presence will encourage others to generate recognition of their god
within, too. Love life passionately! Generate self-joy from
moment to moment of your daily earth existence in human form
now, and you will never again be food for DEAD ZONE ghouls.
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Chapter 14
UNDERSTANDING POSSESSION
AND SCHIZOPHRENIA
Possession sounds like a fearful thing! However, the
possession of your body (by another) or of any other living human
body on earth is only allowed (anywhere universally) if
permission is given in advance of the possession. Permission can
occur at subconscious levels, as well as at conscious level states,
but without that permission no one is allowed to take over physical
control of your body.
Let us also clearly differentiate between mentally projecting
your consciousness into another person or thing---to register what
he, she, or it is thinking or feeling. That is no invasion of their
self-control sovereignty since no effort is mentally or physically
made to control the thought, feeling or action of that person or
thing. In that case, you are merely monitoring any chosen field
around you now within your range and knowledge, but not until
you consciously know how to focus your mind like a powerful
laser beam.
The term possession here implies taking over the full or
partial control of the physical body of another human person.
Projection into allows. Possession of controls!
Take the typical case of human mind or body possession. If a
person in 3-D reality was predisposed before after/death at being
very "turned on" or getting a "kick" or "charge" from murdering
an animal (or a human being), he or she will automatically hang
around in the aura or bio-electric field area of someone in the body
who is also inclined toward being a murderer. The disembodied
DEAD ZONE entity will invade the mind of the unsuspecting
human host and will deliberately "implant" or impress murderous
thoughts into the mind of its host---one after another---until that
host is pushed over the edge and commits a terrible murderous act!
This scenario precipitates a huge feast of vital energy to the
invisible but very present, like-minded guest! The murderer gets a
huge charge out of it and the hideous inspiring "demon" within,
and behind the scenes gets an equally large charge out of the
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murderous act. Now, also loved ones, close friends and caring
relatives of the murdered human being begin to mourn and wail
the death of their dearly departed, adding more to this vampire's
bloody feast! A mass murderer obviously provides these preying
DEAD ZONE ogres with a sumptuous banquet. Some close caring
loved ones or friends of the murdered ones, sometimes many
entire families, will generate great negative charges of emotional
grief and self-guilt over the incident for weeks, months, years, and
occasionally an entire lifetime!
This immutable law that LIKE ATTRACTS LIKE (at inner
levels) applies here. A physically embodied person with a violent,
lustful, forceful fantasy of sex will attract 3-D "victims" who are
fascinated with their fears of being raped or murdered! Thoughts
are living things. When the violator is moved by his or her fantasy
(by an invisible button-pusher inside) and actually commits brutal
rape and murder, that "demon" can actually merge circuitry with
the violator and look through the eyes of the violator, feeling also
the tremendous aberrant sexually-charged sensations of the
violator, while noting being charged itself with the fear and terror
in the eyes and soul of the victim.
Both dimensions of the DEAD ONE and 3-D reality operate
under the inner level law of like attracting like. So, at either end of
the spatial spectrum, thieves are attracted to thieves, as is the
victim of the thieves. Dope addicts are attracted to other dope
addicts, etc. The ancient adage "as above so below" aptly fits here.
Be careful of what you think or desire, since like does attract like!
Any person who hears voices and feels burning pains from
unseen sources and who acts paranoid, psychotic or possessed has
often unknowingly or inadvertently initiated a premature
kundalini arousal (which is far more terrifying that a premature
you know what!). A kundalini arousal by an individual not ready
for those powerful electric currents will open the doorway
between the DEAD ZONE and himself or herself for entry by a
manipulative and possessing entity. Most of us are also very
nutritionally deficient and suffer obvious beriberi. Poor health and
thus poor physical body vitality can make physical body
possession easier to achieve. A healthy mind and body will always
act as a strong safeguard from demonic possession.
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If you suspect that you or someone you love is possessed, see
that you or he or she gets a great deal more sleep, rest and, if
needed, safe drug treatment from competent doctors. There are
now many good progesterone booster creams (made from wild
yam DHEA) that can and will speedily restore hormonal balance
to the body. They are far safer and far less expensive than drug
treatments and hospital treatments.
The best treatment is a big dose of self-love! You may wish
to add one or two hypnotherapy sessions. After that, buy some
good books and learn self-hypnosis or self-suggestion. This, along
with a good supply of DHEA to balance the body and hormonal
system ought to bring you or your loved one right back "to snuff"!
When self-suggestion treatment is preferred, the conscious
mind must be bypassed. Then a whole new set of loving god-self
into existence must be programmed to your subconscious mind, or
the mind of your loved one. The subconscious is huge and the
conscious is tiny. Your conscious mind is like a very small wave
compared to a huge ocean of unconsciousness. In a battle between
the two, our subconscious always wins! Your conscious mind
alone will usually not win a personal battle to attain self-balance
or self-improvement. This is why conscious mind must be set
aside for a moment as good new operational instructions are given
to your subconscious.
This is why confirmed lifelong alcoholics who consciously
know they are destroying not only their own life but the life of
those they love cannot win that bout with alcohol through
conscious mind decisions alone.
The problem lies or exists in the immense subconscious
karmic bank (cause and effect).The solution is found through a
change in the subject's subconscious. Obviously, the alcoholic is
consciously looking for help, trying every consciously known
formula to regain his or her lost manhood or womanhood. That is
not working.
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) works because it takes the
focus off of the problem and focuses the member toward the
solution in THE SOURCE (God). Through constant moment-tomoment daily inner god focus, the consuming conscious desire for
consumption of alcohol is vanquished. It works!
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In a case of strong physical possession, the "victim" who
suffers such deep despair, depression and bouts of great family
upheavals must ultimately choose to love herself or himself into
human god existence. Self-suggestions of love, joy, peace and
harmony day by day will eventually help overcome selfdepression.
Beriberi, or nutritional body deficiency, moves methodically
into three stages. First comes depression, then suicidal tendencies,
and the final or worst stage is murder. At a national level this last
stage is correlated to genocide.
When the afflicted schizophrenic individual finds at last a
continual state of peace and joy, no disembodied spirit (or spirits)
is able to feed on them anymore. A self-loving, joyous god ceases
to be food for these DEAD ZONE parasites!
Along with peace and joy comes the full restoration of sleep
and appetite. The usual symptom of "sleep deprivation" will
vanish and the desire to eat and enjoy food again will return. If
that individual takes full charge of his or her life and keeps
holding a self-image of worthiness, the cure will be permanent.
A self-loving, contented, safe and balanced person has
nothing to be worried or stressed out about! This kind of deep
inner self-security rises openly from contact with THE SOURCE
within, not from any 3-D tinsel and manmade thing or person
outside of self; those are the crutches that ignorant and sleeping
humanity rely on to give them a "perk." It vanishes as fast as it is
felt. Only self-decentration (opposite of concentration) takes you
within to that most peaceful space you can find on earth.
Think this through! Who or what do you host or harbor in
your mind? Thoughts, feelings and emotions of all kinds course
through our human being all the time, moment to moment of each
single hour, day and night of the week, month, year, decade or
lifetime. The choice of what feelings or emotions we choose to
hold or focus on is totally ours. It is impossible for anyone else to
make that decision for you. Train yourself to be the conscious
"guardian" of what you choose to hold or dump from your divine
mind. What kind of thoughts, feelings or emotions do you want to
be living in your sacred "temple" of human existence? That is the
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question. You alone are allowed to paint the canvas of our human
existence upon earth.
This is why all masters know and teach that there never has
been and never will be a victim! If you focus on or hold on to any
negative thoughts and feelings, then only you (none other) are
responsible for what the negative wreaks in your life. God did not
do it to you. You did it to you! When you begin to entertain a
"victim-oriented thought" realize that without exception it came to
you straight out of the DEAD ZONE!
On the other hand, when the frenzied DEAD ZONE feeders
find out you no longer seize, focus in, or take the "bait," refusing
to concentrate or hold onto negative thoughts and feelings
anymore, they will soon weary of "baiting" or testing you---and
they will go quickly somewhere else to net or fish for their next
unsavory meal.
Both possession and schizophrenia will disappear from our
earth when we all learn to love our god-self into existence. Only
the ignorant child or adult who adopts and accepts the new
worldwide "learned helplessness" state will play the unhappy or
rueful victim. A truly self-reliant god-self oriented person takes
quick and full charge of his or her daily thoughts, feelings,
emotions and actions---knowing it was self-created as the peace,
joy and exquisite human bliss fill their sacred being.
Honor and take care of your astounding and grandly divine
human physical body. Choose between prevention and cure. "Food
is the best medicine." ...Hippocrates
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Chapter 15
YOUR GUILT IS
KILLING YOU
There is nothing as lethal or more lethal on earth than guilt!
Death by electrocution, death by poison, death by murder, or death
by whatever subtle or violent end or means can only kill you once!
Whereas, your guilt generates perpetual conscious daily death for
you! It keeps right on killing you, moment by speeding moment,
lifetime upon lifetime...
Guilt will never lead you toward more life and more selffreedom. It leads always toward self-destruction and death. Guilt
literally enfolds and encircles all of sphere earth---day and night
without end. It permeates and smothers all of human society. It
stunts all daily human activity. Guilt, guilt, guilt! You and I are all
wrapped and trapped in this grim, wet, sticky human atmosphere
of deadly guilt from birth to death, from the crying day we are
born to our marble-hard, rigid human form laid ceremoniously in
our graves.
The truly astounding "miracle" is that someone like Buddha,
like Mohammed, like Jesus, like Yogananda, and other known and
unknown past and present saints, yogi masters and sages ever
managed to break through our countless veils and thick binding
layers of personal and social guilt. How did Confucius, Lao Tse,
Walter Russell, and other illumined bright lights in the history of
humanity ever manage to break through our walls of guilt on
earth?
Take a few moments now. Be silent and objectively examine
how your stack of guilt and painful self-regrets continuously bleed
through your efforts to feel joy, peace and the natural serenity or
tranquility within our human god-self...feel those sinister guilt
encroach on your conscious be-ing! Observe how your past and
ever-present guilt clearly lead you toward repression, depression,
anger and personal and national wars, and, when pushed hard
enough, to outright murder!
Why hold on to one more single dot or iota of false guilt in
your mind, in your emotional center, or in your physical body?
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Take or make the time now to face, embrace and erase all your
past regrets and guilt! Banish every towering or feeble regret and
every gnawing and lingering "I should have" from your human
thoughts and feelings. Drop them now like you would wisely drop
a red-hot burning coal from your hand! Live guilt-free now (not
tomorrow when you "have time")!
In summary, guilt kills. It leads invariably to death. It is a
subtle form of self-hate! Lead yourself to self-love and self-worth.
Hate destroys, but love has never injured a single soul in all of
eternity! Love adds to love, and the divine overflow of love from
your glowing human spirit touches and enriches those around you.
The perspective is clear: choose life or death, love or hate. It
may take a far reach deep inside of you to find the strength
required to personally change the habit and accept and express
self-worth and self-love. Hopefully, the startling revelations found
here will prompt you to make this life-giving switch. Know
absolutely that every embodied human spirit on earth has the
sacred strength for a sudden, lasting, complete "turn-around" for
the better---deep inside of them. The very fact that you are with an
open minded reading on through this book indicates you have
begun the path of loving your human god-self--into existence--not
out of it! Live now, not later...
The past if fully gone. Past guilt has made you "daily bread"
for the grim reapers behind the scenes---in the DEAD ZONE.
Your regrets and guilt are killing you. Will you stop it?
There are no victims. You are a victim only if that is your
human choice. I personally do not prefer to be eaten "dead, or
alive"! I am absolutely determined to love my human god-self into
existence. What do you choose?
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Chapter 16
LOVE YOUR GOD-SELF
INTO EXISTENCE

After the death of your magnificent human body it is too late
to love your god-self into existence! You are already then out of
existence! The sole and whole object of any of your human
incarnations is to love your god-self into human spirit existence,
and thus be totally liberated.
This also means you will succeed in merging or fusing your
god-light being vibratory pulsation rate with your physical bodyself vibratory pulsation rate. You are liberated when both of them
pulsate at the exact same frequency wave rate. The two are then
jointly married or engaged as one! That means graduation from
earth school, allowing you to ascend back to your GOD SOURCE.
At the same time, that huge archive of knowledge accumulated
and now embedded forever in your DNA and sub-atomic
structures of your newly resurrected human body will "ride" or
journey forward with you into the great and joyous unknown!
That then allows you to recreate your own unique wave or
particle equivalent physical human embracement form in any
dimension you journey to or through in your spiritual
consciousness forever hereafter. You thus are enabled to replicate
all of your physical body senses and any aspect or attribute of your
being, at will---anytime, anywhere---in this universe, or any other.
You now have the conscious power to change particles into waves,
or waves into particles---at will.
In order to bring your physical body pulsation rate, or neuron
firing pattern rate, or strobing rate up to speed, you will have to
begin loving your god-self into existence---or and more---almost
every conscious moment, day and night. The more love and joy
your body feels from you, the quicker it will mature or entrain
with that much faster god-self spirit pulsation of yours.
Your body is priceless beyond measure! When you are out of
it and in the DEAD ZONE, you have often looked back and
realized how greatly you depreciated or threw away the most
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important physical gift given to you by THE SOURCE. As already
stated, but also worth repeating, your only recourse then is to be
reborn and to try again, hoping you will remember to love your
body more the next time...
However, once firmly ensconced in your new infant body you
are again deeply immersed and saturated with guilt. You forgot
your vow. Instead of being taught masterful control and a love for
your body and your sexual gender, you are taught to feel guilt
about sexuality from infancy. Instead of using excess sexual
energy to feel more alive, more electric, and more sensual in every
nerve and cell of your human body, you are told to deny or
repress your very normal and healthy sexual feelings. You are
advised that sex is dirty, nasty, wrong and sinful. Guilt over sexual
issues is laced and threaded intentionally through all levels of
social consciousness.
Guilt is everywhere you turn in human interaction. However,
there is a way to get out of the trap of perpetual feelings of guilt
while embodied in human form. This method also allows you to
bypass the memory stripping process at your death! Love your
god-self into existence every waking moment of life from now on,
while you are still fortunate to enjoy life in your physical human
body.
Promote self-feelings of love and joy, instead of more and
more dismal focus on self-destructive guilt! Joy needs cultivation.
It never exists in anyone, or anything, OUTSIDE OF YOU, no
matter how much you delude yourself that it does. If so, the entire
human population would rush to it---or to him or her! This is
another very strong WRONGO IN THE CONGO! Joy only exists
in the moment---and only in you---when you generate or amplify
that exquisite feeling within your body! Though joy can only be
found in those precious moments of self-focus upon it, guilt is
perpetually nipping at your consciousness twenty-four hours a
day, even in your sleep. Learn how to relax and live in the eternal
now.
Joy can always be generated by you at any moment. When
you live mentally or emotionally in either the dead past or the
uncertain future, you have surrendered that most priceless moment
of immediate reality and have shifted that precious life moment of
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yours into the DEAD ZONE. There you are prey to a den of
hierarchical demons! You have consciously (or unconsciously)
moved out of that golden opportunity of living fully in the now--and appreciating each eternal now moment---to being a ready
victim of vicious parasites in the DEAD ZONE.
When you live in the now of time, your electrical and
chemical body potential for joy is easily possible. Merely focus on
the present moment and intensely, passionately enjoy each god
you face---and each new god experience you encounter. these kind
of god-life experiences have genuine spirit impact! They are selfowned, self-embraced, and self-embedded into the eternal fabric
and memory of your sub-atomic particles. They are lodged now
forever in the unique DNA blueprint of your human spirit selfidentity. That is a 180-degree turn away from your dead past, your
lifeless future, and those life-sucking DEAD ZONE parasites.
Start to love your god-self into joyous existence through right
thought, feeling by feeling, action by action, and by facing,
embracing, and erasing all of your lasting regrets and all present "I
should haves." Leave all of them happily behind you!
Through loving your god-self into existence successfully, you
can even bypass or conquer death while still alive in your human
body! In this one, single, highly compressed or concentrated
lifetime, you can learn to know, see, feel and love the divine god
within yourself. There will then be no need to go into the DEAD
ZONE as a participant. You will simply then be a divine observer.
With enough intent and focus your self-love can reach a
"critical mass" and thus transmute, transfigure and transform you
along with your grand body into one bright invisible white light! If
so, your entire human spirit and human body self-identity will fuse
together to move through and beyond the DEAD ZONE into that
great universe beyond of GOD ONENESS!
Then you are certainly limitless. You are capable of roaming
freely to anywhere in the universe you choose to be. You can turn
your own SOURCE light into any form, size or shape, or gender
that you choose---whatever, wherever and whenever. You will be
able to play any game you really want to play---endlessly--without any one or any thing being able to turn off your "light"
again!
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Is the effort worth it? What do you think? If you are not
already in this divine process of loving your god-self into human
existence, start this moment! Go out and greet and meet every
single treasurable human life experience in your god center called
now...You can thus finally and absolutely love your god-self into
everlasting, exquisitely blissful, pulsating human life passion and
divine heavenly sensation. It's called living!
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Chapter 17
TURN GRAY REGRETS INTO
WHITE PEARLS
There have been three great "turning points" in my life---to
date! One was my personal death experience at age eighteen,
which gave me insight into the reality of 3-D life as being a dream,
plus the flashbacks of my pertinent ancient lifetimes in Egypt and
India allowed me to know with absolute certainty that human
reincarnation is fact, not speculation or fiction. That first major
highlight enabled me to break away from misguided conventional
religion and an orthodox science, both of which had failed to
prepare me for what truly occurs in after/death. I was then
resolved to search and find the real answers about GOD and life
processes. It was this timely, youthful DEAD ZONE excursion
which gave me a secure and sure foundation in the pursuit of
genuine knowledge from the perspective of a deeply religious
mystic. My death was the beginning of my life in the real sense of
that word. It made me realize that Life Science was far more
accurate and revealing than conventional Earth Science, which has
to constantly revise theories and postulates when new science
contradicts old. I soon learned that Life Science was ancient and
immutable and the only absolute truth or Eternal Reality.
My second major turning point in life is when I was
masterfully taught how to turn my oyster-gray lifelong regrets into
shining white pearls instead! That same mentor had given me the
adequate words to describe my incredibly fiery and painful
memory stripping process that I described in Chapter 5. This
masterful teacher convinced 197 of the 201 attendants at our desert
retreat that crucial day to leave all of their guilts and regrets
behind. He told us we must face our guilt and regrets of the past,
one by one, or as a group, and realize we had done what we had
done to harm ourselves or others in ignorance. He said not a single
one of us could go another step forward in our esoteric learning
until we could speak to ourselves with absolute conviction, saying
the statement with great mental and emotional personal and soul
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feeling, "I have no regrets for any one thing I have ever thought,
said or done in my entire lifetime!"
Wow! That was a real "biggie" for me! All through childhood
and on through my youth, as well as through my growth into that
present adulthood, I had always felt deeply guilty, unworthy and
very insecure!
If any one pursuit of excellence had ever come too easily to
me, I had felt uneasy. I truly felt as if I had not suffered or
struggled enough to be worthy of success! From childhood on,
having been baptized and raised as a member of a strict major
protestant religion, deeply ingrained in me had been the "hard
fact" that each and every one of us worshippers was worthless,
sinful and guilty! I was erroneously taught almost every day that I
was sinful and should feel incredibly guilty about it---and I
sure did! Therefore, due to ignorant and misguided religious
teachers, my whole life was soon burdened or weighed down with
countless insignificant guilt and self-regrets. What a cruel
teaching! What a long time spent in the senseless waste of sweet
and innocent human life energy!
Our great teacher reiterated that none of us could go on to our
next level of spirit consciously---to our "anointing of body and
spirit" (in holy oil)---without totally and irrevocably erasing every
single past regret and guilt from our lives...
At first, this task seemed insurmountable, beyond my ability.
Fortunately, I slowly began to grasp the objective fact of precious
group thought imparted to us that wonderful day. Our wise
instructor explained how every single thought, feeling, emotion,
and act performed by each one of us was done in sheer innocence
of our great ignorance. He assured us that any unenlightened
human on earth who was pushed far enough over the edge could
even commit bloody murder! He went on to say that karmically
each thought, feeling, emotion and act innocently and ignorantly
done---even willfully against any known wisdom, in whatever
given moment in our lives---was the "right" thing at that moment
for us to do in our unique human life evolution. That thought,
feeling, emotion, or act was simply the given lesson of that
moment! It was the self-test which provided each one of our
human spirits with eternal "guide posts," providing we
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remembered and owned them as pearls of wisdom rather than as
heavy millstones hanging eternally from our necks or shackled
tightly to our ankles. Guilt and regrets are gray oysters, not white
pearls! They pull us back or hold us stuck in time, thus voiding
further major spiritual progression.
Our beloved master teacher told us we only needed to change
our perspective. He assured us all that we could each do it within
our own unique being in a split moment! He revealed that this is
how he had personally done it, and if he could do it we could also
do it! He instructed us to use every guilt and regret as a personal
self-realization. He urged us to transmute, transfigure and
transform each regret into a shining white pearl instead of carrying
it like a heavy back-breaking load or a soul-wrenching pain.
Instead of throwing away that moment of wisdom earned, from
making that "now realized" regretful action, we must extract it
from our dark past and convert it into a gleaming pearl instead.
Rather than repeating the same old unlearned lesson in our mind,
we could now step forward with our life---carrying a huge
sparking necklace of glittering pearls with us instead, each pearl
containing a unique knowledge or wisdom now fully "owned" by
us. As I glance (not stare) back, that day was one of the grandest
learning experiences of my human life.
After his wonderful discourse, we were told to sit or lie down
and to "go within" and conquer our past. I turned within with
strong resolution. This was a private inner battle I knew I must
win. At long last, I finally "got it"! I accepted my past innocence
and ignorance. I fully repented for what I had done to myself and
others. I knew the lessons. I did not need to repeat them! As I
learned so well that day, we only repeat the lessons which we have
not learned. A lesson very well learned and owned is no longer
needed for repetition.
I dropped what seemed to be the weight of the world from my
shoulders that wonderful, NO MORE REGRETS, turning-point
day! I could truthfully say, "It is finished!"
Since then my mind is unburdened and more clear. My
human spirit is certainly more free! I have no and do not allow any
lingering doubts, guilt or regrets in my consciousness anymore.
Who needs them? Instead, I catch each one of my approaching or
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"gathering" regrets (or guilt) and stop them immediately in the
formulative stage. I no longer let a molehill turn into a mountain!
At the same time, I immediately and sternly remind myself that "I
have absolutely no regrets for whatever I have done that day." If I
have wronged anyone, I am genuinely penitent. I accept the fact
that "I now know the error of my ways" and without guilt make it
another glittering pearl in my growing necklace of them.
I strongly suggest that you re-read this chapter many times,
and that you make this day(tomorrow never comes) a grand and
special turning point for you, as well. Then pass it along, like I
have to you.
If I can do it, surely you can do it; and it feels so good!
My third huge human life "turn around" was the discovery of
Sai Baba on earth...in human embodiment...in India.
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Chapter 18
THE SEEDING, HARVESTING AND
RE-SEEDING OF HUMANITY
The hard, awful fact is if you have any guilt or regrets of any
size or form in your consciousness, you are food for the DEAD
ZONE.
Think for a moment. What have you ever thought, felt or
done (just today) that you consciously wish you could change---at
this moment? I warn you, whenever you think or say "I should
have," accompanied as a rule by guilty and regretful feelings you
are immediately interfacing with denizens of the DEAD ZONE
who are eagerly harvesting or feeding on you! One of your
sustained, lifelong regrets provides your overlord and keeper with
a lifetime harvest.
The following seven chapters will address major human areas
that are being studiously harvested by bodiless spirits, overlords,
keepers and a demonic hierarchy of seemingly beneficent, loving,
or often angry "Gods." Since there are some population
statisticians that estimate there are up to seven billion humans now
incarnate upon our earth (1996), this adds up to a huge harvest.
Almost every single human alive today seems to be in a constant
stressful state of struggle, anguish, turmoil, boundless regret and
overwhelming self-guilt. Add divided groups, religious, and
national struggles and the many widely practiced self-destruct
modes, and you can realize the huge delectable "banquets" we
innocently provide for our greedy, behind-the-world-scene
overlord vampires.
There is another added grim facet to this gruesome picture.
We have been harvested like this now for over a million years on
earth. Can you imagine the awesome accumulation of knowledge
and power given away by us and now owned by this immense dark
force in the DEAD ZONE at this time in history?
This metaphor has been used before, but also bears repeating.
We may correlate our mass of earth humanity to an immense,
well-kept herd of milk cows, with a few stray controlling bulls
thrown in! The bulls are, of course, the few powerful family
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members and their rich allies that own and control the resources of
planet Earth between them! They have title or controlling interest
in all of the money (Federal Reserve), most of the land, and most
mineral rights on these lands which includes our rare and very
precious drinking water.
Nevertheless, here too, whether they realize it or not and
whether they like it or not, these bulls playing god over us are also
controlled and owned lock, stock and barrel by the DEAD ZONE
overlords!
The invisible owners or keepers of us "cows" follow the same
timeless procedure. After/death, each one of us cows is pulled off
pasture and methodically and almost thoroughly stripped and
milked of our heavy but valuable regrets or guilt and self-memory,
leaving very little core self-identity left. This provides them with
food, fuel and power, along with a tremendous bonanza of "pearls
of human experiences" which adds to their bank of mental
knowledge.
We are then allowed to graze for a while in our new DEAD
ZONE pastures, but often are milked there from time to time.
While inhabiting the DEAD ZONE, we are left with only enough
meager memory and self-identity to allow us a few short years of
self-contemplation---before rebirth (re-seeding). Naturally, we are
rebirthed almost totally devoid of any former memory and
experience. Only the impact god-self former life experiences that
were embedded in our sub-atomic level of our being are retained.
This accounts for our former lifetime recalls or instant recognition
of someone we loved or hated in a past existence.
Imagine it! This ceaseless repetitive cycle of human spirit
birth/harvest/death/harvest/rebirth/harvest has been going on and
on for a million or more years. Yet, this has been the best, wellkept secret in all of human history! It is this strong influence from
the DEAD ZONE that keeps us in the Western world from even
knowing about or believing in reincarnation. The DEAD ZONE
overlords do not want you to know that when you die you go to
the DEAD ZONE, examine your past life, and then come back in
for another rebirth until you are fortunate enough to "wake up" and
graduate.
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Where do you go to obtain knowledge about life after/death
and about the DEAD ZONE? You certainly did not read or hear
about this from your Religion, or from your Science! Though I
must admit that earth sciences are slowly beginning to tear away
more and more of the veils of illusion concerning reality and
toward understanding some of the basic Life Science laws and
cosmic principles. We are holograms.
Had the knowledge contained and presented to you in this
volume been known a million years ago by the masses, you and I
would be full-blown Christed Masters, instead of dumb cows put
"out to pasture" lifetime after lifetime after lifetime, with no
seeming end in sight...
These endless, heartless cycles of "fanning" human greed,
malice, guilt, anger, lust and hate in our human thoughts, feelings
and life experiences---thus, sowing discontent and harvesting us--have been formulated into an exact science by these crafty DEAD
ZONE overlords. At the same time, their continued or prolonged
success of the eons was dependent on keeping secret this
knowledge you are now discovering in this volume!
Soon, however, enough of us will learn how to love our godselves into existence, removing ourselves from the grim harvesting
cycle and the DEAD ZONE will most assuredly then collapse!
That self-enlightenment process is now in full swing.
As you will find out in proceeding chapters, whenever there
is a lull or prolonged period of time without any massive negative
human spirit events on earth, abrupt new diabolical and seemingly
beneficial "additives" are channeled into humanity to stir up new
energy disruption patterns and thus to foster and fester more
human guilt and more human discord (dis-chord). All come from
the DEAD ZONE!
You will probably be greatly surprised at what seemingly
innocent human vehicles are being used to set up or sow new
seeds of human discontent, malice, depression, anger and
explosive human violence. All of these "fruits" are then quickly
and gleefully harvested by our visible physical plane economic
whores and harlots (though still hidden behind the curtains of the
theater-in-the-round upon earth) and by their invisible, but very
real, counterparts and exacting overlords, directing and controlling
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us all by their unholy guidance and base motivations fed into all of
us by our dark rulers in the DEAD ZONE.
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Chapter 19
THE ROLE OF RELIGION

The "big three" or the seven major sources of worldwide
generation of food for the DEAD ZONE overlords also have many
divisions and sub-levels or layers within them---especially,
Religion, one of the big three! They tie into each other as
supportive gestalts. War cannot be separated from economy since
profit or sheer greed has been the motive behind every war!
Most major world religions have up to then thousand
different layers or branches and subdivisions within them.
However, though most of these old traditional religions generate
mass human thoughts and feelings of self-guilt, not all of them do.
Some actually train their devotees toward a more positive attitude
about themselves and life in general. As a rule, church members
are regarded as "worthless sinners"! And they are expected to
make up for their sins by worshipping a very human-like "God"
(straight from the DEAD ZONE) who is vengeful, possessive and
angry! Who needs a "God" to be feared mightily by all upon
earth? Where is the love?
Every single religion without exception began its existence as
a new and often greatly disdained "cult"! Most religions claim that
their church holds the "one truth" and knows the "one way" to
your and my salvation. This is often entirely opposite of what their
religious founder taught them.
Few within the leadership or membership of these huge cults
or churches seem to realize that human truth is always a subjective
belief, not an objective fact! The overlords of the DEAD ZONE
know the difference! They rub hands together and revel gleefully
every time someone argues his or her ignorant subjective truth
against the equally ignorant subjective truth of another religious
devotee. This generates lots of emotional sparks. It makes a grand
meal for the particular keepers of the two (or more) entities in such
an absurd and personal great war over their blind subjective stand
or "truth" about someone or something! Zealous and fanatical
arguments over truth have probably served up more "big Macs" to
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the overlords and other "big eaters" in the DEAD ZONE than any
other single issue in the entire world!
In our Western world, the Jews, Catholics and Protestants are
usually at bitter odds with each other, thus generating plenty of
daily banquets in the DEAD ZONE.
All of the fanatic elements in Religion are at great odds with
each other. Religion is natural and right. We need it in our minds,
in our hearts, and in our lives. However, when you see in the
Eastern world how orthodox Hindus, Moslems and Buddhists are
at angry odds with each other, too, you can realize why religion is
a primary generator for food for the DEAD ZONE demons and
their holier-than-thou host of overlords and jealous and angry
"Gods."
The Jews are made to feel guilty because their family line
killed the man Jesus 2000 years ago. The Christians feel guilty
because Jesus died on the cross for their sins, so the story goes!
On the other hand, most religions correctly teach that we
should feel guilty and penitent over "wrong" thoughts, wrong
feelings, and wrong actions. But when they teach you to hold on to
that guilt or that someone else is going to live or die for your guilt,
they go too far. A guilt is simply a lesson on "right" and "wrong"
that our god within tells us. When religion in the West offers you
and me a "Jesus saves" solution for our own guilt, they cross the
line. Jesus cannot nor would suffer your guilt for you! Not even
your mother or your neighbor or very best friend can do your
suffering for you! How utterly absurd! You worked for that
suffering; you earned it, in this lifetime or another! It belongs
solely to you, never to another as the DEAD ZONE overlords
would like you to believe! Only the grace of God directly
bestowed from Him to you (called divine intervention) can
balance or erase a past "bad" deed that you have not yet accounted
for, or paid in full...
Where on earth would you ever get your own personal
experience and your unique karma and self-growth if your life
lessons were done by your mother, or a friend? You alone either
learn that lesson or you go back (or move ahead) and repeat the
same painful experience, over and over endlessly, until you do
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learn it. I can't learn your lesson for you nor would you wish me
to. It does not work!
No one goes back to pure GOD SOURCE as a human school
graduate until they have experienced human life and learned from
everything or everyone they have encountered. A sage or great
"Saint" or a yogi master may instruct you, and they may even
"show" you the way (usually by self-example), and though they
lead the way, you must walk in your own shoes! Only you can
rightfully choose or make and take which pathways need to be
taken by you to find your great god-self identity!
Each single divine one of us "many gods" Must take this
struggling journey through human life---through and beyond the
DEAD ZONE alone. The quickest way "home" is to stop hating
yourself (and others) to death...and to start loving your good-self
into human existence!
Religion has artfully been misused to feed denizens of the
DEAD ZONE for ages and ages. The DEAD ZONE overlords
actually fight each other to be "top dog" over religious hierarchies
on physical earth.
Religion of the world needs your help and my help to shed
more light, not instruction that makes anyone feel more guilt and
regret than they already carry, or nonsense that someone else will
live their life, or take their karmic load for them.
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Chapter 20
THE ROLE OF POLITICS

The DEAD ZONE role of politics cannot easily be separated
from the role of government. With scant exception, politicians
betray both their constituents and their nation at the same time--all for greed and power. The slime and skullduggery in politics
defies count and description. Politics is one arena where the most
loathsome and dastardly deeds are committed, pitting brother
against brother, family against family, and nation against nation--and controlled by a powerful small group pitted against all
humanity and civilization in general.
The evil of politics extends into our courtrooms and judicial
systems. It is now in the West almost impossible to find a judge or
a lawyer that does not violate his constitutional oath of office, or
the morals and ethics of his or her profession! There are also
outstanding exceptions to this rule, like a most honorable Jerry
Spence, but this is rare. In the main, politicians, judges and
lawyers are up to their ears in crime, graft, bribery, lying, cheating
and stealing from everyone, including their own families.
Many prominent judges and lawyers are the worst criminals
on earth. They will resort to anything and everything of a low
nature that fulfills their unending greed for money and their lust
for power over others and fleeting fame. Murder, blackmail, and
outright cold-blooded assassination, performed through stealth by
secret agents of our government, are the sickening norm, not the
exception! The innocent and honorable new statesmen and
women, or honest citizens, are slaughtered if they stand in the way
or threaten to "blow the whistle." It is no exaggeration to say the
lowest scum on earth have consorted, wormed and wiggled their
way, kissing the feet of everyone before them to climb to the top
rung of the dung-heap in politics.
Politicians swear not to while running for office and then
invariably raise taxes for added government waste or expenditure
of money. This "vampired energy" goes directly into the DEAD
ZONE. Every time that soul-less politician steps up to vote for
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more taxation against you, heaping more labor with less return to
you, thus more grief and more human struggle, he or she acts
directly like the "right hand" of your overlords and keepers of the
DEAD ZONE. Every time you and I are bled of human energy in
any way through these ruthless, unconscionable political
machinations, by our supposed elected "servant," they serve up
another meal of us to our invisible rulers. The DEAD ZONE
denizens love it! Those who run earth on the physical plane level
have pushed, pulled, shoved, tripped, and cunningly stolen handcounted or computer-counted voting ballots right from under our
eyes---to make sure the most corrupt man or woman of their
choice assumes a top position of public "trust." What a sham!
(Shame!)
By far, the worst hypocrites on earth are the bought and paid
for clergy, politicians, judges, lawyers, bankers and business
leaders. Of course, there are a few genuinely honest human souls
among them, but relatively few. So many of the above-listed men
and women are outright liars, cheats, thieves, betrayers and
parasites who often turn into callous murderers if someone stands
in their way. If you are a member of one of these above-mentioned
professions and are indeed a noble, honest and worthy human
being, congratulate yourself for that! However, unless you are
totally naive, ignorant and self-deluding, most of you who wear it,
know the shoe fits. Where are the noble great statesmen (and
women) of long ago who proudly served their nation under God?
Politics is the heart of the "beast." And by the very nature of
the beast and its insatiable lust for greed and power, politics and
base politicians create an ongoing rich harvest of the most vile
human emotions possible, from demonic child pornography, sex
slavery, satanic death rituals, lust, blackmail, drug traffic and
murder. The once proud USA is now the crime "capital" of the
world. In 1995 there were more murders in New York City (about
15 million population at most) than in all of Japan (over 200
million population). Why have you and I allowed this to happen to
our posterity? Why have we allowed criminals to govern us? No
decent "line" is drawn anywhere, for in "situational ethics" there is
no conscience---everything and anything goes! :look at Waco;
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look at Weaver, Idaho housewife; look at Oklahoma City! No one
paid for these crimes. How did this happen?
The answer is that you and I, the sleeping world citizens,
have allowed these travesties against we the people to occur. There
are a few among us who are finally waking up and demanding "an
accounting" from our government and the lowly politicians that
run it. However, unless strong "grass roots" movements accelerate
in that direction no changes will occur. If you are truly loving your
god-self into existence, you will stand forth and demand honest
government servants. The problem is evident, and the solution is
clear.
Throw the bums out! Take office yourself, if necessary,
Educate yourself. Know clearly who is dong what! Insist that all
elections go back to hand counting of ballots. Computers are too
easily manipulated by those in power already.
Ask yourself: is your government as it now stands your best
friend or your worst enemy---and act accordingly. Vote in only
those who will serve you, instead of serving themselves. Why vote
for anyone that raises his or her salary in government, and then
cuts aid to the very poor that are jobless and often homeless?
Those currently in high government office are there to serve
themselves and their tremendously powerful masters, not you.
Give them their long overdue "walking papers"! If not, you will
slowly but surely continue to be "eaten alive," both on the physical
plane by your trusted local, regional, or national politicians and
their stern overlords (the twelve or thirteen families), as well as by
the happy denizens in the DEAD ZONE who feast royally on your
guilt, frustration, anger, depression and a host of other stressful
and deadly reactions caused by the treacherous voting of our
despicable politicians on earth today.
It really does not have to be this kind of a sad political world
that we live in. It is only this way because we have allowed the
scum of earth to cunningly deceive us, to contrive, spin and weave
their way to the top! I am sure you will agree that the "tops" of
these moldy old political trees need speedy pruning!
Every top (or even bottom) crafty, deceitful politician you
"cut off" means you have just cut off serving yourself up as a meal
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that many times less to your visible or invisible earth keepers and
your very invisible DEAD ZONE keepers.
Over the years you have been given a public course by our
government on "learned helplessness." In short, you have been
taught that you are helpless without support from government!
Your government will assure you that what they are about to do to
you is for your own good (like inoculations or vaccinations) (of
AIDS)?
How many times have we heard that story? When I personally
hear that lie, my self survival alarm system goes off immediately. I
then refuse to turn my back on a corrupt agency that furthers taxes
and tries to lull or delude me into thinking or believing that further
severances of any parts and pieces of my personal savings or
fortunes and self-integrity are "good" for me! What is truly and
divinely good for me is that I start loving my god-self into human
existence and that I stop being eaten alive anymore by keepers in
the DEAD ZONE. That is certainly my political choice! Both
possession and schizophrenia will disappear from our earth when
we all learn to love our god-self into existence. Only the ignorant
child or adult who adopts and accepts the new worldwide "learned
helplessness" state will play the unhappy or rueful victim. A truly
self-reliant god-self oriented person takes quick and full charge of
his or her daily thoughts, feelings, emotions and actions---knowing
it was self-created as the peace, joy and exquisite human bliss fill
their sacred being.
Honor and take care of your astounding and grandly divine
human physical body. Choose between prevention and cure. "Food
is the best medicine." ...Hippocrates
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Chapter 21
THE ROLE OF WAR

You are aware of what Religion and Politics can do to stir up
worldwide strife, so you can imagine the horrendously long and
satisfying feast any war presents to DEAD ZONE keepers. War is
war. A war with a marriage partner in a home is war. Civil wars,
national wars, and world wars are continuous banquets to the top
dog "Gods" and their hosts of hierarchical heavy feeders in the
DEAD ZONE. During any war, the moment to moment, hourly,
daily, weekly monthly or annual toll of mental, emotional and
physical human suffering, injury, pain, and death begins to mount
and mount! This sinking sea of stark human misery evokes waves
upon waves of personal regret and guilt in all involved except, of
course, the callous earthly architects of the war, and their
manipulating, thrilled DEAD ZONE overlord vampires or
parasites!
The guilt and regrets of any sustained and bloody war grows
and glows as family members, husbands, wives, parents, children,
relatives and close neighbors---and countless homeless and
innocent children---are killed, injured, wounded, captured, tortured
and often driven stark raving mad! Every cruel and raw essence of
these atrocious sub-human actions and guilt-ridden sorrowful
reactions provides a new basis for a sweet snack or a full-course
meal for the hovering, grinning DEAD ZONE denizens involved.
The DEAD ZONE overlords love war! Whether a giant world
war or a seemingly insignificant business war, or a personal
household war between husband and wife, between sister and
sister, between brother and brother, or between friend and friend
gives them added life and added power. All wars, no matter where
they take place and no matter what size or about what, are deftly
staged, engineered, or maneuvered from the DEAD ZONE.
This should give us serious "food for thought" in obvious
ways. The next time we begin to launch an all-out or full-scale war
with our neighbor or a loved one, or a treasured friend, or
whomever, stop! Realize you and your opponent both are about to
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be a tasty sweet snack or a succulent grand feast for both of your
keepers in the DEAD ZONE. War is never productive. Regard
everyone as your friend, and you have no enemies.
Wars have been caused by greed going back as far as the early
days of Babylon. Goldsmiths entrusted with crafting huge amounts
of gold betrayed their trust by secretly and illegally loaning the
gold owned by others and supposedly in their "safe keeping to the
highest bidders at huge interest rates. These thieving and very
cunning early "bankers" quickly discovered they could especially
make a quick and huge profit by loaning their entrusted gold to the
local power-hungry baron or kind who wanted to make war with
his enemy. These conniving and heartless goldsmith bankers even
more quickly realized they could double their earnings by secretly
financing both warring barons or kings! This actually helped
prolong the war and made even more than double their money!
The next step in human greed was obvious. These parasite
goldsmith bankers were not stupid...It was obvious to them that if
war was so profitable, why not start or stage wars at will,
anywhere they could? They did, and have, up through all of
human history. Imagine what the Bosnia/Serb war is making in
money for the war machine makers: the munitions industry, the
aircraft, tank and artillery industries, the reconstruction industries
and, of course, the banking industry that keeps the war machinery
purring.
All wars from that fateful day of greed filled human
realization have been set up or maneuvered and initiated to further
increase the leverage or holdings of these human parasites who
control the currency of the earth. By the year 1500, one of the
leading goldsmith families were already "worth" over a billion
dollars! You can easily imagine what that one family (and the
other dozen or so families) owns and controls on earth today. The
new billionaires like Gates and Perot do not have "peanuts"
compared to them!
These dozen or more families own or exert control over the
Federal Reserve, thus all of the major money in the entire world!
They own most of the land, mineral rights, and real estate of the
world! They literally have a One World Corporate control of earth,
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making genuine free trade between corporations or nations
impossible! The political term "free trade" is a complete sham.
Think about what these few "mighty" families have done, at
whatever human bloodshed and misery cost, to achieve this ironclad "one world" human control. Though these powerful families
(and their appointed dupes in government and law enforcement)
believe they are running our world affairs (aided by bought
government and bought media), they are not! The absolute real
bosses are the unknown, unseen mighty overlords in the DEAD
ZONE. These demonic overlords use these heartless families as
their front-line dupes! These overlords are the invisible "button"
pushers. They have deftly tied directly into the mental, emotional,
and physical circuitry of their "alive" 3-D human parasite
counterparts! The "elite" controlling human families and their
secret committees are merely subservient "automatons!" There is
definitely a false "God" and a false "Jehovah" and other such egocentered but no mistake about it powerful and very knowledgeable
demonic spirit overlords "running" these families, using them to
run the "show" on earth! The entire human "Evil Empire" is run by
DEAD ZONE overlords, or The Dark Brotherhood!
These elite families, their dupes, the law enforcers, and the
huge array of countless diverse billion dollar drug and chemical
corporations simply play their parts, like mindless zombies (while
in their head, they play at being Olympian gods)! What an ironic
but sad joke! The aim of the war game is to create as much human
conflict, stress and conflict as possible. This ultimately leads to
further guilt and an even greater harvest of humankind energy.
Wars bring great abundance into the DEAD ZONE which
lasts them for decades. A "good" world war will provide a steady
stream of delectable feasts and banquets for the jubilant and totally
evil DEAD ZONE manipulators.
This does not mean these merciless elite families (and their
ignorant government or law enforcement dupes) are merely
innocent victims, too! Indeed, not. They have willfully and
consciously chosen the dark path of earth rather than the lighted
path of life. All of the above will die a physical human death,
unless they awaken and reverse their course, like I have (and,
hopefully, you have). Each and every single one of them is fully
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responsible (as well as those bought and paid for dupes that serve
them) for his or her evil decision. The universal law is: what you
take you lose, what you surrender you gain!
Learn to keep a distance from the DEAD ZONE overlords. If
you have begun to start loving your god-self into human existence,
the demons behind human life drama will lose their power to sway
your decision. That means you have consciously chosen life!
DEAD ZONE denizens can only feed of what is decaying or dead.
Hopefully, you now know the challenge or problem here.
Your solution is to start world peace in yourself. End all wars! It
not only takes two to tango, it also takes two to make war! Make
sweet love and eternal god peace instead!
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Chapter 22
THE ROLE OF MAJOR SPORTS

This will surprise most of my already astounded readers! The
winning or losing of any game or sport generates an almost equal
amount of guilt in winners, even though the game has been won
fairly. Therefore, the misuse of sporting events to help feed the
DEAD ZONE vultures has been going on through antiquity. It
began long, long before the brutal historically recorded Roman
gladiator combats, with almost always certain death of the loser.
Today, sports are not so obviously deadly. However, players
often get deadly vicious in some sports, like ice hockey, boxing
and football.
Anyone with a sensitive soul will agree that boxing and
mauling some other human being, often beating them
unmercifully, is not fun. It is more often very serious business. Big
bucks may ride on who wins, or who loses. That now applies to
most sports, though it is more apparent in horse races or dog races.
The grim DEAD ZONE reapers found out early in dawning
history that any personal or group struggle pitted against another
person or group caused a winner/loser or an ego-fed hierarchical
situation ripe for plucking. Combat produced waves of guilt and
waves of regret by both winner and loser. Even done in fun, a
certain negative charge was detected from the winner (as well as
the loser), so it rapidly became another "basic recipe" for more
foul food for the DEAD ZONE!
In national and international sports, like the Olympics, the
stakes are very high. Both winners and losers are highly
emotionally-charged over the events---as players and spectators.
Those energies can now be skillfully reaped during the game, and
after the game.
Though most major sports, except boxing, do not carry the
earmarks of human potential for a great measure of brutality, there
is always the possibility for an unexpected fall or a major injury,
and even death. However, these kinds of deaths or injuries in most
of the national or international sport competitions are more
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refined, more unusual and less dangerous than the public display
of deadly brutality (clapped and hooted for) in gladiator days.
We are cultivated from early childhood to engage and be
competitive in sports of various kinds. Instant self-validation
comes to the winners as adult praise is heaped on them. Losers
simply can only hang their little heads in shame. They were just
branded a loser and feel deep regrets about not being able to make
the right moves during a game. What a sumptuous DEAD ZONE
feast!
Naturally, everyone wants to be a winner when such obvious
immediate rewards come rushing back to him or her. Competition
against others (instead of against self---trying to get better) often
produces a situation where winning is the sole and determined
aim, through whatever devious means!
Cheaters are "born" as players resort to lies and deception to
win. Games are created and played to increase the ability of the
player to be deceptive. After winning this way, naturally the
winner ( as well as the loser) feels guilt for his or her deception. It
is in either case a win/win for the guiding DEAD ZONE hierarchy.
They make a sure meal out of the player either way---once the
game has begun---win or lose.
Imagine all of the countless gamblers that bet on some sports
event during every hour of the day. Business is constantly going
on worldwide. You can imagine how much guilt is sown and
reaped just from the gambling gestalt involved in, or tied into,
sports alone.
In these modern times on earth, every country in the world
has developed several favorite sports in which they excel. Every
such nation wants to have the best team in the world or the top
known athlete in the world! Winning brings a temporary high to
all involved. Losing adds one more agonizing reason for the
constant loser to feel unworthy, regretful, guilty and angry--netting a bountiful harvest for the real but invisible winners behind
stage---who eagerly await those new "shots" or high charges of
extra human life energy which they can consume.
On the other hand, when playing against yourself, sports
are a wonderful form of exercise for body and mind, for young
and elderly. A well-coordinated body results in a well-coordinated
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mind, since body and mind cannot really be separated. And I do
want it understood I do not advocate that you or your children
"should" stop engaging in competitive sports. I played
professional basketball in my youth. I would not "should' on you
like that; shoulding on people always stinks!
However, I do recommend a change of attitude or perspective
for you and for your children about sports. Never play to win
against another! Always play the best game inside of you for your
god-self and always to improve over your last game. Make your
game or sport a great opportunity to master coordination of your
body and mind, not a competition against another to be a winner!
The only question worth asking yourself after your game is, win or
lose: did I do the best I could? If not, no regret---just the pearl of
wisdom that you could do better! Either way, it was just a game,
so go ahead and feel good about it.
Instead of making major sports an open and inviting arena for
gamblers and criminals to win and lose fortunes, make it noncompetitive (in relation to the other players or the team). If you
merely seek out the best players or the best teams you can play
while growing up, you will improve your ability to excel in that
sport quickly. That is how I got to be a professional in the sports
field. Getting better every day is the prize!
Instead of feeding the DEAD ZONE through an attitude of
winning or losing competitively with others in sports, build your
own self-respect, your own self-confidence, and your own good
self-worth. Then you are genuinely loving your own god-self into
human existence.
Turn the tables on your keepers! Instead of sports ruling you
and setting you up for another delicious meal by some ugly DEAD
ZONE ogre, you rule the sport! Play it your way; you be a sure
winner! Love your own greater god-self into existence with you,
and win the entire world at the same time!
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Chapter 23
THE ROLE OF SCIENCE
Hardly anyone would think our hallowed earth science,
which is always making every attempt possible to be objective,
would or could be a tool of the DEAD ZONE overlords, to harvest
energy from humanity.
A little focused thought here may change your perspective.
To your knowledge, what has been the major use of science,
almost from earliest days of conception? You guessed it! To
develop and produce more and more refined gadgets, tools, or
machines for killing people! Far before gun powder was invented,
a plethora of strange slings, gadgets and assorted deadly traps
were invented---to be used in war!
Science has produced gunpowder, atomic and nuclear bombs
to laser and particle beam weapons that could easily kill everyone
living on earth within hours! What is coming up next? Since
inception, science has been misused. Instead of bringing forth the
GOLDEN AGE, which it could have done centuries ago, it has
reduced humanity into a materialistic and crime-ridden society.
Science (like government) has not been used for the social and
cultural welfare or advancement of humankind, but against it.
NOW HEAR THIS! Whether you realize it or not, it is "wake
up" time! The seemingly most benign to the most horrendous kind
of human invention came straight from the DEAD ZONE! All new
inventions were "brought through" to stir up revolution or sudden
change in society. Abrupt changes produce great stress, and stress
always gets the pot to cooking or creating new DEAD ZONE
fields to harvest.
NOW HEAR THIS, AS WELL! The greatest scientists in the
universe are not living on earth today (or were living on earth
yesteryear); they are living in the DEAD ZONE. This is because
that tremendous pool of sparkling knowledge and 3-D information
known to humankind is stored (and well-guarded) in the DEAD
ZONE! All of the greatest thoughts and ideas known in all time
are stored and used against us in the DEAD ZONE. Some of the
most brilliant scientists that died hundreds of years ago are still
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"alive" and pressed into service by the DEAD ZONE overlords.
They are treated like royalty, and kept alive there over the
centuries for the sole intent of thinking up appropriate new earth
inventions. Once these new ideas are channeled into the mind of
someone on earth, they are picked up and used by big business to
bring rapid economic changes---producing that new field ready for
harvesting.
These old inventive "wizards" in the DEAD ZONE know a
whole lot about earth sciences. This is their life. It is all they care
about. They also continually want to know more. These same
invisible, but certainly quite alive and very wise, scientists in the
DEAD ZONE are instructed by their beneficent (to them)
overlords as to when and where to introduce their new invention
upon earth and precisely to whom! That invention is usually
telepathically channeled into the mind and hands of someone in
the science gestalt on earth, or to someone strongly connected to
the money gestalt, especially if they want that new invention to
become available for quick mass human usage worldwide (like the
automobile to Henry Ford).
The usual method of introducing the new earth invention is
during sleep when the recipient is in the deep dreaming stage. All
of your and my dreams have a direct pathway into the DEAD
ZONE. This is why I used self-suggestion through the dream state
when I wanted to make face-to-face contact consciously with my
brother Richard when he died.
Have you ever seriously wondered about why your long and
exciting best dreams seem to vanish instantly from your conscious
memory when you awaken in 3-D reality? The reason few of your
"far out" dreams are ever recorded and remembered upon
awakening is because of this direct pathway from the dream state
into the DEAD ZONE.
As you journey out in dreamland you must pass out of
physical 3-D reality through that DEAD ZONE bio-electric wet
field surrounding your body. Once through it, you can then
venture out into an infinite field of different dream level worlds to
engage in whatever exciting adventures or life lessons you wish.
However, on your sudden way back into your physical brain, due
to some 3-D sound or basic survival instinct, you must once again
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pass through that DEAD ZONE area connected to your bioelectric field.
If you stop and dally too long in that DEAD ZONE area on
your return trip to your body from your dream world adventure,
the denizens always lurking in throngs in the DEAD ZONE will
"strip" it away from you! This is why you are fortunate if you even
remember vague bits and pieces of a long, sensuous and exciting
encounter with a dream lover, or a meeting with a deceased friend
or deceased loved one---still living in the DEAD ZONE. When the
DEAD ZONE pseudo "God" or higher echelon overlords see a
slowing down of their own immediate massive growth due to
waning earth harvests, they quickly feed the desired new earth
invention into the mind of the chosen "would-be" 3-D inventor.
The why and how of the new blueprint for the gadget or machine
is conceived or mentally dropped into his or her lap. This vital
information is timed to perfection. It is fed into the conscious mind
of the dreamer after returning through the DEAD ZONE, so that it
will remain embedded in consciousness as he or she returns into
his or her physical brain and dense human body.
You can imagine how excited the inventor feels when this
sudden invisible gift is "miraculously" dropped into his or her lap!
If all goes as well-planned, the new idea or invention will soon be
in production and marketed and used worldwide. With its arrival,
new fields of competition in the scientific and business gestalts
will open up. Confusion will reign again on earth, as old jobs are
lost and new jobs appear, and humankind involved must sell old
homes and buy new homes in other parts of the country or abroad.
The net result: old businesses will fall, new businesses will rise.
This creates a vast and sudden new vortex of worldwide unrest
and fierce competition, much anxiety, aching fear, and broad new
fields of 3-D earth to harvest.
These huge and dramatic new earth plane revolutions also
produce overt or subtle changes in the DEAD ZONE hierarchy,
too. Like on mirror earth, old workers are discharged, shifted
around and new and more devious ones are elevated to help
orchestrate the new scientific fields of harvest more effectively.
Science could be used on earth in a positive and life-giving
way, but not until a huge shift in mass human consciousness
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occurs. When that day comes, and it is coming up fast, science
now used for the wholesale destruction of human kind will bring
swift earth changes and all of us on earth will flourish beyond our
imagination.
It must be noted here, as India---led by the avatar Sai Baba--moves steadily back into a GOLDEN AGE, it is the only country
on earth where the conquest of death has been an ageless tradition.
As the USA and other Western nations learn how to love their
god-selves into existence, death will also be conquered there. In
the dark and sad present, they continue to acquire and build more
and more very diabolical electrical and biochemical gadgets and
life-forms used to destroy divine human life, while India calmly
and patiently teaches all who have ears to hear to cherish, honor
and resurrect all forms of life.
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Chapter 24
TELEVISION, MOVIES, RAUCOUS
MUSIC, AND DRUGS

Most of the same parasitic and soul-less few "elite" families
and their zombie dupes that mislead World Religion, World
Politics, and World Economics have an iron grip control of all
major media sources! This includes television stations, radio
stations, newspapers, book publishing, magazines, movie
entertainment and business news. what you now see and hear is
only what you are allowed to see and hear! The news media is
used generally for (1) Dis-information, (2) Mis-information, (3)
False information, (4) De-bunking Truth, and (5) No information.
The real truth is probably 180 degrees around: the exact
opposite of what is reported or shown (out of context). You are
supposed to see, read and hear only what the dupes of the DEAD
ZONE overlords wish you to think or feel.
Think it through...The dark reign of DEAD ZONE forces in
both the inner and outer worlds of the exterior 3-D plane would
collapse if all of the amazing world truths were known! This is
why anything and everything "goes." These demonic forces will
use outright cold-blooded murder (usually presented by media as a
suicide) to intimidate those who would present the hard true facts
to the public. resident John F. Kennedy was publicly assassinated
because he made the fatal error of telling "trusted" inner circle
confidants he had issued a new large sum of office USA paper
money currency that was going to break away from the tight
worldwide Federal Reserve system control that puts our country
into such huge debt. He was also going to "spill the beans" about
the CIA and its hand in starting and running the ever growing
international drug trade out of South America. He very effectively
signed his death warrant with that unwise disclosure to unwisely
trusted friends!
That swift public assassination of President Kennedy was
also a direct worldwide message to anyone else who threatened to
even think of revealing or disrupting the earth control of these
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immense DEAD ZONE "powers that be" on 3-D earth today. As
well recorded, suddenly scores of key eye witnesses and honest
informed media reporters who knew and were about to tell the real
story behind the assassination abruptly died of sudden suicide, of
strange fatal accidents and mysterious lethal illnesses. Key judges
themselves involved were appointed heads of the Warren
Commission, just to make sure that all of the known, clearly
revealing and darkly implicating records and witness testimony
disclosing a conspiracy were publicly sealed (for your and my
good, of course)!(?)
Less than five percent of television broadcasting is used for
the public good. The rest is used to harvest humanity in every
possible way, using guile, deceit, the telling of outright lies, and as
the prime media tool for mind control over the innocently sleeping
public masses.
Television is one of the DEAD ZONE inventions that, placed
in the proper spiritual hands, would transform earth into a paradise
almost overnight in which event the DEAD ZONE would shrink
proportionately as immediately. Demons cannot stand or live in
the light! DEAD ZONE denizens truly need your and my human
life vitality to sustain their own dark lives and to maintain their
power and control over us. Without the free gift of our power, they
have none!
Radio stations are also carefully monitored and controlled by
these same dark human and inhuman entities. If a talk show host
dares to invite a guest, no matter how popular, who reveals too
many genuine truths to the listening public, they are in dire danger
of being fired on the spot. On both radio and television,
worldwide, regional and local news is rigorously edited. The news
is slanted to give you whatever impression the producer aims for.
My advice is to listen and to "read between the lines" and to
observe keenly what is not said! Then chances are that you have
the news. Only a very gullible and ignorant or sleeping fool
believes all, or most, of what they see, read, or hear on television,
radio or in major newspapers!
If you will practice duly cultured spiritual discernment, you
will soon see where they are leading you: mainly into a "learned
state of helplessness" designed and enforced by a growing One
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World Government. What do you think One World Order really
means?
A One World Order (straight out of the DEAD ZONE) means
total loss of all guaranteed U.S. constitutional rights and freedoms!
Under those conditions the DEAD ZONE will have absolute world
control! Everyone on earth will be filled with self-frustration,
hopelessness, helplessness, guilt, regret, anger and growing
explosive violence, which makes a sumptuous full-course meal out
of everyone, including you!
Under monopoly control, the increase of desensitizing human
crime and violence, pornographic sex, and bloody mayhem in
public movies has escalated to immense proportions. More and
more graphic violence and bloody mayhem are pointedly written
into the new movie scripts. All this violent drama is acted out very
realistically, filmed and soon projected on large movie screens
worldwide, or in over a billion homes internationally. The net
result is that millions upon millions of viewing young adults and
small children become more and more desensitized. Can't you just
see the DEAD ZONE denizens clapping wildly on the sidelines? I
can!
After watching enough of these highly suggestive murder
scenes, killing of someone you do not like---or just for fun--becomes a "normal" human act! It is natural for children to
emulate adults! The slick-minded demigods who wield their
almost absolute control over our human affairs on earth know this.
Their instruction and thus aim, is to reduce character of any
visible sign of self-reliance! The dumbing of America has been
consciously underway for over three generations now, and the
program has succeeded almost beyond expectations! Why?
Because it is impossible to effectively control a self-worthy human
individual with a truly divine character! Conversely, in India, led
by Sai Baba, the masses for over three generations have been
transformed into conscious loving gods, leading it into the coming
GOLDEN AGE before all other nations...
The crafty overlords of the DEAD ZONE brought the
invention of radio and television on earth and into the daily
consciousness of humanity, not to uplift it, but as a powerful tool
to debase it! The aim has been to bring forth every vestige possible
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of discontent, guilt, and stress into our hearts and souls. Every
time you consciously pay your hard-earned money to see a violent
or often disgustingly degrading movie, you are serving yourself up
at the same time as a juice meal for the DEAD ZONE overlords.
Raucous music has also come straight from the DEAD
ZONE. Some of my readers here already know the worlds of
difference between soothing, uplifting music of the great masters
like Wagner, Strauss or Beethoven and the violent, bodywrenching contortions, howls, jolts, and kicks of hard metal rock
music. The first takes you serenely and sublimely out of the
DEAD ZONE. The second pulls you directly into the turbulence
of the DEAD ZONE. Rock music was another inventive tool
channeled into the earth plane to evoke frenzied, uncontrollable
and highly explosive feelings in a listener. It is especially effective
in a young or juvenile body and mind. In due course, it leads the
listener into explosive and socially self-defeating lifestyles. If you
listen to it, leads to the slow disintegration of your mind and your
very precious body, a hearty meal for you keeper. I personally will
not allow some invisible and leering vampire to chew away at
mine...
Harmful drugs, "legal" and illegal, came from the DEAD
ZONE centuries ago, an invention that has paid them off in huge
dividends. Most of the old royal families made and kept huge
fortunes over the centuries from the public sale of drugs. So what
has changed?
Drugs have quickly helped make the USA the most crimeridden country upon earth. I suggest you read some of the
"underground" or self-published books about the modern
worldwide growing drug trade. It will make you realize why so
many young school children in California and some other states
are on Ritalin. Drugs are providing our one-world controllers with
more money and power than they can spend or use!
Small children are now being lured, more and more, into
trying and thus getting hooked on hard drugs. The very little ones
do not have any cartoon characters or children's story characters
that parents would like to see: characters with character, truthful,
respectful and beautiful beings. Instead ghouls, monsters, and
despicable and very violent and demonic cartoons are being fed
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into their minds or read about in their picture books. This is why I
am introducing my own little movie and children's story character,
TWINKLE TOP, to the children of the world. TWINKLE TOP is
a model child that every parent would like a son or daughter to
imitate, He has a bright star above his head that changes according
to his moods. If he is happy, his star is golden bright. When he is
sad his star turns blue, and when he is angry his star turns flaming
red.
TWINKLE TOP comes from the planet of Plunkett which is
located near the brightest pink star in the heavens. The other
amazing quality TWINKLE TOP has is his empathy. He identifies
so strongly with whomever he is talk to or walking with that his
skin becomes the same color skin as the person he is engaged
with. He has a little round red spaceship and loves to travel and
visit other planets, especially Earth. Otherwise, he looks and acts
very much like any other human child, except that he knows and
honors the divine god in everyone he meets. He was taught from
childhood to see God in his mother, to see God in his father, to see
God in his teacher, and to see God in his guest. I am sure you
must agree that the world of human literature and children's
entertainment on earth today needs a TWINKLE TOP kind of
character desperately! My aim is to have several adventure story
books and a Christmas television special movie titled, "TWINKLE
TOP HELPS SANTA, shown on television every year. So be it!
Watch for it!
Meanwhile, the obvious solution toward the creation of more
stress and clutter in your life is to stop supporting television, radio,
newspapers, magazines, books, art and all kinds of pseudo "art"
that is feeding the DEAD ZONE your vital energy! Instead, find
and support all of the genuinely spiritual and "underground" type
of smaller, independent and honest television stations, radio
stations, newspapers and books that increase your knowledge and
enlightenment. Who needs or wants to be in the deadly "clutch" of
DEAD ZONE draculas most of their daily lives? Not me, do you?
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Chapter 25
NATURAL VERSUS MANMADE
DISASTERS
Natural disasters fall under a wide range of classifications
and often predictable occurrences, like earthquakes, exploding
volcanoes, tidal waves, rogue asteroids, and drastic weather
changes that bring floods, freezing weather, or any excessive and
prolonged periods of cold, heat, or drought.
These also tend to generate a wide range of negative,
sorrowful and guilty emotions. Needed crops may be destroyed;
homes or businesses may be lost; family, loved ones or friends are
killed or injured in accidents caused by hurricanes, tornadoes, or
other such powerful natural forces of nature. These are cyclic
natural human disasters to which denizens of the DEAD ZONE
are happily privy to sudden huge meals.
All of these aforementioned sad human disasters spring from
the ongoing subtle or suddenly violent work of nature. Weather
patterns are always connected and created by human thoughts and
emotions. The accidents of nature are genuine "accidents." They
are not purposefully premeditated or intentionally self-generated.
Thus, they form a major part of the natural disaster gestalt on
earth.
Besides all of those already mentioned natural disasters, we
have train, bus, car, ship and aircraft wrecks, oil spills, fires,
drownings, atomic radiation fallout kill, plagues (like beriberi,
almost worldwide now), personal mental and body illnesses,
personal body accidents, rapes, incest, suicide, murder, genocide
and hosts more of human ills and misfortunes. All of these
common calamities create daily snacks and huge meals or
banquets for our DEAD ZONE keepers! Other than being more
cautious, there is not much more we can do to prevent these
natural kind of accidents or daily calamities, though it would be
wise to exercise every ounce of foresight and prevention as far
ahead of time as possible. For example, always keep at least one
car length for every ten miles per hour speed you are driving
between the vehicle you are driving and the next immediate car in
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front of you. If someone swerves in front of you abruptly, simply
drop back to the safe distance from the car ahead of you again.
Start early, drive slowly, and arrive safely!
In the past, humanity only had to contend with nature. Now
something more ominous threatens our daily welfare on earth.
Man now knows how to change the weather!
There was a time, not long ago, when all earthquakes,
hurricanes, tornadoes, typhoons, excessive cold and snow,
excessive rain and floods, excessive heat and drought, etc. came
directly from huge natural electrical and magnetic wind and wave
movements or tidal movements influenced by the moon---but not
today!
The DEAD ZONE inventors have come up with a "lulu" this
time! Today, with well-hidden-from-the-public (right under our
eyes daily) huge weather control towers controlled or operated by
an armada of elite secret earth scientists, any kind of good or bad
weather can be created almost anywhere on our planetary globe,
with pinpoint precision! This traitorous band of "hired hands"
(dupes of the inhuman leeches on earth), guided by DEAD ZONE
overlords, have now turned their full-scale scientific knowledge
and technical wizardry to work against humanity! These behind
the scenes scientists have taken the profound pool of accurate
scientific knowledge presented so freely to the world by Walter
Russell and Nikolas Tesla on how to build inexpensive, almost
cost-free "FREE ENERGY MACHINES" in the mid-thirties of the
twentieth century (which they quickly negated and hid) and are
now using that knowledge to create whatever weather conditions
they want, anywhere on earth, at any time (unknown, of course, to
the general public).
Genuine free energy generators were known and usable
cheaply over sixty years ago. The One World Corporation "beast"
put a quick stop to that immediately.
The published fact that "perpetual motion" is the most basic
and easily duplicative principle in nature has been another one of
those many DEAD ZONE best-kept secrets on earth! The
incredible Leonardo da Vinci of the twentieth century, Walter
Russell, understood and spoke freely about harnessing perpetual
motion. Nikolas Tesla actually built free energy towers and
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demonstrated that free energy could be directed to any spot on the
globe. The DEAD ZONE dupes on earth used all their power and
influence to make sure that neither one of these two outstanding
scientists "got their due." Thus, both their names are almost lost in
history.
Any mention, thought or claim for a "perpetual motion"
gadget or machine is immediately discounted by Patent Office
dupes who have duly been "boon-doggled" by orthodox or
conventional schools of thought. Who do you think organizes and
controls most schools of human thought---the DEAD ZONE!
Conventional honest scientists are not privy to perpetual motion
information. Inventors, scientists, or gadget makers that
unwittingly come up with pollution-free designs of gadgets or
machines that can tie in and make use of natural free energy
motion of the universe are backed off quickly, bought out and
silenced, or killed on the spot (usually feigned as a suicide or a
natural accident).
The scope and range of horrendous new weapons now made
(for use in population control or movement---aimed for the year
2000) would boggle and reel your mind! These run from highway
cameras, chips in your auto, laser and particle beam weapons that
make nuclear bombs obsolete to EL, electric low frequency wave
patterns that disrupt the human minds impacted by them (blocking
ability to think coherently), to mind control devices, to radiocontrolled personal identity chips (small enough to pass through a
vaccination needle), to laser tattoo bar bands on currency and on
your arm or forehead, coinciding with the debit system (number of
the beast), to total and almost absolute worldwide weather control!
How is it done? By utilizing the now installed "Woodpecker
System" that encircles earth. There are eight major, as well as two
powerful, international "Tesla" towers and countless national
towers! These towers are not advertised as such! They appear
harmless and are usually mistaken for new radio, television, or
radar towers. They are spaced as a rule from seventy-five to two
hundred miles apart, depending entirely on topography and
population conditions or restrictions. These towers are linked
together to form a planetary sphere electromagnetic grid system.
Major Ralph Beardon, a retired officer in the U.S. military, is the
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one who has given them the unique name, "Woodpecker System."
The controlling scientists, on command, can create, aim and send a
huge storm of any kind to any designated target on earth. This
same system can be modified to disrupt specific target cities or
whole nations of people simultaneously with a bombardment of
ultra-low (or high) frequency waves. The low waves create subtle
but powerful currents of mental and physical imbalance and
physical fatigue in the targeted individual or groups. You know
already what the high frequency waves in your microwave can do!
So suddenly, you have an individual or a whole city or a whole
nation of people, all feeling tremendously irritable or "out of sorts"
and not knowing why. The DEAD ZONE thrives on human
irritation.
One of the diabolical weapons already made and tested by
these elite scientists (secretly, of course) silently kills everyone hit
by it on the spot, leaving buildings and structures in the vicinity
intact for capture and use of the captors. This diabolical weapon
can destroy every living human and every living thing within any
enemy city within minutes!
Scores of deliberately cultured parasites and deadly viruses
are intentionally created and released into the atmosphere and
selected water supply systems by these dastardly-owned scientists
(and highly paid management) dupes. Are they targeting your city
today? The word has "gotten out" that the One World Order
group's plan for the year 2000 is to reduce our human population
by any means needed from seven billion to approximately one-half
billion living human inhabitants by that time! This is a dreadful
and drastic sudden population decrease and is still the "official"
target. Therefore, an obvious wholesale slaughter of humankind on
earth is in their present agenda. What an immense harvest of
human energy for the DEAD ZONE hierarchy! One strong earth
arm of the DEAD ZONE, the Committee of 300, piously presided
over and chair personned by a "high Society" wealthy old lady of
England, is determined to have their United Nations militaryenforced One World Order have full control over all nations and
peoples of earth by the year 2000 (as revealed by former British
intelligence agent in his revelatory book, Committee of 300, listed
as a reference in the back of this volume).
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This means you can count your bottom dollar to bet (and win)
that many imminent awful earthquakes, storms and weather
patterns are now already scheduled and working to provide
luscious and bountiful meals to the DEAD ZONE vampires
worldwide!
After long and uneventful lulls in economic competition,
even some beneficent technology or inventions are allowed
conception and development on earth. These also soon disrupt and
create more earth unrest, more greed, more guilt. So another whole
generation of human "cows" are milked in new ways and in new
earth areas.
Virtual reality and cyberspace technology is the next super
industry scheduled to change earth. When development matures,
this industry will exceed income of all past movies and
entertainment developed and produced in the past. A wise
investor would bet his money on it!
During these severely trying times, as earth gets ready to be
birthed into a star, it is difficult to tell whether any occurring
disaster on earth is natural or "man made." Both dastardly "inner
circle groups" in the DEAD ZONE and on earth know this. They
are depending on the present fact of their invisible manipulations
to keep each one of us as far off balance as possible! There has
been a deliberate increase of personal crisis incidents to help keep
us from noticing what is really going on around us---out there. So,
wake up! You have your life at stake! In fact, you are the "steak
dinner" served up to the DEAD ZONE keepers by our misused
earth science.
Knowing now what you know, what can you do about it?
Knowledge always brings new self-responsibility. This is one
covert reason why many people shun any significant new
knowledge. Innately they know they are going to have to make
changes in their lifestyle, so they conveniently choose NOT TO
KNOW!
Your task with any new knowledge that enlightens, frees and
uplifts other human beings is to gift it to them. Start with your own
immediate family circle. Tell them about the DEAD ZONE, and
how they can be free of any influence coming from it to them. Let
all of your loved ones know how and why their emotional buttons
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are being pushed, and by whom! Let them know the subtle but
real, often hidden, reason for sudden, local, national or worldwide
changes.
You can also learn to leave the DEAD ZONE keepers out of
your own personal loop. Practice cooperation instead of
competition! See god in everyone! Give back equally what you
receive! See the divine god-self in all others---at all times---while
loving your own god-self into human body and spirit existence!
This will help to collapse the DEAD ZONE, which will also help
to usher in the birth of our coming Earth Star! Let's plan to enjoy
it together...
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Chapter 26
ANCIENT GODS AND
ASCENDED MASTERS

The first question to address is: is there an ancient "God" like
Jehovah? Is there really such a real deity? The answer is yes and
no.
Jehovah is real in the sense that all of the disowned bits and
pieces of your ancient self and my ancient self and all other
contributing ancient selves are fused together into a living gestalt
known by the Hebrews as Jehovah. He or "it" is really a huge
collection of billions and billions of parts and particles of human
consciousness, put together now into one massive, very
knowledgeable, very childish, and very hateful, angry (and
sometimes loving), very human-like massive ego!
That pseudo DEAD ZONE "God" (Jehovah) only exists as a
human made creation, living in the DEAD ZONE. Jehovah was
not birthed directly from THE SOURCE of this universe like God.
This very alive, huge, humanly-created thought form was created
in our universe over a very long period of time, by us. This pseudo
"God" or Jehovah is literally composed or made up of our "throw
away" or give away portions of our human selves through the
ages.
How do you think Jehovah became such an angry "God"?
God is love, and no anger exists in Him. Anger is a human trait
only! The answer is that you and I (and countless other human
gods before us) gave away all of our anger, our jealousies, our
fears, and other conditional human frailties to him! This "God"
was created solely from our own false ego self-image.
There have been from inception of the DEAD ZONE "Fallen
angels" many different hierarchical levels of ancient pseudo
"Gods." Jehovah is a relatively very new name given to the "big
cheese" in the DEAD ZONE. Every major tribe or civilization has
over the millions of years on earth helped to develop the aspects
and attributes of whatever major pseudo "God" reigned at that
time, including the names.
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There is truly a GOD OF LOVE that Hebrews and all of us
from the many different sects or "faiths" pray to. We know
that God is real, and always willing to forgive and forget the
"sins" of all of us who are genuinely penitent of our past karma, or
present willful, wrong thoughts, feelings or actions. However,
ignorant preachers or so-called teachers go right ahead mixing
these two very different---totally different identities. The Old
Testament DEAD ZONE Hebrew "God" was fierce, angry, jealous
and unforgiving, and often very hateful. Contrast this to the real
all-loving, merciful all-forgiving, and all-powerful God of Light,
known and presented by the man Jesus, a god not to be feared but
worth loving totally!
The ignorant and intentionally misguided clergy of the new
cult formed around Jesus simply continued to bring forth the Old
Hebrew concept of a very exacting, very conditional, and a very
angry and demanding pseudo "God." These clergy leaders
calculated it was too hard to control or coerce a church member of
their gestalt who was not fearful of the anger and mighty power of
a punitive "God." So they continued mixing God and pseudo
human "God" into one distorted teaching. Jesus never taught that!
He taught us we were gods!
THE SOURCE gave true birth to God Itself, Who is a God of
Love, Who emits unconditional, non-judgmental love, light, joy,
and knowledge! Anger cannot and does not exist in GOD
SOURCE. Anger only arises and is known in our guilt-laden, self
hating, dark, human spectrum of existence.
Darkness is not of GOD or SOURCE. The single idea that
God is ever angry is totally false. It was and is an outright lie--directly from the DEAD ZONE hierarchy---to trap you and to
control you through fear!
Think this through...The silly notion of an angry universal
GOD SOURCE is based on very shallow human assumption that
God could be so insecure as to demand conditional love from us.
God has never needed or wanted anyone to kneel, bow, and scrape
before Him. Think! A decree or command that we must act, think,
or feel a certain way on earth or we will be horribly punished, is
obviously not a decree from a loving, parental universal source.
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GOD SOURCE, or even our own human parents, should never be
feared!
The throngs of ignorant and blind followers of the ancient
false, angry "God" like Jehovah wrongly assumed that loving
meant caring for, or even more to the point, being taken care of!
(Does that ring any bells?)
Therefore, Jehovah, or whomever dressed in saintly garb in
the DEAD ZONE after/death, cared for them (because he emptied
or discharged them of their heavy past human burdens of guilt,
pain, anger, and sorrow). Thus, they assumed "He" was doing a
loving act...
In reality, Jehovah was and still is only an ignorant but very
crafty biological human spirit like us, who discovered very early
in the DEAD ZONE that he could prolong and increase his life,
his knowledge, his power, and his presence, by "skimming off" the
electrical wet discharges of the newly deceased, or even from the
unsuspecting human beings still embodied on 3-D earth. He is,
therefore, the real DEVIL in crafty disguise as "God." Jehovah, or
the Devil, is merely the colossal sum total of unwanted human
angers, conditional love, old memories, large and small bits and
pieces of the collective consciousness of billions upon billions of
past dead or present living physical human gods like you and me.
Whether in or out of your physical human body. when you
discharge your personal anger into the eagerly awaiting aura of
Jehovah or the Devil, it adds more increments to the already
massive personal bank of anger already stockpiled in him. All of
your unwanted memories have supplied Jehovah and his lesser
hierarchical devils or demons with seeming all-knowledge, allpower, and all-presence. However, most of that is pure defensive
human ego! Since the long awaited earthly avatar has now
incarnated in HIS human body form, that huge ego of Jehovah is
about to be greatly deflated.
Jehovah (alias, the Devil) is actually stuck or stagnated in
time! He will soon have to surrender all of his great power and
"lower" himself into physically reincarnating back into the human
birth/death/rebirth cycle, just like all the other common human
beings like you and me. Like us, he needs to learn how to love his
god-self into human existence. He will go through---and beyond---
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in due time, just like you, I and all other human god spirits...So be
it!
Ascended Masters
All Ascended Masters, like Buddha, Jesus, Mohammed,
Allah, and other historically known Ascended Masters are waiting
patiently for us somewhere now beyond the DEAD ZONE! There
have been far more unknown Ascended Masters, unrecorded
historically (some of them women), that have duly ascended from
earth than known ones. These grand human "graduates" now rest at
very high frequency levels or plateaus above the DEAD ZONE.
However, none of them is stuck there, as Jehovah and his demonic
aides are in the DEAD ZONE. The spiritual life existence of
Ascended Masters is self-sustained, as each is fully in touch with
the "atma" or god within. However, though they do not draw from
it, the love and ardent devotion given to them by devotees or
disciples still incarnate upon earth, or those that followed and
carried on His or Her sacred teachings and memories, are known
and felt acutely by them!
All real Ascended Masters have been transformed into pure
white light. They therefore do not need to reincarnate or to repeat
and repeat what they have already so greatly mastered. They are
simply parked on the "sidelines" of our theater-in-the-round upon
earth, all waiting expectantly for the imminent birth of our earth as
a star! They know at a certain "critical mass" point a huge class of
billions of human spirits will ascend (with them) simultaneously
into an entirely self-created new universe!
No a single human graduate is permitted to go beyond the
DEAD ZONE into this virgin universe until the new earth birth
occurs! At that precise moment the old prophecy "The first will be
the last, and the last will be the first" will be fulfilled. In any
event, the mass ascension of human spirit graduates will be
simultaneous. At that same exact moment TIME WILL CEASE--the DEAD ZONE will collapse and vanish---while all of those
light-entity beings who have succeeded in loving our divine
human spirits into existence will go beyond it into CREATION
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AND GLORY beyond our present human comprehension...So be
it!
THE WHITE BROTHERHOOD are earth graduates (from all
races) who chose to remain with us here on earth until MASS
GRADUATION DAY. They do what they can to inspire all of us
to love our god-selves into human existence...
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Chapter 27
BEYOND THE DEAD ZONE

At this point, as just revealed, the Ascended Masters cannot
even go beyond the DEAD ZONE...and back into a greater aspect
of THE SOURCE within THE SOURCE. The DEAD ZONE
persists as our incubation chamber and will easily contain every
single one of us who "leaves the body" on earth at that incredible
coming "critical mass" point, when earth is born as a star and mass
human ascension occurs.
Meanwhile, the urge to "go beyond the DEAD ZONE" to
achieve human liberation has propelled us forward, as an
everlasting goal since the first light-entity god-being dared to take
up physical habitation within a gross human body on earth.
After/death all of us got firmly stuck in between that point of
absolute purity we had left as god-light beings in THE SOURCE
and descended into this low human body wavelength upon earth!
Every single one of us intrepid light-being god-selves (by the
many billions) who eventually "made the plunge" or the "fall" into
"solid" human mass who died had to be parked somewhere, at
some level of the DEAD ZONE, where we waited patiently to be
re-birthed into human body form again. We realized that each new
golden opportunity of rebirth enabled us to learn how to finally
love our god-self into human spirit existence.
Through all of these long millions of years of human form
existence on earth, our one single-pointed purpose has been selfliberation! To do so, each of us is impelled to refine or uplift our
own unique human body form (or incarnated pulsation rate) to a
much higher wavelength frequency. We know at some critical
point that higher rate of vibration will transmute, transfigure and
transform us enough to go beyond the DEAD ZONE, into greater
GOD SOURCE.
This has truly been a long and tedious and quite struggling
journey for most of us. A few thoughtless, fearful light entities
who found themselves in the DEAD ZONE after/death---during its
early formation---learned how to change the game, how to prolong
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their life and vitality in the DEAD ZONE at the expense of others
residing there with them. In time, they grew more powerful and
more knowledgeable and devised ways to feed from the wet
electricity or negative emotions or bio-electric discharges of godlight beings in human bodies on earth, as well. It did not matter if
the human spirit was incarnate or bodiless, he or she was a "choice
meal" almost at will.
When the memory "stripping" process was perfected, it
brought on the very serious challenge (to those of us stripped) to
preserve some measure of self-memory or self-identity. We gave
away willingly our sorrows, regrets and hurtful memories, so the
cycle of repeated human incarnation upon incarnation became a
genuine necessity for each one of us to keep growing and evolving
a little more and more. Only strongly impacted or deeply
embedded human experiences are recorded within our sub-atomic
mass. These core experiences could not be stripped away from us.
Thus, we always managed to keep a few personal memories or
pearls of wisdom which could be evoked by us when needed. So
we do manage to grow a little, through each successive
birth/life/death/rebirth cycle.
Meanwhile, the same deep message keeps crying out from the
core of our human being during every conscious birth cycle..."I
want to go home--to GOD SOURCE--"I want to return to my
holiness--whole-I-ness--in the SOURCE! It is an eternally
resounding self-message with us. "Go home, E.T."
We often fail miserably to retain the resolve we made in our
last DEAD ZONE after/life to come back into a human body and
to love or god-self into human spirit existence. That former strong
resolution in the DEAD ZONE to get back into a suitable human
body as fast as we can and to love our god-selves is lost soon after
human incarnation. Instead, we go through the whole painful,
gruesome memory stripping process after/death---again and again!
At birth, we do not have a strong enough thread of continuity of
consciousness to go beyond the last stripping. Sadly, it is only
when we are once more disembodied in the DEAD ZONE that we
"remember," with deep regret, that we had failed to remember to
love each precious life moment in human body and spirit form--next time...and we forgot!
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This "remembering" or "self-assessment," while without a
physical human body and the continual forgetting of our powerful
self-resolution (when back in the body), has been a long, long
vicious, unending cycle of anguish after anguish.
Only a few illumined sages and yogi masters who had safely
awakened their kundalini, have thus transmuted, transformed and
transcended their human body selves in one sudden exhilarating
lifetime! When you are sensually and sexually alive and in strong
self-control of every single throbbing cell of your body, you are
automatically loving your human god-self into existence, every
thrilling moment of every thrilling day. The awakened and wise
human soul will use every intelligent source; and every earthly or
divine means possible to get free of the death/rebirth/death "cage"
of cycles.
Who would want to go in and out of the DEAD ZONE a
moment longer than necessary? Although we collectively created
this huge in-between world as a safe and needed haven, it now
harbors very dark and demonic forces.
Our added knowledge of DEAD ZONE keepers fortifies our
strong inner determination to go beyond it. At the same time, our
great resolve is helping to precipitate the birth of earth star. Aware
of it or not, you are on the verge of moving out of your aged
human cocoon and turning into a free-flying butterfly! A host of
us are about to move out in unison---beyond the DEAD ZONE--and back to even greater depths of our GOD SOURCE.
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Chapter 28
BEYOND THE SOURCE
Perhaps you are now beginning to know or intuit there always
were, are and will be endless SOURCES within SOURCES. There
are also ENDLESS SOURCES outside of SOURCES. There are
SOURCES in front of SOURCES, and there are endless
SOURCES in back of SOURCES. There are endless SOURCES to
the left of SOURCES, and endless SOURCES to the right of
SOURCES. There are endless SOURCES in all six known
directions of 3-D space, as well as endless SOURCES in endless
directions of unknown space! In all directions that thought can
travel, your own humanly freed god-self will encounter endless
universes upon universes, birthed and nurtured by endless upon
endless SOURCES.
You and I, and all of our beloved brother and sister human
god-light entities were birthed from the ONE GREAT DREAM,
the ONE GOD birthed within our own specific universal
SOURCE. This ONE GOD is very real and controls all
CREATION within this vast universe our garden-green planet
Earth resides in. Simultaneously (similar to the big bang theory in
earth science), you and I and all myriads of gods or light-entity
beings were birthed collectively as ONE GOD---from the GREAT
VOID, from Nothing, or No Thing.
We individually (thus uniquely) emerged from out of an
exact zero universe position to eventually become Some Thing or
Something! All Somethings start out their universal birth as light
particums or minute rays of faint glimmering light! Over the eons,
through constant impact with each other and a gradual
development of sensitivity and intelligence, we gradually grew
into mighty, very powerful and tremendously creative, fully
matured gods, or light-entity selves...
This universal creation was a grand experiment, focused on
this tiny planet Earth. It was constructed or "engineered" so that all
of us human spirit gods who graduated were not only allowed to
go back home to our ONE GOD SOURCE, but we could ourselves
become miniature, three-in-one SOURCE/CREATOR/SELF
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beings (first of a kind, ever) at which point, each earth god
graduate could go (out, in or sideways) beyond our own
FATHER/MOTHER GOD SOURCE into absolute infinity, at
will.
This kind of an experiment (to merge a SOURCE, a
CREATOR, and a SELF) had never been tried before in all of the
endless eternities of creation! Normally, when a god-light being
returns to his or her SOURCE it respirates or goes to sleep within
it, returning to its space as part of the ONE GREAT DREAMER.
In the long eons past of endless CREATION, of the three
only known major universal entity classifications of SOURCE,
CREATOR and SELF, only a SELF has ever learned how to go
back into its SOURCE, renew, or recharge Itself and come back
out of it without invariably going to sleep, thus never to be heard
from again by external observing god-light entities. Of these three
major universal entity classifications, of which there are a
countless number, Selves are relatively few!
This is also the first particle/wave (or dual electric) universe
dreamed into existence by a GOD SOURCE. All countless past
universes ever created were composed of waves (but no particles).
This dual electric polarity universe with earth as a focal particle
or point, was (and is) an exciting experiment for all of the godlight entities observing it. This universe, concentrating upon planet
Earth, was carefully constructed to see if it would be possible to
create all three major universal entity classifications into one
"individuated" human spirit unit---at earth graduation!
Though done at great risk to our own specific universal
SOURCE involved, it was proven a great success when the first
Ascended Master in our human family graduated into ascension.
Recycling or human reincarnation process assured repetition of
schooling experiences. If we failed, we could try and try over and
over again, until we finally succeeded. Thus, on graduation, we
will each be a three-in-on SOURCE/CREATOR/SELF. We can
then roam through all CREATION at will, enter any SOURCE
anywhere, anytime, any way without respirating or falling asleep,
or returning to the No Thing condition again! So be it!
In essence, my beloved friends, we will not only have
succeeded in reaching the highest plateau of absolute unification
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again in the ONE GOD SOURCE (of this universe), we will
actually be able when we have done all and learned all within the
ONE GOD on earth now to go beyond THE SOURCE!
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Chapter 29
DESTRUCTION OF THE
DEAD ZONE
The DEAD ZONE is now on the verge of complete collapse!
This is because all living "forms" on or connected to earth directly
will go through the new spiritual birth process---as earth turns into
a star! You and I are now already a grand part of this glorious
birth. Your possession and wise living use of this knowledge
presented here to you assures you your part in this birth.
The rapidly approaching earth star conversion and the entire
collapse of the DEAD ZONE are inextricably tied together.
However, we will separate the two events as much as possible for
greater clarity. We want as clear and as broad an overview as
possible of each contributing event. We will begin with the DEAD
ZONE, which is shrinking more and more each day, as more and
more of us now enlightened human spirits take back more and
more of our own personal god-self power away from it!
Do the DEAD ZONE overlords like Jehovah and his key
inner band of hierarchical followers know of this imminent birth
of earth star? Emphatically, yes! They are already making all-out
efforts to "boycott" this earth birth in every conniving way.
No living entity in the whole wide universe really wants to go
back all the way to no thing again! There are some demonic forces
or essences now living in the DEAD ZONE, who really have no
life of their own except the conscious life you and I and other gods
have given to them. They are essentially "living thought forms"
and are often very intelligent and powerful, but they are made up
of or created from self-identity fragments we all have disowned or
discharged from us. In other words, these entities do not have a
"soul of their own"! They were never birthed directly from the
ONE GOD SOURCE, like the rest of us on earth. We collective
human creators created them through our fears, our hatreds, our
angers, our greed or frustrations, and our lack of self-security...
Some of these humanly created demons that we have given
form and substance to in the DEAD ZONE have already achieved
high positions of power and authority---over these long ages. They
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are simply not going to stand idly by and give up that vast
authority and mighty self-power over so many human spirits so
easily. Their egos are too huge for that! Some are "top dogs"
directly under Jehovah's command. They are just as strongly
determined as Jehovah to stop the birth of earth star---at all costs!
What will occur between now and immediately prior to our
sudden new earth birth will be the gradual (or sudden)
"equalization" of any and all genuine human gods in the DEAD
ZONE. Some of these gods have been living in the DEAD ZONE
and growing massive egos for over one million years. All of their
mighty power, high authority and false identity will now in turn
(what goes around come around) be "stripped" away from every
god in the DEAD ZONE who has been playing "God" or a
merciless overlord over others through these long years. Each
single one of them will, therefore, move back to "square one."
They will each be equal exactly to what and who they really were
in size, self-power and self-identity, as when they first entered and
became aberrant in the DEAD ZONE...
That thought terrifies them all, especially Jehovah! Over the
long, long ages many of them worked their way up from the
bottom or the middle of the "heap" (of you know what) to rank
under Jehovah himself as right-hand generals. Now with those
massive egos they cannot conceive of dropping back "down" to
being equal with all of the "commoners" like us.
At least those parasitic gods still incubating in the DEAD
ZONE are not faced with the unthinkable prospect of being
reduced back down to no thing, like the demons and monsters we
self-created in the DEAD ZONE! All of these pseudo identities we
created in the DEAD ZONE are faced with the real and immediate
issue of being reduced from "something" back to "nothing"---no
thing, again!
Though some of the larger entities or gestalts in the DEAD
ZONE have also assembled some measure of conditional love, in
their individuated self-identities, most of them including their boss
Jehovah have fierce or very nasty dispositions. They are not
someone, or something, you would want to confront and spar with
in a dark alley! Most, though cunning, have large measures of
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childish anger and hate---accentuated by immense mental power.
Guess where that came from!
Have no fear. You are not personally going to war or fight
with any of these dark and much "bigger" than yourself ghouls in
the DEAD ZONE! These "bad guys" will be equalized by even
bigger and more powerful "good guys." These are the direct
representatives of the young CREATIVE GOD responsible for this
astounding earth human experiment! Your only personal real "job"
from this day forth, until the whole DEAD ZONE collapses, is to
help speed up this collapse by personally taking back your own
unique human god spirit power! You can restore your own human
god-self integrity, piece by piece, feeling by feeling, as you cease
to feed the DEAD ZONE.
You can be well assured that the "big boys" in the DEAD
ZONE have held many emergency conferences. They keep
thinking up and implementing their best possible ways to boycott
this earth star birth! They have seriously considered the possibility
of "cutting off" and trying to live without us! They are weighing
the potential of their shrewd ability to survive, in their own right,
without our further moment-to-moment input of negative charges
(transformed into wet electricity, which sustains their lives).They
are frantically trying to come up with a workable answer to their
serious dilemma. However, they just do not have quite enough
knowledge of how to completely sever themselves from us on
earth successfully, nor will they have enough time to be able to
figure it out!
The reason for their problem is simple. Without exception,
every single life form connected to and dependent on our planet
Earth will go through this already scheduled earth star birth. The
inhabitants of the DEAD ZONE are no exception.
This is explained in detail in my book, The Birth of Earth as
a Star, but there will literally be a condensation (or precipitation)
of two new and "physical" earths. Both of these will arise from the
splitting apart of the nucleus of this ancient earth we are living on
at this moment.
Of the two, the higher or positive polarity earth will at
"critical mass" be propelled with great speed and force entirely out
of our present universe. It will again literally create a brand new,
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parallel universe space---of its own! The other greatly changed
newborn earth, the lower or negative polarity sphere, will instantly
replace our then totally disintegrated old earth---this one, the one
we have been living on over and over again for about ten million
human years.
The entire human earth population will also simultaneously
"split" in one brief instant. Those of us polarized in the higher or
faster frequency wavelength will suddenly "pop off" this old earth.
We will disappear as a group from the old (but newly replaced)
earth---as startled observers left behind will see!
Those of us popping off earth will have successfully achieved
the mass ascension that we initially came here to finally
experience! We will have moved on to a totally pure and
incredibly grand new lifestyle, completely devoid of the struggle,
sorrow, pain and guilt felt on the old earth. Our new home in the
heavens will also be a sudden shining new star above and outside
of this universe!
Prophecy
Before this earth star birth, a tremendous barrage of major
earth changes will take place! High winds of incredible speeds will
whistle, circle and move above and through the atmospheres of
our planet, across lands and seas! Unexpected natural storms (as
well as devastating man made ones) will suddenly spring up to
cause massive loss of human life and property. There will be a
huge increase of human death and, at the same time, an almost
complete halt of new human births.
The electromagnetic fields surrounding earth will change
drastically. This change will produce such a huge disruption that
the old, familiar magnetic and electric principles will utterly fail to
work! Imagine an earth without usable electricity! Cars, buses,
trains, trucks, ships, airplanes---all electrically-powered machines
and gadgets, including homes and industries---will cease to work.
Then, very gradually, new energy generation fields and forms will
be found and substituted.
Also prior to earth birth, as the DEAD ZONE compresses
more and more and begins collapsing, terrified entities there will
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be trying desperately to physically materialize themselves into
human bodies on 3-D earth. They will be on the frantic lookout for
negatively charged and partially or wide-open "channels" and will
hastily step into the body of the channel. Those present individuals
by the many thousands, who are channeling pseudo masters (not
the real ones) naming themselves Christ, Buddha, Germaine, and a
host of other such claimed or self-identified "holy" spirits or
"masters" from the DEAD ZONE, could and may literally provide
an open channel for residence directly in their human body when
the heat gets "too hot in the kitchen" in the DEAD ZONE. As god
creators, we also have the power already to particulate wavelength
entities. Thus to keep from being equalized in the DEAD ZONE is
to try to compel you and a number of others to focus upon the
thought form of how they would appear to look in human form.
Because of natural creative principles, if there is enough charge in
the thought form, a mighty denizen in the DEAD ZONE could
actually physically particulate or materialize it, and would thus
have a genuine human body on earth in which to carry on with its
lifestyle of greed, lust and power at any cost to us! This would
then add one more soul-less, power-hungry and merciless human
entity in physical form on earth, and who needs it?
Actually, there are worldwide satanic groups who do practice
these kinds of evil materialization "black magic" rituals, who may
evoke enough mental power to achieve it. If so, they are now in
great peril, since their "Frankenstein" monster would not hesitate a
moment to turn on its gullible and foolish human creators!
In this coming "new age" on earth, spiritual upliftment will
be so complete that a DEAD ZONE or in-between human
incarnation state will not be needed, thus no more aberrant
denizens to milk off our human energy.
There will never be what we know as human death for those
of us who pop off on the higher earth star. On the lower earth star,
a mirror situation will occur in a lesser degree. For at least a period
of 1,000 years, human physical death will be impossible! No
matter how or what is tried to kill off another human being on
earth, or to commit suicide, it will not work. Death will simply not
be possible!
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This cessation of death---and no DEAD ZONE to go to---will
be quite disconcerting to the "failed" remaining human earth
inhabitants. However, a no-death (thus, no escape) situation soon
prompts them to get their act together. Who wants to live in misery
for a thousand years? And in due time, one by one, each will
graduate and gravitate off and away from this earth (and this "old'
universe) and will happily find and rejoin the rest of their own
family of human gods (us) on and in the new higher earth star
universe!
This is why great master teachers have often said for us not to
worry about those left behind. Slower human learners will also be
earth graduates in their own due time. They may then leave this
old universal earth school and soar freely to the divine universal
"earth star life" that the faster learners like us are already blissfully
enjoying! Each precious light-entity human god spirit has been
given the free choice to find their own learning pace and to travel
their own learning paths, for all learning paths lead eventually to a
human earth graduation. None is better than another. All of us
have been created equally (and all of us are equal), however
unique or odd to others. All of our countless self-chosen learning
paths lead to home---to our ONE GOD SOURCE---and beyond!
The main task now set before each of us on earth is to start
reclaiming our great god-self control power---break all circuits
leading to parasitic DEAD ZONE gestalts. Recollect consciously
all of the lost wisdom you have earned and given away, but no
more! Convert all of your regrets into sparkling pearls!
As you do, the gravitational power of the DEAD ZONE
keepers over you will quickly recede and vanish. Simultaneously,
the countless bits and choice pieces of yourselves that you have
given away over the long ages of births, deaths and human rebirths
will gravitate back into their proper living orbit and circuits with
you. My book, Mental Room of Mirrors---Self-Therapy Technique,
will speed up this divine process measurably!
Those ancient lost bits and pieces of yourselves will be
coming from Jehovah, as well as from myriads of past DEAD
ZONE overlords and personal keepers, who themselves are slowly
disintegrating at this very moment.
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There must be, and will be, a final, quick, total collapse of the
DEAD ZONE just moments prior to the dual earth star birth. At
that point, each single human god on earth will be able to collect,
reclaim and re-own all of the long-earned knowledge, wisdom and
god-self power which all along was their own unique, well-earned
"good fruit"! As you might have discerned already, this is the real
LAST JUDGMENT referred to in Biblical prophecy.
Caution
A final word of caution to those human gods left behind on
lower earth (who failed to love their human god-selves into
existence)...There will be the strong, old human tendency to want
to focus on the "bad" of the world, just like old times! The wise
person will, however, divert all of his or her focus into the new
earth star and learn as quickly as you can to love your human godself into existence!
Another caution: the coming earth changes will be extremely
severe. Many people at that time will want, demand or insist that
you focus your attention with them on their fears. If you do, you
will only feed the DEAD ZONE gestalt and overlords more of
your much needed self-power for human survival.
In fact, if you start now to focus on the living fact that now is
the most wonderful time to be on earth, and that God is in you and
with you, you will be safe in the "eye" of a hurricane, or safe in a
terrible earthquake, or safe in the middle of a burning city ablaze
with fire everywhere. Nature takes care of her own!
Be thankfully assured that your own human god spirit knows
exactly where and when you need to be at any given moment---of
these assuredly upcoming severe and final earth changes. You
literally always are where you are---in consciousness!
It's your choice! Aren't you glad?
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Chapter 30
THE BIRTH OF EARTH
AS A STAR

Our old tired earth, like a tired old human body cell of ours,
is about to give up the old shell and give birth as a bright star...The
old nucleus will split, and two new earths will form around it. The
lower earth will gather around the mass or matter of the old etheric
earth form blueprint. The high "anti-matter" earth will instantly
vanish into a newly created virgin universe. The close
correspondence to slow donkey speed rate change (like in human
cells) ends here. Those of us traveling on this higher earth are
about to witness and vitally experience (what we have been
waiting an eternity for) a light speed change or quantum jump in
the growth of our own body cells (consciously), along with the
simultaneous light speed change and quantum jump of our higher
planet Earth, too! All living forms then connected in circuitry to
the ancient earth will be transformed and transported in the
twinkling of an eye, to the appropriate one of the spiritually
matching vibratory frequency rates of the two newly birthed
earths.
The preparatory physical formation and alteration is already
beginning to take place within earth and upon all of us living on it.
My human body (and your human body) is forming two entirely
different sets of vital organs and limbs, etc. Realizing it or not, you
already have two different sets of appendages, two different heads,
necks, arms, legs, and body torsos. This same incredible mutation
is going on in the animal and insect kingdoms, as well as in the
elemental and atomic (and sub-atomic) living kingdoms
comprising this ancient earth.
When sudden critical mass point is reached, all myriads of
these human, animal, insect, and living mass forms, including the
entire ancient earth itself, will split and be forcibly thrust apart
from each other! One of our two body sets will cohere and become
a full-bloomed human god-light being body in the new universe;
the other will cohere and leap forward in physical form along with
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the lower physical earth (still, yet in this same old universe). The
higher earth will be jettisoned with greater than light speed force
away from and totally out of, the previously "containing" wall or
skin of this old universe.
This higher new earth will instantly form an entire virgin new
universe around it, creating its own universal space and outer
protective "shell" or skin in the process...
This means that you and your awed consciousness (if you are
one of these light-entity beings on earth that has learned how to
love its human god spirit into existence) will enjoy the ride into
eternity! That ride will be the thrill of all thrills, followed by
growing, ongoing, unfolding new thrill upon thrill---as you arrive
and reside on higher earth in your new universe.
To the objective entity observers looking on (from within this
present universe) when this planetary nucleus splits, that new
gleaming "solid" earth left behind will have become an instant
new shining star.
No matter if you ride on higher earth or lower earth, you will
suddenly see old friends, loved ones, as well as a large segment of
society suddenly "pop off" and disappear from your sight,
completely and irrevocably! If you are riding the higher "earth
spaceship" into the new universal space, you will suddenly see all
of those who did not make it fall off from earth and out of your
sight. Only the human graduates take that ride!
On the lower earth sphere, exactly 180 degrees away, you
will see loved ones, good old friends, and a major portion of
human society in general vanish into "thin air"! The growing UFO
myth and other such newly formulated myths will be adopted to
explain away this strange and unexplainable phenomenon to
survivors on lower earth. Thus the human brain will be assured or
reassured to live by new myths, and human life on the new lower
earth star will go on, but now with massive new differences.
As stated, death will not be possible now for the DEAD
ZONE has been totally collapsed, and all of the overlords within
it, large and small, including Jehovah, have all been humanly
equalized!
The human brain on lower earth will seemingly shut off for a
brief period of time. This will allow for a tiny new appendage to
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grow in back of it that will be completely "rewired" through dream
states. This will then allow a final full use of the entire brain mass,
as now compared to the less than ten percent of our brains being
utilized by us today on ancient earth.
The "light brain" and the "intellectual brain" will "fire up"
into synchronized action. The new breed of lower earth citizen
will soon change. He or she will soon begin to take up his or her
full human self-responsibility. The old state of "learned
helplessness" fostering today through government and generated
directly from the DEAD ZONE, will disappear from earth too!
The countless flowing magna stream systems laced
throughout the earth (like human blood or human lymph systems)
will gradually clean out or totally purge all of the radioactivity
now so prevalent in many locations on ancient earth. The God in
earth knows full well how to reroute these fiery magna system
streams when necessary to purge deceased planetary organs or
parts.
Although in the past, Africa has had more magnetic shifting
of "poles" in their area than anywhere else on ancient earth, the
impending polar shift is presently aimed or geared to polarize
somewhere in Russia! In any event, the two magnetic poles of
earth will shift very drastically and dramatically just before this
sudden new earth star birth!
At this same time, an entirely new pool of human
consciousness has already been taking shape or form on earth. It is
not a gestalt for gestalts deal with the past. There is no new word
for it yet, but it is a giant pool of "living' energy (opposed to dead),
and no one can gain access into this "living thought form" unless
his or her vibratory pulsation rate is equal to the "loving your
human god-self into existence" vibratory or pulsation rate! Prior to
formation of this "living thought form pool" all other pools or
collections of human thought formed gestalts and all gestalts on
earth are tied into or wired into the DEAD ZONE. You had to
move your mind into the past in order to access them!
This LIVING THOUGHT FORM POOL gives life to all who
access it. The DEAD ZONE or ancient earth gestalts take life. The
LIVING THOUGHT FORM POOL can only be accessed when
you are living in the now moment.
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Gestalts will still remain on the lower earth star until
dissolved by rising human consciousness. However, this newly
formed LIVING THOUGHT FORM POOL will move along with
us on our grand ride of higher earth into its new universe. It will
be our immediate SOURCE of life-giving, life-sustaining
nourishment there for everyone. It will simply "be there" like a
freely nurturing mother until each one of us gets reoriented to the
sudden unfamiliar total new freedom, and our astounding and
almighty abilities to have our thoughts become focused into
instant realities!
Since no destructive or self-destructive thoughts or feelings
can access this LIVING THOUGHT FORM POOL, then firmly
anchored on that higher earth star in that new universal space, it
will also act as a protective womb for all of us there. It will forever
allow only loving, creative and uplifting thoughts to be held in
mind. This is closely similar to our past human use of the DEAD
ZONE on old earth to cradle us and act like a protective incubator
of our human spirits after/death. The similarity ends here, for one
is a womb (or tomb) for the dead, and the other is a womb for the
living!
You have fortunately found knowledge here about life and
death that you will not find anywhere in the conventional school
of human thought or levels of human education. You are now
aware that neither death nor life has ever really been known by
you in depth before. And there is much more for you and I to lean
and to know about the very great illusion of death, but your and
my knowledge and awareness about our own life process and our
unending human spiritual unfoldment will continue until
graduation!
You are not the dark shadow cast dimly upon the earth scene
created by some distant and unapproachable giant...You are the
giant! Now through this knowledge, you can consciously claim
this small holographic human shadow on earth as your own!
Knowledge takes away all of your smallness. Knowledge actually
always makes you bigger than life! Little minds live in small
worlds. Big minds live in big worlds!
Our long, winding and often twisted journey together through
the shadows of darkness on earth---and in the DEAD ZONE and
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beyond---into the ONE GOD SOURCE (and the birth of earth as a
star) has not ended. It has just begun! My love, light and joy go
with you...

RussMichael

THE BEGINNING
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APPENDIX
I now duly suggest that you obtain all of my published books
that are available to you. You may not be searching for a soulmate
at this time, but Finding Your Soulmate, Your Soulmate---Is
Calling, and The Soulmates, Chronicles all contain valuable
information about the electric versus the magnetic universe, and
how we are inadvertently attracted to someone or something.
Mental Room of Mirrors---Self-Help Therapy is a natural adjunct
to this volume you have just read on the DEAD ZONE. The selftherapy techniques are simple to do.
Besides my own many books, I highly recommend that you
obtain and read every book written about Him or published based
directly on the spoken and recorded word about Sai Baba, the
presently incarnate avatar in India! My own soul thirsts for
knowledge, and when I saw the now popular video of Sai Baba,
My Life Is My Message, I read every English language book
written that I could find about Him---or teachings by Him---some
forty books within two months! In Austria, visiting a bookstore, I
found over fifty books written in German about Sai Baba. When
you red the first book about Him, you will understand why He is
known and loved worldwide. At a recent presentation in India,
over four million people stood in attendance to hear Him speak--by far the greatest number of people ever assembled to honor
anyone, anywhere on earth in recorded history! When He assures
you He will usher the GOLDEN AGE into India to begin with and
then into the rest of the nations on earth, you will know it to be a
fact! To start, I recommend the Phyllis Krystal books, the Howard
Murphet books, and the John Hislop books, though every other
book by other authors is also well worth reading...
Lastly, I recommend Joyriding the Universe, a Phillip book,
listed on the next page. The popular and accurately revealing Seth
books came from the same source. Seth was the outer-ring
extension of the current Phillip identity. You will realize why I
recommend reading Phillip material, since he speaks a great deal
about the DEAD ZONE. Enjoy! Explore! Become!
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Author Information

At age 18 the author was transformed by a fully conscious
physical "death experience." During the five minutes or more that
the author was clinically dead he experienced a flashback of every
moment of his prior 18 years--followed by lesser flashbacks of a
life in ancient India--and a life in old Egypt, approximately 1600
B.C.
He returned to his body IN THE DAZZLING WHITE
LIGHT---and after this profound experience found psychic flashes
and precognitive visions easily triggered when essential to bodily
survival thereafter--avoiding certain death several dramatic times
over the following years. He was host of his own TV "talk show -THE MYSTERIES in 1975! (D.C)
He overcame polio to go forward and accomplish his dream
of being a professional basketball player--for a period of seven
years. He is a published songwriter--with one Count Basie record
to his credit.
The author studied psychology and taught an accredited
psychology course at the UNIVERSITY OF HUMANISTIC
STUDIES in San Diego, California.
He has authored over 20 books--starting in 1970--with all of
them going into several reprints. One of them, Finding Your
Soulmate, sold to SAMUEL WEISER, INC. is now in twelve
languages world-wide. His sequel, Your Soulmate is Calling, is
presently contracted in thirteen languages. MENTAL ROOM OF
MIRRORS--Self Therapy Technique is contracted in Portuguese
and Italian already...and one of his other latest books just written--Finding Mr. Right or Mrs. Right is contracted for Spanish
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and sold a health product company, THE FOUNTAIN OF
YOUTH in 1983--taking it from ZERO to 3,000 active
representatives. The company is still active in Newport, Oregon.
(Author sold it in 1986)
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In 1984 he was awarded the Bronze Halo Award by the
Southern California Motion Picture Council--for his contribution
as an author, lecturer, philanthropist and humanitarian!
From 1970--commencing with the publication of his first
book, Why and How of Meditation he began a lecture tour across
the USA, speaking at colleges and universities, New Age Centers,
Unity and other denominational churches--and became a "key
speaker" at health and New-Age conferences. He was soon firmly
booked six months in advance during his 10 years of lecturing-from 1970 to 1980.
During that time--he appeared--often as a "repeat guest" on
over 500 radio and TV "Talk Shows" including a repeat
appearance on the REGIS PHILBIN show--featuring his bestselling book, Finding Your Soulmate. He also appeared on TV
news shows and solicited countless newspaper article stories about
himself and his books. He arranged all of these talk shows, news
interviews and newspaper articles himself...almost invariably
given a "firm booking" or interview "on the spot!" He currently
lives back and forth between Virginia Beach, VA. and AUSTRIA
where is wife Maria (soulmate) and six year son, John Matthew
Michael reside. He currently owns and runs GLOBAL HEALTH
NETWORK, a health product company in Virginia Beach....NO
PROBLEM TO MAKE TIME TO APPEAR ON RADIO & TV
SHOWS MARKETING THIS BOOK!!
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BOOK ADVERTISING COPY FOR
BACK COVER OR DUST JACKET
We predict that ZONE OF THE DEAD will be one of the
most capturing and insightful books you will have ever read! One
reader of the just finished book manuscript shouted afterward,
"It's the best book I have ever read in my life!" Find out if you
are being milked daily like a cow! Find out in this book:are the
heavens and hells of the DEAD ZONE real? Michael the author
gives a vivid, well-detailed account of his very own real DEATH
EXPERIENCE. He tells of his own conscious and fearful journey
through the DEAD ZONE at age eighteen. Michael reveals how
upon our after/death entrance into the DEAD ZONE we are
methodically "stripped" of the major part of our memory and selfidentity! He knows from personal experience how very
excruciatingly painful this cruel memory and identity stripping
process is...Learn why and how this universal DEAD ZONE was
constructed, how it acts exactly like a huge protective womb or a
giant incubator for our departed human spirits. The DEAD ZONE
is our home after human death while we wait in between time for a
suitable conception to take place for our rebirth on earth. Is
reincarnation a fact? Learn why animals do not need a DEAD
ZONE like humans so for their in-between lifetime cycles. Will
you meet "Sweetie" or "Rover" there? Michael shares insightful
views with his readers on how and why these continual
birth/death/rebirth cycles have been ongoing for nearly ten million
years on our lush, green, blue and fertile earth. You will clearly
understand that our human body is simply a very marvelous
"carriage" for human spirit. Discover how human spirits were
made. Can something come out of the great void of nothing? There
are countless high and low worlds or realms in the DEAD ZONE
and the majority of them are filled with very real demons,
overlords, pseudo "gods" and personal "keepers" than can bleed
through and feed off of our vital life energies even while we are
embodied here on our earth. In actuality, the DEAD ZONE is but a
single thought away! The role of possession and schizophrenia is
clearly presented, as well as the roles of Religion, Politics, War,
Science, Major Sports, Invention, Raucous Music, Drugs and other
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major gestalts on earth that help feed these parasites and deadly
vampires...skulking us from the DEAD ZONE! Do a few "elite"
overlord families control us on earth? Discover how your own
guilt, regret, fear, anger, and other negative human traits feed your
personal keeper in the DEAD ZONE! Find out why the DEAD
ZONE is about to collapse and about the imminent birth of earth
as a star! Learn dramatic earth changes and how you can keep
from being eaten alive daily by these DEAD ZONE overlord
keepers!
© Copyright 2007--Russ Michael
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED BY AUTHOR
The End
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Final note from the author scribe...
In addition to my best-seller--Finding Your Soulmate--still
selling in 12 languages, I have written over 20 published self-help
books and I invite you to obtain and read them all.
...After my death experience...at age 18--and In the unfolding
due course of my spiritual work--I have received thousands of
letters of gratitude from readers of my books or from many
grateful attendants of my workshops, who have found their soul
mates or their Twin Ray life companions, or made their wildest,
most impossible dreams come true.
A few days ago I received this email from someone who
recently obtained and read my 360 page autobiography.
Dear thankful kindly eBook reader--Carolyn Tester--had this
to say to me....Bless her heart.
Autobiography of An IMMORTAL
Carolyn Tester wrote:
I don't think I have ever enjoyed reading anything as I am
now doing with your autobiography. I'm now beginning to read
slower and slower...as the end of it gets nearer...a habit I've
acquired when in a GOOD read.
Love to you and yours,
Carolyn Tester
If you enjoyed this booklet--or other books of mine--please
encourage your loved ones, friends and associates to obtain and
read them all....
I suggest that you obtain my own "Autobiography of An
IMMORTAL"...or any of my current 9 eBooks--soon to be 20...or
more--of my own Russ Michael eBbooks.
Enquire now--or later--at:
www.TheSecretIsNoSecretAnymore.com
Or at my personal email address:
RussMichaelEbooks@Gmail.com
You can soon listen to my 3 minute podcast, read my brief bio
or surf through the "Table of Content" pages of my many
obtainable Ebooks....
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You may--via my above email address--also subscribe to my
FREE spiritual daily email Michael Worldwide Newsletter It is
totally free...just ask.
Bless your heart, forever and forever. Bless us all. We are all
blessed.
In living and loving gratitude to All That Is. I Am--Russ
Michael
Contact this author, Russ Michael, at
:russmichaelebooks@gmail.com
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